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Abstract
The genetic regulation of axillary meristem (AM) initiation is highly conserved throughout the
majority of higher plants. Especially the GRAS gene LATERAL SUPPRESSOR (LAS), and
its orthologues in various species constitute a nice example of this mechanistic conservation.
LAS and its orthologues act as branching regulators, which promote the initiation of axillary
meristems during vegetative development. Yet, the molecular mechanisms of LAS function
are unknown. This study explored new perspectives, to gain a deeper understanding of the
molecular basis of LAS function. Instead of focusing on AM initiation, the root was chosen as a
promising new developmental context to analyze LAS function. Root-specic expression of LAS
appears to be similarly conserved as LAS contribution to AM initiation, hence the root provides
a new approach to study LAS function. Here, the previously identied cis-regulatory element
B, located 2 kb downstream of
Arabidopsis

root.

LAS

LAS,

is shown to be indispensable for

LAS

expression in the

expression domains in the root mirror the cone-shaped domain of auxin

response maxima in the tips of primary and lateral roots, showing transcript accumulation in the
quiescent center, the columella stem cells and the mature columella cells. Monitoring of protein
localization revealed that LAS protein accumulates in the nucleus and the cytoplasm. Also,
LAS is a cell-to-cell mobile protein, tracking from the columella in the LRC. Additionally,
the

LAS

locus encodes for a long noncoding antisense transcript, which is expressed in exactly

the same domains as

LAS.

One notable dierence between

LAS

expression domains in the tips

of primary and lateral roots is the signicantly elevated expression level in young lateral roots.
This might correlate with the increased vertical growth trajectories of LRs in

las-4

mutants,

which is the only phenotypic deviation found in roots. LAS is thought to act as an inhibitor of
cell dierentiation. This hypothesis was tested by ectopic expression of

LAS

in the root apical

meristem (RAM), which constitutes a powerful system to analyze cell dierentiation. Ectopic
expression reveals, that LAS promotes cell dierentiation, and surprisingly cell dierentiation
also occurs in cells that express

LAS

endogenously. This indicated that LAS function might

be dosage dependent. To test the applicability of root-derived knowledge about LAS protein
characteristics, nuclear-targeted versions of LAS (LAS-NLS) were employed to analyze the
relevance of protein movement during AM initiation. Interestingly, LAS-NLS versions were not
able to complement the

las-4

mutant branching phenotype. Addition of the nuclear targeting

domain seems not to aect movement of the LAS protein, because in the root LAS-NLS versions
are still cell-to-cell mobile. Interestingly, there is a positive correlation between dosage and
function, based on the analysis of transgene copy-number in relation to las-4 complementation.
Higher copy-number correlates with the loss of

las-4

complementation. To account for the

reoccurring theme of dosage-dependent function a spillover-model of LAS function is proposed.
In this model, LAS is kept in check by a second interacting protein. If the buering capacity
of the interacting protein is compromised or exceeded, LAS might extend its functional scope,
probably counteracting its own endogenous function.

I

Zusammenfassung
In den meisten höheren Panzen ist die Bildung von Achselmeristemen (AMs) ein genetisch
hoch konservierter Mechanismus. Dies spiegelt sich besonders in der Funktionsweise des GRAS
Gens LATERAL SUPPRESSOR (LAS) wider. LAS und seine orthologen Gene beeinussen AM
Bildung immer nach dem selben Muster. Ein Verlust der Genfunktion unterdrückt die Bildung
von AMs während der vegetativen Wachstumsphase. Trotz dieses eindeutigen Ursache-Wirkung
Zusammenhangs ist die Funktion von LAS auf molekularer Ebene unklar. Ziel dieser Studie ist
es, einen neuen Ansatz zu nden, welcher eine funktionale Analyse von LAS ermöglicht. Alle
bisherigen Studien zu LAS beschränkten sich auf den Prozess der AM Bildung. Eine in vielen Studien genannte, aber nicht weiter beachtete Eigenschaft von LAS und seinen orthologen
Genen ist das Vorkommen von Expressions-Domänen in Wurzelgewebe. Wurzel-spezische LAS
Expression scheint in einem ähnlichen Maÿ konservier zu sein, wie der Zusammenhang zwischen LAS Funktion und AM Bildung. Die Wurzel bietet besonders im Bezug auf molekulare
Analysen gewisse Vorteile gegenüber dem Sprossgewebe, und stellt deswegen einen vielversprechenden neuen entwicklungsbiologischen Ansatz zur funktionalen Analyse von LAS dar.
Hier wird gezeigt, dass das, in einer früheren Studie beschriebene, regulatorische Element B
unverzichtbar für die Expression von

LAS

in der Wurzel von

Arabidopsis

ist. Wurzelgewebe,

welche LAS Transkript aufweisen, sind deckungsgleich mit den kegelförmigen Domänen in den
Spitzen von Haupt- und Seitenwurzeln, welche durch ein Maximum von Auxin gesteuerter
Gen Expression gekennzeichnet sind. Der kegelförmige Bereich umfasst das Ruhende Zentrum,
die Columella-Stamzellen und die dierenzierten Columella Zellen. Die Charakterisierung der
Protein-Akkumulation ergab, dass LAS sowohl im Zellkern, als auch im Cytoplasma auftritt.
Eine weitere neuentdeckte Eigenschaft ist die Fähigkeit des LAS Proteins, sich in benachbarte
Zellen zu bewegen. Im Fall der Wurzelspitze wandert LAS von der Columella in die Zellen der
lateralen Wurzelkappe. Auÿerdem wird gezeigt, dass der LAS Locus zusätzlich für ein langes
nicht-kodierendes antisense Transkript kodiert, welches in denselben Domänen wie LAS exprimiert wird. Haupt- und Seitenwurzeln zeigen bezüglich der
Unterschied. In Seitenwurzeln wird

LAS

LAS

Expression einen gravierenden

sehr viel stärker als in Hauptwurzeln exprimiert.

Dies könnte in Zusammenhang stehen mit dem Phänotyp der Funktionsverlust-Mutante

las-4,

welche eine deutlich gesteigerte vertikale Wuchsrichtung der Seitenwurzeln zeigt. Unterdrückung von Zell-Dierenzierung ist die gängige Interpretation der Funktionsweise von LAS. Diese
Hypothese wurde durch ektopische Expression von

LAS

im Wurzelspitzenmeristem (RAM)

getestet. Das RAM ist aufgrund seiner zellulären Organisation ein klassisches System um ZellDierenzierung zu analysieren. Die ektopische Expression ergab, dass LAS Zell-Dierenzierung
fördert. Überraschenderweise tritt Zell-Dierenzierung auch in Zellen auf, welche

LAS

bere-

its endogen exprimieren. Dieses Ergebnis deutet daraufhin, dass die Funktion von LAS von
der Menge des gebildeten Proteins beeinusst werden kann. Die Übertragbarkeit der neugewonnenen Erkenntnisse zu Eigenschaften des LAS Proteins wurde im Kontext der AM Bildung
getestet. Zellkern-spezische LAS Versionen (LAS-NLS) wurden auf ihre Fähigkeit getestet,
II

den AM Bildungsdefekt in der

las-4

Mutante zu komplementieren. Die LAS-NLS Versionen

konnten den AM Bildungsdefekt in las-4 nicht retten. Hierbei ist hervorzuheben, dass die gezielt
Zellkern-gerichtete Lokalisierung von LAS-NLS, unerwarteterweise, nicht die Wanderungseigenschaften des Proteins beinträchtigte. Eine Analyse der Anzahl der Transgen Insertionen ergab,
dass eine positive Korrelation zwischen einer hohen Anzahl von Insertionen und der Beeinträchtigung der

las-4

Komplementation besteht. Aufgrund des in verschiedenen und voneinander

unabhängigen Experimenten beobachteten Dosis-Funktion-Zusammenhanges, im Hinblick auf
die Funktion von LAS, wurde ein Spillover-Modell als Erklärungsversuch vorgeschlagen. In
diesem Model steht die Funktion von LAS in Zusammenhang mit einem zweiten interagierenden Protein, welches LAS Funktion stabilisiert. Wenn die stabilisierende Wirkung entfällt,
erönen sich neue Funktionspotentiale für LAS, welche unter Umständen der endogenen Funktion entgegenwirken können.
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1.

Introduction

1.1 Plant development in a nutshell
Periodic formation of lateral organs is a general feature of plant development and modications of this mechanism contribute to the large variety of dierent body plans within the plant
kingdom (McSteen and Leyser, 2005). During postembryonic development, shoots and roots
produce repeating units, phytomers and lateral roots (LRs), which enable establishment of lateral growth axes. Axis elongation and lateral organ formation is dependent on the activities
of the primary shoot and root meristems, which contain organized groups of dividing cells,
encompassing the stem cells (Heidstra and Sabatini, 2014). Shoot apical meristem (SAM)
and root apical meristem (RAM) initiation at the apical and basal poles of the embryo are
key events of apical-basal axis formation in plant development (Jürgens, 1995). Because these
pivotal meristems are initiated during embryogenesis, they are referred to as primary meristems (Talbert et al., 1995). Apical-basal axis elongation and lateral organ production during
postembryonic development relies on progeny of SAM or RAM stem cells, enforcing the plant to
prevent stem cell dierentiation. This postembryonic plasticity sets plants apart from animals,
because being sessile organisms plants need to be able to modify their development in response
to environmental cues.

1.2 Organization and molecular set up of the shoot apical
meristem
The SAM is the very tip of the shoot apex and resembles a dome-shaped structure. The rst
visible trace of an organ primordium is a protrusion in the otherwise smooth SAM surface. Also,
this marks the transition from the SAM to the more basal shoot tissue, or from undierentiated
to dierentiated cells, respectively (Medford, 1992). In
plant model systems, the expression of the

Arabidopsis,

KNOTTED1 -like

one of the broadly studied

homeobox (KNOX) transcription

factor SHOOTMERISTEMLESS (STM ) denes the SAM domain. All cells in the SAM express
STM
stm

and either belong to the stem cell pool or display a meristematic (proliferating) character.

mutant analysis and

STM

overexpression studies demonstrated that

STM

is necessary for

SAM initiation during embryogenesis (Long et al., 1996), and maintenance of the SAM during
postembryonic development through inhibition of dierentiation (Lenhard et al., 2002).
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The SAM is organized into three discrete cell layers. On top, the epidermal layer (L1),
from which all epidermal cells are derived, followed by the sub epidermal layer (L2), which
generates sub epidermal tissue and gametes. Beneath the L2, cells form a multi layered tissue,
still referred to as layer (L3), which gives rise to the ground tissue and the vasculature. Each
individual layer represents a separate cell lineage. The important determinant to achieve cell
lineage partitioning is the cell division plane orientation, which prevents the invasion of daughter
cells from one layer into neighboring layers. In L1 and L2, cell divisions occur almost exclusively
along the anticlinal plane (perpendicular to the surface), whereas in the L3 cell division occurs
along all possible planes, oblique, anticlinal or periclinal (Fig. 1a ; Stahl and Simon, 2004).
The layered cell organization, reects cellular ontogeny in the SAM, whereas the zonation of
cells according to specic characteristics dierentiates specic areas, independent of the lineage
dependency. Geometrically, the SAM has a circular cross section, and the central zone is located
in the center at the very top of the dome. The central zone stretches across all three layers and
contains the stem cells of each individual layer. One characteristic of stem cells is their lower cell
division frequency, compared to cells located in the periphery of the SAM that display a higher
cell division frequency. The peripheral zone radially extends from the central zone towards the
rst visible organ primordium, which arises from the ank of the shoot apex (Reddy et al.,
2004; Burian et al., 2016). Cells in deeper cell layers within the SAM, exclusively L3 tissue,
are grouped into the rib zone (Fig. 1b). Even though, all cells in the SAM are continuously
dividing, the frequency of cell divisions indicates the dierent tasks assigned to each zone.
Slower divisions in the central zone are sucient to maintain the stem cell population, and at
the same time provide enough daughter cells for organ initiation in the peripheral zone. Further,
a longer cell cycle duration, reduces the probability to accumulate mutations in the stem cell
line, because over time less replication rounds occur. In the peripheral zone, the shortening of
cell cycle duration acts than as an amplier of cell number to ensure proper organ initiation,
thereby releasing division pressure from the stem cells. The term transit amplier (TA) was
coined to describe this kind of meristematic cell, taking also into account that this is only a
temporary cell state between loss of stem cell fate and start of cell dierentiation (Stahl and
Simon, 2004).
How does the plant manage to protect SAM stem cells from dierentiation? Isolation of
mutant alleles of the homeodomain transcription factor

WUSCHEL

(WUS ), was the rst step

towards a plant specic stem cell niche concept. The niche is a micro environment that provides
cues, which are a necessity for stem cell fate and maintenance. Loss of niche factors leads to
a loss of stem cells.
the central zone.

WUS

wus

RNA was detected in a specic group of L3 cells, exactly below

mutants are able to initiate SAMs, but their activity fades rapidly,

because they fail to maintain a sucient stem cell number for proper development (Laux
et al., 1996; Mayer et al., 1998). STM partially rescues

wus

mutants by providing the cues

for reinitiation of stem cells, which dierentiate quickly because

WUS

function is lacking.

This repeating cycle explains the characteristic stop-and-go development seen in
(Laux et al., 1996). The domain of

WUS

wus

mutants

RNA accumulation was termed organizing center
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(OC), because of its importance for stem cell maintenance (Mayer et al., 1998). Notably, the
stem cell harboring zone and the OC constitute two spatially distinct domains within the SAM,
suggesting communication between both cell populations along the apical-basal axis. Therefore,
WUS

either enables transmission of a stem cell fate promoting signal, or acts itself as a mobile

signal. Comparison of the domains of

WUS

RNA accumulation and WUS protein localization

revealed that in fact WUS protein moves through plasmodesmata from the OC into the central
zone, acting as a non-cell autonomous factor for stem cell maintenance (Yadav et al., 2011;
Daum et al., 2014). In addition to stem cell maintenance,
identity, as shown by

WUS

WUS

is also able to induce stem cell

misexpression experiments (Schoof et al., 2000).

Genetic studies revealed additional genes controlling stem cell fate, however, defects in these
genes had the opposite eect on stem cell maintenance compared to
three

CLAVATA

wus.

Loss of either one of

(CLV ) genes, caused an over accumulation of stem cells in the SAM (Clark

et al., 1997; Kayes and Clark, 1998; Fletcher et al., 1999).

CLV3

turned out to be a stem cell

derived signal, encoding for a short secreted peptide, that is only expressed in the central zone
(Fletcher et al., 1999). Recognition of the CLV3 peptide signal was shown to be dependent on a
set of membrane-localized, leucine rich repeat (LRR) based receptor complexes. Expression of
the receptor kinase CLV1 is restricted to the OC (Clark et al., 1997). CLV1 homodimers are able
to bind the CLV3 peptide with their extracellular domain (Ogawa et al., 2008; Shinohara and
Matsubayashi, 2015).

CLV2

also encodes for an LRR receptor, however it lacks the intracellular

kinase domain and it is expressed throughout many dierent plant tissues (Jeong et al., 1999).
CLV2 forms a heterodimeric complex with CORYNE (CRN), which is a membrane localized
pseudokinase that is expressed in the whole SAM (Müller et al., 2008; Nimchuk et al., 2011).
crn

mutants phenotypically mimic the

clv

mutants, indicating their importance for stem cell

regulation (Müller et al., 2008; Bleckmann et al., 2010). Whether CLV3 is a ligand of the CLV2CRN receptor-pseudokinase complex is still under debate based on opposing results from two
studies (Guo et al., 2010; Shinohara and Matsubayashi, 2015). The role of the CLV2-CRN
receptor-pseudokinase complex remains enigmatic. Genetic studies support the presence of two
independent pathways, one based on CLV1, the other one based on CLV2-CRN (Müller et al.,
2008). On molecular level, each of these mutants displays increased

WUS

expression, which is

the cause of the increased number of stem cells (Brand et al., 2000; Schoof et al., 2000; Müller
et al., 2008). These genetic studies showed, that a negative feedback loop keeps the stem cell
population at a constant size. WUS migrates from the OC through plasmodesmata into the
stem cell harboring layers L1, L2 and L3 to promote stem cell fate. In turn, stem cells express
CLV3,

which will be processed to become a secreted peptide signal that is received by specic

plasma membrane located LRR receptor complexes in the OC. CLV/CRN receptor complexes
trigger a yet unresolved signaling cascade to suppress WUS, closing the negative feedback loop.
The described CLV-WUS negative feedback loop represents just the minimal working solution and many more layers of complex regulation are required for proper SAM function. For
example, two receptor kinases closely related to CLV1, BARLEY ANY MERISTEM1 (BAM1)
and BAM2 were shown to be necessary for stem cell maintenance.
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displayed smaller meristems, an indication for a decreased number of stem cells (DeYoung et al.,
2006). However, higher order mutant combinations with CLV pathway genes revealed complex
interactions.
with

clv2,

bam1 bam2

suppressed the

but enhanced the

ectopic expression in the OC.

phenotype, displayed no eect in combination

phenotype (Deyoung and Clark, 2008). Careful molecular

clv1

and genetic studies revealed that

clv3

BAM

BAM

genes are able to partially complement

clv1,

based on

gene expression is normally suppressed through CLV1,

explaining the drastic phenotype of the triple mutant (Nimchuk et al., 2015). Further, the
CLV-WUS negative feedback loop is the convergence point for many developmental cues that
tweak signaling components to increase or decrease the stem cell population in the SAM. For
example, changes in soil nitrate availability trigger a root-borne long-range cytokinin based
signal to modulate

WUS

expression and the size of the SAM stem cell pool (Landrein et al.,

2018).

1.3 Boundaries and the initiation of lateral branches
Cells located at the edge of the peripheral zone are integrated into organ primordia. Integration into an organ primordium coincides with the transition from meristematic tissue into
dierentiating tissue (Burian et al., 2016). Organ primordia appear as small bulges on the
otherwise smooth SAM surface. In between the adaxial side of the protruding primordium and
the dome-like structure of the SAM a leaf axil is formed. An unique morphological feature of
the leaf axil, is the specic arrangement of cells, that results in a surface with negative Gaussian
curvature (Kwiatkowska, 2004). Leaf axils are a unique tissue, because they are the launching
pads for lateral branches. Cells in the leaf axil share similar characteristics, like less frequent
cell divisions. Further, leaf axil cells form a tissue that acts as a barrier, separating meristematic cells from the dierentiating cells in the organ primordium, hence the term boundary was
coined. Prerequisite to generate a side shoot is the initiation of a secondary meristem in the
boundary, also referred to as axillary meristem (AM; Wang et al., 2016). The AM harbors
SAM derived stem cells, which establish a secondary branch-specic lineage during branch outgrowth (Burian et al., 2016). Initiation of AMs relies therefore on the formation of a new stem
cell niche, and poses the question about the fate of AM stem cell predecessors. Two dierent
scenarios for AM initiation were proposed, the 'detached meristem' concept and the 'de

novo '

concept. The detached meristem concept states that AM precursors cells keep their pluripotent
stem cell character when they leave the SAM stem cell niche. In contrast, the 'de

novo '

concept

emphasizes positional information, placement in the boundary, as the determining cue for AM
initiation independent of the dierentiation stage of a given cell (Long and Barton, 2000).
In

Arabidopsis,

continuous expression of

STM

is required to initiate AMs (Fig. 1c).

expression fades rapidly in newly initiating organ primordia, but in the boundary
pression is maintained. The boundary specic
regarding the distribution of

STM

STM

STM

STM

ex-

expression domain displays dierences

transcripts, and the age of the leaf axil. From P1 to P15,
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is detected throughout the whole boundary. From P16 onwards,

STM

STM

expression is fo-

cused to a central group of cells at the adaxial leaf base, which overlaps with the position of
the later developing AM (Long and Barton, 2000; Greb et al., 2003). The dependence of AM
initiation from

STM

expression was shown through the analysis of mutant plants carrying the

weak stm-bum1 allele, which failed to initiate AMs (Shi et al., 2016). However, STM expression
is very broad and unspecic in the shoot apex, meaning that additional factors are needed to
provide domain specic information.
Mutant screenings conducted in tomato, identied two main branching regulators. The rst
branching regulator,

LATERAL SUPPRESSOR

(Ls ) encodes a putative transcriptional regu-

lator that belongs to the GRAS (GIBBERELLIN-ACID
of GA1

(RGA);

SCARECROW

INSENSITIVE

(GAI ); REPRESSOR

(SCR )) gene family (Pysh et al., 1999; Schumacher et al.,

1999). GRAS genes represent a plant specic family of transcriptional regulators, which are
important for plant growth and development (Pysh et al., 1999; Niu et al., 2017). The
mutant, presumably a

Ls

ls-1

loss-of-function allele, develops no side shoots in leaf axils during

vegetative development (Fig. 1c). Additionally, during reproductive growth the proper development of owers is disturbed, with lower total ower number per inorescence, reduced
fertility and a lack of petals (Schumacher et al., 1999). The

Ls

pathway is highly conserved

in higher plants and defective AM initiation during vegetative development is found in various
species with described mutants of Ls orthologous genes, like Arabidopsis, rice and Antirrhinum
majus

(snapdragon; Greb et al., 2003; Li et al., 2003; Mizzotti et al., 2017). In

LATERAL SUPPRESSOR

Arabidopsis,

(LAS ) transcripts accumulate in leaf primordia/leaf axils from P1

to P20/22, in a band-shaped domain (Greb et al., 2003). Similarly, expression of MONOCULM
1

(MOC1 ) in rice and

Ls

in tomato is restricted to leaf primordia/leaf axils (Li et al., 2003;

Busch et al., 2011). In other species, the expression of
accumulation of
annuus
LAS,

STM

in the

Arabidopsis

Ls

orthologous resembles the transcript

shoot apex, as seen in snapdragon and

Helianthus

(wild sunower; Fambrini et al., 2017; Mizzotti et al., 2017). The molecular function of

also with respect to detached vs de

novo

mode of AM initiation, is still an open question.

Being a GRAS family member, LAS is expected to aect gene expression (Pysh et al., 1999; Niu
et al., 2017). However, evidence supporting a role for LAS in regulating gene expression through
direct DNA binding or through interaction with transcription factors is preliminary and has
to be extended (Rossmann, 2013). With respect to the molecular role of LAS, an indication
was derived from a study done in tomato. Rossmann et al. (2015) compared cell fate in distal
leaet boundaries, a tissue that is aected by loss of Ls function, in wild-type and

ls

mutant

backgrounds. The distal leaet boundary displays functional similarity to leaf axils, because in
tomato ectopic shoots can arise from that specic region. This suggested that

Ls

might act as

an inhibitor of cell dierentiation, to keep cells competent for later recruitment into a new stem
cell niche (Rossmann et al., 2015). In

Arabidopsis las

mutants,

STM

transcript accumulation

in primordia/leaf axils lack the focused expression domain at the adaxial leaf base from P16
onwards. Similarly, expression of
(HD-ZIP), is lost in an

STM

REVOLUTA (REV ),

a homeodomainleucine zipper protein

equivalent domain, from P16 onwards, in

5

las

mutants (Ratclie
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et al., 2000; Greb et al., 2003). Among other phenotypic alterations rev mutants frequently fail
to develop side shoots during vegetative development (Fig. 1c; Talbert et al., 1995). Therefore,
LAS is needed to promote boundary specic changes in transcript accumulation of
REV.

STM

and

The regulatory mechanisms behind these dynamics of transcript accumulation in the

boundary are largely unknown, but it was shown that REV is able to directly promote

STM

expression (Tian et al., 2014).
In

Arabidopsis,

the NAC (NO

APICAL MERISTEM

SCRIPTION ACTIVATION FACTOR1/2

(NAM );

ARABIDOPSIS TRAN-

(ATAF1/2 ); CUP-SHAPED COTYLEDON2 (CUC2 ))

transcription factors CUC1, CUC2 and CUC3 are all expressed in SAM boundaries, and loss-offunction mutants display fusion of adjacent organs. Organ fusion reects the loss of a separating
tissue, like the boundary in the leaf axil, between two organs (Aida et al., 1997; Takada et al.,
2001; Vroemen et al., 2003; Raman et al., 2008).
during vegetative development, but

LAS

cuc3

mutants display loss of AM formation

transcript accumulation was wild type-like in bound-

aries of leaf primordia/leaf axils. This indicated that CUC3 and LAS act in separate pathways
during AM formation (Raman et al., 2008). Single mutants of either

cuc1

or

cuc2

resembled

wild type plants with respect to AM initiation. Interestingly, overexpression of the post transcriptional

CUC

inhibitors

MIR164A/MIR164B

in the

cuc3

mutant enhanced the branching

defect. miR164 binding to their complementary binding sites within

CUC1

and

CUC2

tran-

scripts leads to mRNA cleavage and degradation (Kasschau et al., 2003). This indicated that
all three

CUC

genes play a role during AM formation. Further,

in leaf primordia/leaf axils was strongly reduced. In contrast,
triple mutants displayed enhanced

LAS

transcript accumulation

mir164a-4 mir164b-1 mir164c-1

expression in the SAM. These results indicated that

both CUC1 and CUC2 act as positive regulators of
it was shown that CUC2 directly binds to
2008; Tian et al., 2014). Interestingly,

LAS

LAS

LAS

expression during AM formation, and

regulatory elements (Fig. 1c; Raman et al.,

genes are required for SAM initiation during

CUC

embryogenesis, suggesting that meristem initiation in general relies on a specic mechanism,
independent of developmental stage (Aida et al., 1997). For proper cotyledon development,
CUC1

expression during embryogenesis is regulated by the

SPONSE FACTOR

APETALA2 /ETHYLENE RE-

(AP2 /ERF ) transcription factor DORNRÖSCHEN (DRN; Ikeda et al.,

2006). Both, DRN as well as its paralog DORNRÖSCHEN-LIKE (DRNL) are required during
vegetative development for AM initiation based on the phenotypic analysis of loss-of-function
alleles. DRN has been shown to directly activate the expression of
as DRNL have been shown to directly promote

STM

CUC2,

and DRN as well

expression in a REV dependent manner

(Fig. 1c; (Zhang et al., 2018)). Recurrence of such gene modules corroborates the similarities between SAM initiation during embryogenesis and AM initiation during postembryonic
development.
The second identied tomato branching regulator, Blind (Bl), belongs to the R2R3 class
of MYB transcription factors.

bl

mutants display defective AM initiation during vegetative

development in 40-90% of their leaf axils (Schmitz et al., 2002). Orthologues of

6
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have been
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described in
logues in

Arabidopsis, Capsicum annuum

Arabidopsis

(pepper) and sunower. Mutations in Bl ortho-

and pepper lead to branching defects during vegetative development,

indicating the conservation of Bl as a branching regulator (Müller et al., 2006; Jeifetz et al.,
2011; Fambrini et al., 2017). Similar to

Ls, Bl

is expressed in a band shaped domain in the

boundaries of leaf primordia/leaves (Busch et al., 2011). The

Arabidopsis

genome contains six

genes with high amino acid similarity to Bl (Busch et al., 2011; Müller et al., 2006).
and

AtMYB68

AtMYB36

only displayed root specic expression, and recent studies have shown that

MYB36 is a master regulator of root endodermis dierentiation and Casparian strip formation
(Liberman et al., 2015; Kamiya et al., 2015). The other four

AtMYBs

displayed unspecic

expression across various tissues, but genetic analysis showed that the paralogues
(REGULATOR

OF AXILLARY MERISTEMS1

(RAX1 )), AtMYB38 (RAX2 ) and AtMYB84

(RAX3 ) regulate vegetative branching in Arabidopsis (Müller et al., 2006).
and higher order mutant combinations including the
AM initiation defects (Fig. 1c). The

AtMYB37

rax1 rax2 rax3

rax1

rax1

single mutants

mutant display increasingly stronger

triple mutant has the strongest AM ini-

tiation defect, also aecting cauline branches (Müller et al., 2006). Only

RAX1

and

RAX3,

display band shaped expression domains in the boundaries of leaf primordia/leaves. Similar to
las,

boundary specic expression of

STM

is lost in the

et al., 2006). The molecular function of the
focusing on ower development in

RAX

Arabidopsis

rax1 rax2 rax3

triple mutant (Müller

genes is not solved. Recently, a study

demonstrated that RAX1 directly binds as a

negative regulator to the CLV1 promoter, boosting indirectly the expression of WUS. Doing so
might stabilize the establishment of a functional oral stem cell niche (Denay et al., 2018). The
same mechanism might be in place during the formation of the AM stem cell niche. Further,
RAX1 binds as a positive regulator to the
las rax1

CUC2

promoter (Tian et al., 2014). However, the

double mutant displays an enhanced branching defect with branchless cauline leaves,

indicating that both branching regulators act through separate pathways (Müller et al., 2006).
Interestingly, RAX2 was identied in a separate study as Blue Insensitive Trait 1 (BIT1), a
cryptochrome steered positive regulator of blue light-dependent gene expression (Hong et al.,
2008). However, the impact of light signaling on AM initiation was not further explored, yet.
How do cells know that they are part of a boundary tissue? The phytohormone auxin is
hypothesized, to act as a morphogen-like substance during plant development. The dierential
distribution of auxin across plant tissues, a consequence of polar auxin transport, generates
concentration gradients, which might trigger concentration dependent auxin signaling (Weijers and Wagner, 2016). In the context of AM initiation in

Arabidopsis

and tomato, it was

demonstrated that the boundary regions during vegetative development represent auxin minima. The auxin minimum within a tissue is characterized by the domain displaying the lowest
intracellular auxin concentration. Further, auxin mediated transcriptional changes should be
at a minimum, as well. Maintenance of auxin minima is a consequence of regulated polar auxin
transport, that actively channels auxin out of the boundary domain. It seems that maintenance of an auxin minimum is required to sensitize cells for cytokinin signaling spikes, which
promote AM initiation (Wang et al., 2014b,c). It has been shown that cytokinin is able to
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directly promote

expression through the B-type ARABIDOPSIS RESPONSE REGULA-

LAS

TOR1 (ARR1). Further, AM initiation in rax1 single mutants or rax1

rax2 rax3

triple mutants

was partially rescued through boundary specic expression of the cytokinin biosynthesis gene
ISOPENTENYLTRANSFERASE 8 (IPT8; Tian et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2014c).
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Figure 1: SAM and shoot apex organization.

a,

Cartoon of SAM organization showing the

layered organization (L1, L2 and L3), and the zonation into central zone (CZ), peripheral zone (PZ), organizing
center (OC) and rib zone (RZ). Cartoon was modied from Sparks (2017b).

b, Cartoon of the shot apex, showing

the zonation into stem cell niche, meristem/TAs, leaf axil/boundary and leaf, based on cell dierentiation status.

c,

Simple genetic regulatory network based on the description in the subsections above. A black arrow indicates

direct activation through binding to the promoter of the target gene. A grey arrow indicates genetic interaction
with unknown mechanism.

1.4 Regulation of LATERAL SUPPRESSOR expression
in the shoot apical meristem
Analysis of the regulatory elements controlling

LAS

expression in the leaf axil, revealed the

presence of 5 promoter (upstream) and 3 (downstream) enhancer elements at the
0

0

LAS

locus.

Both, the 5 promoter and the 3 enhancer consisted of two separate regulatory units (Fig.
0

0

2; Raatz et al., 2011). Goldshmidt et al. (2008) demonstrated that the 50 promoter, around
3 kb in size, was sucient to promote

LAS

expression in the boundaries of oral primordia

and oral organs. However, this study provides no evidence supporting boundary sepcic
LAS

expression during vegetative development, nor proper rescue of the AM initiation defect
8
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when employing just the 50 promoter to drive

LAS

expression in a

las

mutant background. In

contrast, Raatz et al. (2011) demonstrated that the 50 promoter alone was insucient to restore
AM initiation in most of the rosette leaf axils in

las-4.

A weak complementation was observed

in the topmost (youngest) rosette leaf axils. In contrast, the 30 enhancer was sucient to fully
restore AM initiation in

las-4.

The role of the 50 promoter during vegetative development

remains unsolved. Based on the rescue experiment it confers

LAS

expression at least in the

youngest rosette leaf axils shortly before the oral transition. During this short time window,
the 50 promoter displays similarities to a shadow promoter. A shadow promoter or enhancer,
describes redundant cis-regulatory elements that only become apparent in a sensitized genetic
background (Hobert, 2010). In case of the

LAS

locus, this refers to the situation when region

C is removed, yet, regions A and D are still present, conferring proper

LAS

expression shortly

before the oral transition. The buering capacity of regions A and D is clearly restricted to
primordium/leaf axils close to the shoot apex. Therefore, only region C seems to be able to
confer

LAS

expression in older leaf axils with greater distance to the SAM. The 30 enhancer

was further narrowed down to a single element, termed region C. Notably, the second enhancer
element, called region B, seemed of no biological relevance for AM initiation. This was further
corroborated through expression analysis of a GUS reporter gene, driven either by B and C
together, or just by region C alone. Independent of the introduced construct, transgenic plants
displayed GUS staining in cells that were located in vegetative leaf axils. Taken together, these
ndings demonstrated that region B is not involved in the regulation of

LAS

expression in

the context of AM initiation (Raatz et al., 2011). However, based on phylogenetic shadowing
this result was unexpected, because region B displayed the highest conservation throughout
evolution. Also, in all assayed species region B was always located downstream, and in close
proximity to

LAS

or the

LAS

orthologue (Raatz et al., 2011).

According to the denition of a true enhancer, the orientation and location of the 30 enhancer
should be irrelevant for

LAS

expression (Picard and Schaner, 1983; Banerji et al., 1983).

Driving LAS expression with the 30 enhancer as a replacement for the 50 promoter was sucient
to restore AM initiation in

las-4.

Interestingly, analysis of the

Ls

locus in tomato revealed a

similar distribution of regulatory elements, which are also organized in a 50 promoter and an
30 enhancer. Functional equivalence of both enhancers was demonstrated through an enhancer
swapping experiment. Exchanging the
tomato 3

0

Ls

Arabidopsis

30

LAS

enhancer with the corresponding

enhancer, was sucient to fully rescue AM initiation in las-4 (Raatz et al., 2011).

The 50 promoter and part of the 30 enhancer, represented by region C, are sucient to explain
LAS

expression in shoot tissues, but the biological relevance of region B remains unsolved.

The lack of AMs is the only obvious phenotypic deviation discriminating
suggesting that region B might promote

LAS

las-4

from wild type,

expression in a dierent developmental process

than AM initiation. Roots represent a tissue in which

LAS

expression is found (Greb et al.,

2003). This pattern holds true for species with available organism wide expression data sets of
LAS

orthologues, like in tomato, rice and

Antirrhinum majus

(snapdragon; Schumacher et al.,

1999; Li et al., 2003; Mizzotti et al., 2017). Based on the high conservation of region B and
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the reoccurring pattern of root expression in dierent species, it is attractive to speculate that
region B might promote root specic expression of LAS. So far, studies of LAS function focused
on AM initiation, and other tissues are still unexplored. Analyzing

LAS

function in a dierent

developmental context, might be an alternative approach to characterize the molecular function
of

LAS,

5'

which is still an open question.
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Figure 2: Distribution and function of cis-regulatory elements at the
Cartoon of promoter and enhancer elements of

4
LAS locus.

LAS. Element C: Necessary for full complementation.

Promotes

expression in leaf axils. Elements A and D: Weak or no complementation ability. Sucient to promote expression
in close to the SAM located (young) leaf axils.

Element B: no complementation ability, does not promote

0

0

expression in leaf axils, function unknown. Tips of open triangles indicate the 5 to 3 orientation of the

LAS

gene. Ruler below showes distance in kb. Cartoon was modied from Raatz et al. (2011).

1.5 Organization and maintenance of the root apical meristem
The cellular organization of the young

Arabidopsis

root is simple and follows similar to em-

bryogenesis a deterministic pattern. Cells are arranged along the apical-basal axes in individual
cell les, which can be traced back to a single cell at the root tip. These cell les are arranged
in concentric hollow cylinders, which constitute dierent tissues. Starting from the most external tissue, there are the epidermis, the cortex and the endodermis, each a single layered
radial symmetric tissue, resembling a hollow cylinder. Inside this three layered cylinder, the
pericycle and the vasculature are located. The pericycle is a single layered cylindrical tissue,
similar in cellular arrangement to the outer tissues. However, its symmetry is determined by
the bilateral symmetry of the underlying phloem and xylem (Fig. 6b). The three-dimensional
tissue organization of the root is the result of three tightly controlled mechanisms, the timing of
cell divisions, the orientation of cell divisions and the regulation of cell elongation (Benfey and
Schiefelbein, 1994). Based on these parameters the root tip has been divided into two distinct
zones for descriptive purposes. The meristematic zone or RAM, which includes all actively
dividing cells and the dierentiation zone. The transition from meristematic to dierentiation
is marked by a signicant increase in cell length between two subsequent cells in a cell le (Fig.
3b; Dello Ioio et al., 2007). Stem cells give rise to individual cell les and surround a group
of rarely dividing cells, called the quiescent center (QC; Dolan et al., 1993). Elegant laser cell
ablation experiments showed, that the QC generates a non-cellautonomous signal to prevent
dierentiation of the surrounding stem cells, thereby acting as a stem cell niche organizer (Fig.
3a; van den Berg et al., 1997).
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Similar to the shoot, genetic studies revealed the presence of a stem cell niche in the RAM.
Unlike to the shoot, individual cell lineages developed dierent mechanisms to maintain their
specic stem cell population, often related to the specic function of that tissue. The best
studied system in the RAM is the distal stem cell niche, describing the preservation of the
columella cell lineage . In the root, contrary to the shoot, the stem cells are located beneath
a protective tissue, the root cap or columella. The columella promotes easy soil penetration
of the growing root tip and serves as a sensory hub, to monitor the soil environment (Berhin
et al., 2019). The Arabidopsis genome encodes 14 annotated proteins that share a high sequence
similarity with the WUS homeodomain, and are therefore named
genes. Within this family

WOX5

WUS HOMEOBOX

(WOX )

seemed very interesting in relation to stem cell maintenance,

because it displayed specic expression in the QC (Haecker et al., 2004). Testing wox5 mutants
for stem cell maintenance defects in the root, revealed a specic loss of the columella stem
cells (CSCs) through premature dierentiation into columella cells. Hence, WUS and WOX5
act both in dierent stem cell niches to maintain stem cell fate. Functional conservation was
demonstrated by promoter swapping experiments.
pWOX5:WUS

rescued the

wox5

laboratory growth conditions

pWUS:WOX5

rescued the

wus

mutant and

mutant (Sarkar et al., 2007). Interestingly, under standard

wox5

mutant roots display no obvious phenotypic aberration

compared to wild type roots. The root stem cell niche compensates for the loss of CSCs through
an increased division frequency of the QC, to replenish missing CSCs. Lack of WOX5, however,
leads to premature continuous dierentiation of distal QC derivatives and a distortion of cellular
organization in the root stem cell niche. Increased QC division frequency revealed a second
function of WOX5 next to inhibition of CSCs dierentiation. In the QC, WOX5 promotes
mitotic quiescence, suppression of cell divisions, through inhibition of the expression of cell
division promoting CYCLIN D (CYCD ) genes, CYCD1;1 and CYCD3;3 (Forzani et al., 2014).
WOX5 is similar to WUS a cell-to-cell mobile transcription factor, moving from the QC into the
CSCs. Within the CSCs, WOX5 represses the expression of the cell dierentiation promoting
transcription factor CYCLING DOF FACTOR4 (CDF4) through histone deacetylation at the
CDF4

locus (Pi et al., 2015).

Interestingly, screening for mutants with an increased number of CSCs revealed more similarities between the shoot and the root stem cell niche. In young

Arabidopsis

root tips the

average number of CSCs tiers averages at around one. Plants harboring mutations in either
CLV1

or

ARABIDOPSIS CRINKLY4

(ACR4 ), both receptor kinases, displayed an increased

frequency of two tiered CSCs organization (Stahl et al., 2013). The spatial expression domains
in relation to the stem cell niche displays dierences in the shoot and the root. In the shoot,
WUS expression is directly regulated through CLV-mediated signaling in the OC. In the root,
the spatial distribution is changed, here CLV1 and ACR4 interfere with WOX5 signaling in
the CSCs. In the shoot, CLV1 is localized in the OC, whereas in the root, CLV1 is localized
only in the dierentiated columella cells and the CSCs. ACR4 displays a broader expression
domain and covers the whole root stem cell niche. Probably, the overlap of CLV1 and ACR4
domains in the CSCs is most important for the function of this signaling module (Stahl et al.,
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2013). Accordingly, the

CLV3

paralog

CLAVATA3 /EMBRYO SURROUNDING REGION40

(CLE40 ), was found to be involved in CSCs number control. cle40 mutants display, like clv1 or
acr4 mutants increased frequency of two tiered CSC organization.
dierentiated columella cells, in contrast to

CLV3,

CLE40

is only expressed in

which is expressed in the stem cells (Stahl

et al., 2009).
Two gene sets act in parallel to specify and to maintain the QC. The rst gene set consists
of the two AP2 /ERF transcription factors PLETHORA1 (PLT1 ) and PLT2 (Horstman et al.,
2014). In the postembryonic root,

PLT1

expression is restricted to the stem cell niche.

expression is extended into the proximal meristematic zone. In the plt1

plt2

PLT2

double mutant the

root stem cell niche dissipates and the meristem becomes inactive (Aida et al., 2004; Galinha
et al., 2007). Expression of

PLT1

and

PLT2

factor (ARF) MONOPTEROS (MP). In

mp

is regulated by auxin through the auxin response
mutants expression of

PLT1

and

PLT2

is lost.

double mutants can not be rescued through articial auxin application, indicating that

pl1 plt2

specication of the QC position through auxin can not bypass the function of PLT1 or PLT2
(Aida et al., 2004). The second gene set consists of the two GRAS domain transcriptional
regulators

SCR

and

SHORT ROOT

(SHR ). Strong loss-of-function

shr

or

scr

single mutants

lose QC specic marker gene expression and the meristem becomes inactive, leading to root
growth arrest (Helariutta et al., 2000; Sabatini et al., 2003). Expression domains of
SHR

are unaected in

plt1 plt2

plt

mutants. Triple mutant combinations of either

shr

or

scr

SCR

and

with the

double mutant result in more severe root growth defects, indicating that SHR/SCR

are still functional in the double mutant (Aida et al., 2004).
Root growth depends on the positioning of the transition zone as a boundary between dividing and dierentiating cells in dierent root cell les (Fig. 3b). Genetic and pharmalogical
studies revealed that the size of the meristem correlates with overall root growth. Treatment
of roots with cytokinin results in a shift of the transition zone towards the stem cell niche
and an early onset of cell dierentiation. Consistent with that mutants in cytokinin biosynthesis genes or cytokinin signaling components display a shift of the transition zone towards the
hypocotyl. A delayed onset of cell dierentiation results in increased root growth. Expression
domains of certain cytokinin signaling components that display an overlap with the transition
zone are

ARABIDOPSIS HISTIDINE KINASE 3 AHK3, ARR1

and

ARR12.

Mutants of

these genes display increased meristem and root length (Dello Ioio et al., 2007). Therefore, cytokinin act at the transition zone to coordinate the switch from meristematic to dierentiating
cells. ARR1 promotes the specic expression of the gene

SHORT HYPOCOTYL 2

(SHY2 ),

an AUXIN/INDOLE-3-ACETIC ACID (AUX/IAA) protein that negatively regulates expression of

PIN-FORMED

(PIN ) genes. Consequently, cytokinin has an direct eect on auxin

distribution in the roo tip. Because SHY2 is an AUX/IAA, it is degraded by auxin signaling,
thus generating a convergence point for both cytokinin and auxin signaling to determine the
position of the transition zone (Dello Ioio et al., 2008). Computational simulation and genetic
studies revealed that the position of the transition zone coincides with cell le specic auxin
minima. Generation of auxin minima is dependent on both polar transport and degradation.
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a
Epidermis
e
Groundtissu

c

Basal

Vasculature
Pericycle

QC
Stem Cells

Shootward

Root cap

Apical

b

Meristem

Early diﬀerentiation zone

Rootward

Diﬀerentiation

Time line
Figure 3: RAM organization, developmental timeline and terminology for direction. a, Cartoon of the Arabidopsis root stem cell niche and tissue organization. All cells bordering the QC
are stem cells. The stele (vasculature and pericycle) displays bilateral symmetry, in contrast to the other radial
symmetric tissues. The root cap consists of two separate tissues, the central columella and the lateral root cap.
The ground tissue consists of endodermis and cortex.
time line in the

Arabidopsis

b,

Cartoon of the cell-le specifc linear developmental

root. Development of the ground tissue cell lineage is highlighted. The rst signif-

icant cell elongation marks the transition form meristematic to dierentiating tissue for each cell le. Cartoon
was modied from Peret (2017).

c,

Cartoon illustrating the usage of shootward (towards the shoot apex) and

rootward (towards the root apex) in various locations of a root system.

Apical and basal are used to refer

to the apices (shoot tip and root tip) and bases (root-hypocotyl-junction for shoot and root) of growth axis,
respectively. Cartoon was modied from Baskin et al. (2010).
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A direct target, upregulated by ARR1 is GRETCHEN HAGEN 3.17 (GH3.17), a protein that
catalyzes the conjugation of auxin to aspartic acid. Conjugation renders the auxin molecule
inactive. Interestingly, GH3.17 is expressed only in the lateral root cap (LRC) and weakly
in the dierentiated epidermis (Di Mambro et al., 2017). Modications of GH3.17 abundance
in the LRC, is sucient to change the position of the transition zone. A second gene under
control of ARR1 is

PIN-FORMED 5 PIN5,

an ER localized auxin carrier, which appear to

act in conjunction with GH3.17. PIN5 translocates auxin from the cytosol into the ER lumen,
thus inhibiting auxin signaling through intracellular regulation of auxin accumulation. Both
gh3.17

and

pin5

mutants display a delayed transition from meristematic to dierentiated cells

and enhanced root growth. This demonstrates that the LRC is an important tissue to control
auxin levels within the RAM to specify the position of the transition zone (Di Mambro et al.,
2019). Next to suppression of auxin signaling, promotion of cell elongation is a second mechanism mediated through cytokinin signaling. Cytokinin signaling promotes the expression of
EXPANSIN

proteins and proton pumps in the transition zone. Expansins in combination with

the proton pumps facilitate cell elongation through 'acid growth', and mutants in these genes
display enlarged meristems and longer roots. This is consistent with the phenotypes described
for mutants comprised in cytokinin biosynthesis or cytokinin signaling (Pacici et al., 2018).

1.6 Looking beyond - dierences between primary and lateral growth axes
The volume of space lled by the plant body, above and below ground, is mainly determined by
the number and length of lateral growth axes. Even though the molecular mechanisms in the
apical meristems providing cells for elongation are the same, their might be profound dierences
in the tasks assigned to individual growth axes. Dierent tasks might be anchorage and foraging
for nutrients through LRs, or specic regulation of branching to develop a canopy for optimal
light capturing. Doing so demands certain adaptations of lateral growth axes, compared to the
main growth axis. A nice illustration of such a process is the dierential response to gravity
(Roychoudhry and Kepinski, 2015). The key observation here is that lateral branches/LRs
usually deviate from the nearly vertical direction of growth seen at the tips of the main apicalbasal growth axis. The direction of growth can be described with the gravitropic setpoint angle
(GSA) concept introduced by Digby and Firn (1995). In this system, organ growth will be
described with an angle between 0° and 180° with respect to gravity. The apices of the primary
apical-basal axis will typically display GSAs close to 0° in case of the primary root or close
to 180° in the case of the primary shoot. For clarity, the GSA is an inherent property and
should not be confused with the gravitropic response, which is a growth response that restores
vertical axis orientation after displacement. A reorientation experiment is a useful diagnostic
test to determine, whether oblique growth of an axis is the consequence of active maintenance
indicative for a GSA or not (Roychoudhry and Kepinski, 2015). Regarding the case of a LR
that displays a GSA of 60°, which changes to an arbitrary value after rotation. If the LR will
14
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adjust its GSA back to the initial 60°, the LR is truly maintained at an inherent GSA. If the
LR fails this test, the GSA of 60° is just an arbitrary angle and would not fulll the GSA
requirement.
Maintenance of the two GSA extremes 0° and 180°, is well explained through the CholodnyWent hypothesis of gravitropism. According to Cholodny-Went gravitropism, gravity triggers
the asymmetric distribution of auxin to the lower side of an organ, which causes growth asymmetry leading to organ bending either downwards like in roots or upwards like in shoots, or
positive and negative gravitropism, respectively (Evans, 1991; Morita, 2010). However, this
poses the question how growth along an oblique trajectory (non-vertical GSA) is maintained.
Rotating anArabidopsis plant 60° along the vertical plane, immediately results in repositioning of some LRs and some side shoots in more vertical or more horizontal positions compared
to their original orientation. Repositioned lateral growth axes will grow back towards their
original GSA. Notably, for LRs ending up with a more vertical GSA after rotation, returning
back to the initial GSA involves growth against gravity, or negative gravitropism. On the
other hand, for side shoots ending up with a more vertical GSA, returning back to the initial
GSA involves bending towards gravity, or positive gravitropism (Fig. 4b ;Roychoudhry et al.,
2013; Roychoudhry and Kepinski, 2015). Basic Cholodny-Went based gravitropism would not
account for negative gravitropism in LRs and positive gravitropism in side shoots. The same effect can be achieved through clinorotation, generating an omnilateral gravitational stimulation
that triggers LRs to bend upwards and side shoots to bend downwards in relation to their preclinorotational position (Roychoudhry et al., 2013). Based on these observations Roychoudhry
et al. (2013) suggested the presence of an agravitropic oset mechanism (AGO). In the proposed
model, gravity sensing in lateral organs is no dierent to primary apices, which display vertical GSAs. However, asymmetric auxin distribution and the resulting anisotropic growth must
be counteracted by an opposing growth anisotropy to achieve non-vertical growth (Fig. 4a).
Notably, treatment of plants with the auxin transport inhibitor N-1-naphthylphthalamic acid
(NPA), inhibited the AGO responses of lateral organs in clinorotation experiments. This indicated that auxin distribution might be involved in AGO (Roychoudhry et al., 2013). Genetic
or pharmacological modication with auxin perception and signaling revealed that increased
auxin signaling lead to a shift towards more vertical GSAs in LRs/side shoots. Vice versa,
decreased auxin signaling/perception shifts GSAs of LRs/side shoots towards more horizontal
GSAs (Roychoudhry et al., 2013). Interestingly, proper AGO response is dependent on auxin
perception within the gravity sensing cells, the columella in LRs or the endodermis in side
shoots, respectively (Roychoudhry et al., 2013). This is quite dierent to the spatial separation of gravity sensing and the location of auxin signaling in the responding cells seen in
Cholodny-Went gravitropism (Morita and Tasaka, 2004).
Two recent studies reported further insights into the molecular framework of the AGO response in Arabidopsis LRs. The rst study showed that PIN3 and PIN7, both being auxin eux
carrier proteins, display a ne-balanced polarization in the plasmamembrane of columella cells
of LRs. Positive and negative graviresponse correlated with changes in the polar orientation
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a

Above GSA, more
horizontal growth

At GSA, stable
oblique growth

Below GSA, more
vertical growth

g

b

...

45° rotation

g

Gravitropism-directed auxin ﬂow AGO-directed auxin ﬂow

Figure 4: Model of GSA control.

a,

Model of GSA control according to Roychoudhry et al. (2019).

Two auxin ows control the growth trajectory (black arrows) of the root.

The auxin ow that integrates

the gravitropic response is sensitive to the amount of displacement from the gravity vector. The greater the
displacement from the gravity vector, the more auxin is transported along this route (arrow thickness).

In

contrast, the AGO mediated auxin ow stays constant independent of root orientation in relation to the gravity
vector. The point at which both auxin ows establish symmetric auxin distribution in the RAM, will determine
a stable growth trajectory. Black circles represent sedimenting amyloplasts. Cartoon from Roychoudhry et al.
(2019).

b,

Cartoon illustrating a 45° rotation of a plant. After the rotation, some side shoots (green) and LRs

(grey) display postive and negative gravitropism to grow back to their original growth trajectories, respectively
(circles in the middle panel).

The accompanying changes in the gravitropism-steered auxin ow in relation

to the AGO-steered auxin ow is illustrated (thickness of arrows). Cartoon from Roychoudhry and Kepinski
(2015). Arrowhead (g) in (a) and (b) denotes the direction of the gravity vector.
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of PIN3 and PIN7, channeling auxin either to the lower or upper side of the LR. PIN3 contribution to auxin channeling towards the upper side of the LR, was sensitive to auxin signaling
in the columella resulting in PIN3 dephosphorylation. Unphosphorylated PIN3 preferentially
localized to the lower side of the columella cells, and contributed mainly to Cholodny-Went
gravitropism, leading to an increased vertical LR GSA (Roychoudhry et al., 2019). The second study, explored the natural variation associated with the LR GSA establishment after
emergence from the primary root. They identied a single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP)
in the

CYTOKININ OXIDASE 2

(CKX2 ) gene, causing GSA variation. CKXs catalyze the

irreversible degradation of cytokinins and the identied SNP inhibited the catalytic activity of
CKX2. Further, cytokinin signaling was shown to interfere with cell elongation/division at the
upper LR side, thus promoting more horizontal LR GSAs (Waidmann et al., 2019). One interesting dierence between auxin and cytokinin signaling during LR GSA establishment is that
only cytokinin elicits asymmetric signaling at the upper LR ank compared to the lower ank,
whereas auxin signaling remains similar at all LR anks (Roychoudhry et al., 2017; Waidmann
et al., 2019).
As mentioned before, GSA control might be an adaptive trait that supports eective foraging for nutrients in the soil. GSA orientation in Arabidopsis is sensitive to nitrate and phosphate
availability in the growth medium. Phosphate deciency caused LRs to establish more vertical GSAs. Similarly, nitrate deciency caused LRs to establish more horizontal GSAs. Both
GSA responses are mediated through auxin signaling (Roychoudhry et al., 2017).
accessions carrying the

ckx2

allele, were most frequent in the Scandinavian

Arabidopsis

Arabidopsis

popu-

lations. These accessions have to deal with low oxygen availability, due to the long period of
snow coverage throughout their life cycle. Growth of

Arabidopsis

in hypoxic conditions causes

increased horizontal GSAs in a cytokinin dependent manner. Therefore, horizontal LR GSAs
might be an adaptation to hypoxia conditions, to promote gas exchange through minimizing
the distance to the soil surface (Waidmann et al., 2019).

1.7 Aim of this work
The molecular function of the branching regulator

LAS

is still obscure. Understanding

LAS

function might provide further insights into control of cell fate and pattern formation during
AM initiation. Plant anatomy makes the study of boundary specic gene expression during
vegetative development very challenging. Throughout vegetative development, the SAM is covered by multiple layers of leaves making boundary exposure for imaging or dissection for tissue
isolation a tedious and time-consuming process. Further, it is not known whether boundaries in
dierent leaf axils represent a homogeneous cell population. Alternatively, dierent boundaries
may have acquired dierent characteristics according to the age of the subtending leaf. To
circumvent these problems, the aim of this study is to explore

LAS

function in the

Arabidopsis

root, a powerful system to study developmental processes. The root was chosen based on conserved root expression domains of

LAS

and its orthologues in various species. First,
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expression domains will be characterized by means of GFP based reporter constructs, which
are suitable for confocal microscopy. In addition, a root phenotyping pipeline will be set up to
characterize root traits on macroscopic level. Second, the eect of ectopic LAS expression in the
root endodermal cell lineage will be analyzed, to explore the potential functions of LAS during
cell dierentiation. Third, tomato will be used as a comparative system, to study whether root
specic functions of LAS are conserved. Eventually, root derived concepts of LAS function will
be used to test their applicability during AM initiation.
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Materials and Methods

2.1 Sharing of Data, Scripts and Plasmids
Data:
can

rsml les of root tracings and raw image les (scanned root images and confocal images)
be

requested

by

writing

an

email

to

rthoma.phd@pm.me.

Scripts: R scripts written for analysis can be requested by writing an email to rthoma.phd@pm.me
and

will

Plasmids:

be

deposited

in

the

author's

Github

repository.

Plasmids generated in this work were deposited at Addgene. Plasmids not available

through Addgene can be requested by writing an email to rthoma.phd@pm.me.

Name in Thesis

Addgene Name

Link

Addgene ID

pGGB000-Venus-linker

pGGB_RT_Venus_li

https://www.addgene.org/136966/

136966

pGGD000-linker-Venus

pGGD_RT_li_Venus

https://www.addgene.org/136973/

136973

pGGC000-Tq2

pGGC_RT_Tq2CFP

https://www.addgene.org/136969/

136969

pGGD000-P2A-erTq2

pGGD_RT_biChromium

https://www.addgene.org/136974/

136974

pGGF000-RedSeed

pGGF_RT_FAST_RFP

https://www.addgene.org/136979/

136979

pGGD000-linker-Tq2

pGGD_RT_li_Tq2CFP

https://www.addgene.org/136971/

136971

pGGA000-pLexA

pGGA_RT_pLexA

https://www.addgene.org/136961/

136961

pGGC000-XVE

pGGC_RT_XVE

https://www.addgene.org/136970/

136970

pGGB000-tdTom-linker

pGGB_RT_tdTomato_li

https://www.addgene.org/136964/

136964

pGGD000-2NLS

pGGD_RT_2NLS

https://www.addgene.org/136977/

136977

pGGB000-Tq2-linker

pGGB_RT_Tq2CFP_li

https://www.addgene.org/136965/

136965

pGGC000-Sclt

pGGC_RT_mScarlet

https://www.addgene.org/136967/

136967

pGGF000-YellowSeed

pGGF_RT_FAST_Venus

https://www.addgene.org/136980/

136980

Figure M1: Reference table for plasmids deposited at Addgene.

2.2 Material
Chemicals
Chemicals used in this work were supplied by the following companies:
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BayerCropScience Deutschland GmbH, Langenfeld
Bio-Budget Technologies, Krefeld
Carl Roth GmbH, Karlsruhe
Duchefa Biochemie, Haarlem, The Netherlands
Merck, Darmstadt
New England Biolabs GmbH, Frankfurt am Main
Qiagen, Hilden
Roche, Mannheim
Sigma-Aldrich Chemie GmbH, München
Thermo Fisher Scientic, Waltham, Massachusetts, USA

Expendable materials and reagents
Expendable materials and reagents used in this work were supplied by the following companies:
Incubation tubes and Petri-dishes (round, square (12 cm x 12 cm; 24 cm x 24 cm):
Eppendorf GmbH, Hamburg
Sarstedt AG & Co, Nümbrecht
Greiner-Bio-One GmbH, Frickenhausen
Nunc A/S, Roskilde, Denmark
Barrier tips, Neptune, LTF Labortechnik GmbH, Wassenburg
DNeasy® Plant Mini kit, Qiagen, Hilden
RNeasy® Plant Mini kit, Qiagen, Hilden
QIAprep® Spin Miniprep Kit, Qiagen, Hilden
QIAquick® PCR Purication Kit, Qiagen, Hilden
QIAquick® Gel Extraction Kit, Qiagen, Hilden
Microscope slides, Carl Roth GmbH, Karlsruhe
50 RACE System for Rapid Amplication of cDNA Ends, Invitrogen, Carlsbad, USA
pCR® -Blunt-II-TOPO, Invitrogen GmbH, Karlsruhe
ExoSAP-IT® , Aymetrix, Santa Clara, USA
Power SYBR® Green PCR Master Mix: Applied Biosystems Deutschland GmbH,
Darmstadt
CloneJET PCR Cloning Kit, Thermo Scientic, Waltham, Massachusetts, USA
Disposable Pasteur pipettes, Carl Roth GmbH, Karlsruhe
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Enzymes
Enzymes that were most frequently used for molecular cloning were supplied by the following
companies:
Phusion® HF DNA Polymerase, New England Biolabs GmbH, Frankfurt am Main
BsaI-HF® , New England Biolabs GmbH, Frankfurt am Main
T4 DNA Ligase, New England Biolabs GmbH, Frankfurt am Main
Fast Digest Eco31I, Thermo Scientic, Waltham, Massachusetts, USA

Antibiotics
Working concentrations of antibiotics used to select transformed bacteria:
Ampicillin (Amp) 100 µg/ml - 200 µg/ml
Gentamicin (Gent) 50 µg/ml
Kanamycin (Amp) 50 µg/ml
Rifampicin (Amp) 50 µg/ml
Spectinomycin (Amp) 100 µg/ml

Bacteria
The

Escherichia coli

strains used for amplication of plasmid DNA were (Source of genotypes:

https://openwetware.org/wiki/E._coli_genotypes):
TOP10: F− mcrA ∆(mrr−hsdRMS−mcrBC) φ80lacZ∆M15 ∆lacX74 nupG recA1 araD139

∆(ara−leu)7697 galE15 galK16 rpsL(StrR ) endA1 λ

−

DB3.1: F− gyrA462 endA1 glnV44 ∆(sr1−recA) mcrB mrr hsdS20(rB

−

, mB

lacY1 proA2 rpsL20(Sm ) xyl5 ∆leu mtl1
R

The

Agrobacterium tumefaciens

strain used for plant transformation was:

GV3103 with virulence plasmid pMP90 (Koncz and Schell, 1986)

Oligonucleotides
All oligonucleotides used in this study were ordered from Sigma-Aldrich.
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Name

Sequence in 50 to 30 orientation

GG-seq-F
GG-seq-R

GGCTTTACACTTTATGCTTCCG
TATTACGCCAGCTGGCGAAAGG

pJET-1-2-F
pJET-1-2-R

CGACTCACTATAGGGAGAGCGGC
AAGAACATCGATTTTCCATGGCAG

M13F
M13R

GTAAAACGACGGCCAGT
GTTTTCCCAGTCACGAC

pAGM4723-LB-v2

TGGCTGGTGGCAGGATATATTG

Figure M2: Primers used for sequencing and colony-PCR.
Name

Sequence in 50 to 30 orientation

scr3-F
scr3-R

ACGTCTTTCGGATTTCGCAG
TAGCTTGCTCCCAGTGAGTC

AtLs2349F
AtLs2593muR
AtLs2599F
AtLs3070R

ACCTCCGTCGTCTTCTTTTC
TGGTTCGAAACAAGAACTAGT
CAGTGTATGCAAAGAACAGTTC
AACACAATTGACGGCAATGG

Q-SIC-F-v2
Q-SIC-R-v2

TCACACAGAGGTCCACCCGC
AGGGCGAGGTACCCATTGAGG

Q-Tq2VGFP-F-v2
Q-Tq2VGFP-R-v2

TGCCCGAAGGCTACGTCCAG
AGGGTGTCGCCCTCGAACTT

Q-RFP-F-v2
Q-RFP-R-v2

AGGGCGAAGGCAAGCCCTAC
AGCCAGGATGTCGAAGGCGAA

Figure M3: Primers used for copy number qRT-PCR and las-4 /scr-3 genotyping.
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Plant material
Species

Allele Allelic variation

Background Reference

Arabidopsis

wt

Arabidopsis

las-4

Arabidopsis

scr-3

Arabidopsis

wt
wt
wt

Col-0
Col-0
Col-0
Col-0
Col-0
Antimold
Antimold
Antimold
Antimold
Antimold

Arabidopsis

Tomato
Tomato
Tomato
Tomato
Tomato

ls-1
ls-1
ls-1
ls-1

deletion and frameshift
premature stop (SNP)
pBR47
pBR48

deletion
deletion,
deletion,
deletion,

Cosmid G
GSET6
GSET4

B
B
B
B
B

Greb et al. (2003)
Fukaki et al. (1998)
Raatz et al. (2011)
Raatz et al. (2011)
Schumacher et al. (1999)
Schumacher et al. (1999)
Schumacher et al. (1999)
Schumacher et al. (1999)

Figure M4: Plant material.

Plasmids
List of all plasmids that were used to generate new constructs:
All GreenGate plasmids (Lampropoulos et al., 2013) were obtained from Addgene: GreenGate Cloning System Kit #1000000036
pAGM4723-for-GG was obtained from Hernán López (Lopez Marin, 2017)
p1R4-ML:XVE was obtained from Ari Pekka Mähönen (Siligato et al., 2016).
R2D2 was obtained from Addgene: ID #61629
p2R3a-Tq2CFP-OcsT was obtained from Addgene: ID #71268
pmScarlet-C1 was obtained from Addgene: ID #85042
pUL68 (seed coat marker) was obtained from Ivan Acosta, Group Leader, MPIPZ.
VENUS containing plasmid DNA was obtained from Alice Hasson (former member of the
Theres Group).

Software and databases
A list of all-purpose software tools and databases that were used in this study:
TAIR (The Arabidopsis Information Resource, https://www.arabidopsis.org/) was used to
obtain information and sequence data for

Arabidopsis

genes.

The SOL genomics network server (SGN, https://solgenomics.net/) was used to obtain the
tomato genome sequence (Version 3.0) and the genome annotation (ITAG 3.2; Consortium,
2012). Further, SGN was used to BLAST tomato sequences.
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Primer3web (version 4.1.0, http://primer3.ut.ee/; Untergasser et al., 2012) was used to
design primers for qRT-PCR.
The National Center for Biotechnology Information server (NCBI, https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/)
was used for BLAST analyses.
The Bio Analytic Resource (BAR, http://bar.utoronto.ca/) was used to access the eFP
browsers of various species.
Light Cycler® 480 sofware (Roche, Basel, Switzerland) was used for RT-qPCR analysis.
SeqBuilder software (DNASTAR, Madison, Wisconsin, USA) was used to plan molecular
cloning strategies, to design primers and to do restriction analysis.
Addgene (https://www.addgene.org//) was used to order plasmids.
The BioEdit sequence alignment software (Hall et al., 1999) was used to analyze Sanger
sequencing results.

Transgenic Arabidopsis lines generated in this study
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Selection marker

Reference
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(Lampropoulos et al., 2013)
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this study
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pLAS:Vns-LAS

GreenGate
(Lampropoulos et al., 2013)
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pLAS:LAS-Vns

GreenGate
(Lampropoulos et al., 2013)
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(Lampropoulos et al., 2013)
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Figure M5: Transgenic lines generated in this study.
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2.3 Methods
Standard molecular biology methods not reported in this section, are described in Sambrook
and Russel (2001).

Molecular cloning
All cloning procedures described in this part followed the standard GreenGate cloning protocol
(Lampropoulos et al., 2013). If not otherwise mentioned, genomic Col-0 DNA was used as
PCR template. Initial PCR products were always digested with BsaI (equal to Eco31I) prior to
ligation into GreenGate entry vectors. In the case that additional BsaI sites were present in the
PCR product, the fragments were domesticated, following the BsaI-based approach described
in Lampropoulos et al. (2013). All entry clones were controlled by sanger sequencing. The nal
assembled destination vectors were controlled, by two independent restriction analysis prior to
plant transformation.

Cloning of pLAS:erGFP
50

LAS

regulatory elements: PCR product of

5pLAS-GG1-F (AACAGGTCTCAACCTCGTGTGCTACACAGATTTATGTGAAAC ) and
5pLAS-GG1-R (AACAGGTCTCATGTTTTGAAAAGATAGAAAAAGATGCTTTTGG) was
ligated into pGGA000 to generate
30

LAS

pGGA000-5pLAS.

regulatory elements: In a rst step, one endogenous BsaI site had to be domesticated.

PCR product 1,
3pLAS-GG5-LAS (AACAGGTCTCACTGCTCCAAAGAGAAGGACAAAAAAACCTATATATC)
and
R4 (AACAGGTCTCAATAACTATGACGTGACTAATTTAAATCG). PCR product 2,
F-4-v2 (AACAGGTCTCATTATAAATTTAAAGTGACCAT) and
3pLAS-GG5-R (AACAGGTCTCATAGTATTAGTAACAAGCATAAAGCACCAAAACCATG).
Product 1 and product 2 were combined in pGGE000 to form

pGGE000-3pLAS.

pLAS:erGFP build: GreenGate reaction with pGGA000-5pLAS, pGGB006, pGGC014, pGGD008,
pGGE000-3pLAS, pGGF001 and pAGM4723-for-GG.

Cloning of pLAS:Vns-LAS
linker-Venus: PCR product 1, PCR template obtained from A. Hasson,
Venus-GG-2-F (AACAGGTCTCAAACAatggtgagcaagggcgaggag) and
Venus-GG-2-R (AACAGGTCTCACtGCcttgtacagctcgtccatg). PCR product 2, PCR template
pGGD001,
linker-GG2-F-v2 (AACAGGTCTCAGCaGCgGCcGCtTCaGGgAGtG) and
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linker-GG2-R-v2 (AACAGGTCTCAAGCCAGCAATTGCTGCGGCAGC). Product 1 and product 2 were combined in pGGE000 to form
LAS

pGGB000-Venus-linker.

CDS: In a rst step, two endogenous BsaI sites had to be domesticated. PCR product 1,

cLAS-GG3-F (AACAGGTCTCAGGCTCCATGCTTACTTCCTTCAAATCCTCTAGC) and
R2 (aacaggtctcaACCGGGTTAACCGGTCACCAGTTCG). PCR product 2,
F2 (aacaggtctcaCGGTTCGCTGACTCTTTAGGACTCC) and
R3 (aacaggtctcaCAATTGACGGCAATCGTCTCTCCTTG). PCR product 3,
F3 (aacaggtctcaATTGTGTTCACTTCCTCCACA) and
cLAS-GG3-R (AACAGGTCTCACTGATTTCCACGACGAAACGGAGAAGAGG). Product 1,
product 2 and product 3 were combined in pGGC000 to form

pLAS:Vns-LAS

pGGC000-LAS.

build: GreenGate reaction with pGGA000-5pLAS, pGGB000-Venus-linker,

pGGC000-LAS, pGGD002, pGGE000-3pLAS, pGGF001 and pAGM4723-for-GG.

Cloning of pLAS:LAS-Vns
Venus-linker: PCR product 1, PCR template pGGD001,
linker-GG4-F (AACAGGTCTCATCAGgcGCaGCgGCcGCtTCaGGgAGtG) and
linker-GG4-R (AACAGGTCTCAAGCAATTGCTGCGGCAGCcGAtC). PCR product 2, PCR
template obtained from A. Hasson, PCR template pGGD001,
Venus-GG4-F (AACAGGTCTCATGCTatggtgagcaagggcgaggag) and
Venus-GG4-R (AACAGGTCTCAGCAGttacttgtacagctcgtccatg).
were combined in pGGD000 to form

pLAS:Vns-LAS

pGGD000-linker-Venus.

Product 1 and product 2

build: GreenGate reaction with pGGA000-5pLAS, pGGB003, pGGC000-

LAS, pGGD000-linker-Venus, pGGE000-3pLAS, pGGF001 and pAGM4723-for-GG.

Cloning of biChromium
Assembling er-mTurquoise2: PCR1, PCR template p2R3a-Tq2CFP-OcsT,
Tq2CFP-GG3-F (AACAGGTCTCAGGCTCCatggtgagcaagggcgaggag) and
Tq2CFP-GG3-R (AACAGGTCTCACTGActtgtacagctcgtccatgccg). Product 1 was ligated into
pGGC000 to generate pGGC000-Tq2. GreenGate reaction with pGGA000-5pLAS, pGGB006,
pGGC000-Tq2, pGGD008, pGGE000-3pLAS, pGGF001 and pAGM4723-for-GG to assemble

pLAS:erTq2.

P2A in conjunction with mTurquoise2: PCR product 1, P2A, no PCR only primer annealing,
P2A-GG4-Fv2 (aacaGGTCTCATCAGgcGGCAGTGGAGCTACCAATTTTAGTCTTCTCAAACAG)
and
P2A-GG4-Rv2 (aacaGGTCTCATGGGCCAGGGTTCTCTTCGACATCCCCGGCCTGTTTGAGAAGA). PCR product 2, PCR template pLAS:erTq2,
erT-GG4-F (AACAGGTCTCACCCAatgaaagccttcacactcg) and
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erT-GG4-R (AACAGGTCTCAGCAGctaaagctcatcatgacCTG). Product 1 and product 2 were
combined in pGGE000 to form

pGGD000-P2A-erTq2.

Red seed coat marker: In a rst step, three endogenous BsaI sites had to be domesticated.
PCR product 1, PCR template pUL68,
FAST-GG6-F (AACAGGTCTCAACTActtcaagtgtatgtaggtatag) and
FAST-R2 (AACAGGTCTCAtgtcctcaagcccaagctgac). PCR product 2, PCR template pUL68,
FAST-F2 (AACAGGTCTCAgacaagacccgaatccgagtctg) and
FAST-R3 (AACAGGTCTCAccatcatcgggtactggtccctgcc). PCR product 3, PCR template pUL68,
FAST-F3 (AACAGGTCTCAatgggccgagatcgggaccagtacc) and
FAST-R4 (AACAGGTCTCAttctttgtcggcctccttgattc). PCR product 4, PCR template pUL68,
FAST-F4 (AACAGGTCTCAagaaacctacgtcgagcagcac) and
FAST-GG6-R (AACAGGTCTCAATACtctagtaacatagatgacacc). Product 1, product 2, product
3 and product 4 were combined in pGGF000 to form

pGGF000-RedSeed.

biChromium build: GreenGate reaction with pGGA000-5pLAS, pGGB000-Venus-linker, pGGC000LAS, pGGD000-P2A-erTq2, pGGE000-3pLAS, pGGF000-RedSeed and pAGM4723-for-GG.

Cloning of pSCR>>LAS-Tq2
Assembling linker-Turquoise2: PCR1, PCR template p2R3a-Tq2CFP-OcsT,
Tq2CFP-GG4-F (AACAGGTCTCATGCTatggtgagcaagggcgaggag) and
Tq2CFP-GG4-R (AACAGGTCTCAGCAGttacttgtacagctcgtccatg).
PCR product 2, PCR template pGGD001,
linker-GG4-F (AACAGGTCTCATCAGgcGCaGCgGCcGCtTCaGGgAGtG) and
linker-GG4-R (AACAGGTCTCAAGCAATTGCTGCGGCAGCcGAtC).
Product 1 and product 2 were combined in pGGD000 to generate

pGGD000-linker-Tq2.

New intermediate vector1: PCR product 1, PCR template pGGM000,
XbaI-Int-GG-F (aacatctagaATTGGTTGTAACATTATTCAG) and
BamHI-Int-GG-R (aacaggatccTACTGTTTATGTAAGCAGACAG).
PCR product 2, PCR template pGGZ003,
Spec-BamHI-F (AACAGGATCCatgagggaagcggtgatcgccg) and
Spec-XbaI-R (AACATCTAGAttatttgccgactaccttggtg). PCR products were digested with BamHI
and XbaI, and puried. Puried products 1 and 2 were combined to generate

pGGM001.

New intermediate vector2: PCR product 1, PCR template pGGN000,
XbaI-Int-GG-F (aacatctagaATTGGTTGTAACATTATTCAG) and
BamHI-Int-GG-R (aacaggatccTACTGTTTATGTAAGCAGACAG).
PCR product 2, PCR template pGGZ003,
Spec-BamHI-F (AACAGGATCCatgagggaagcggtgatcgccg) and
Spec-XbaI-R (AACATCTAGAttatttgccgactaccttggtg). PCR products were digested with BamHI
and XbaI, and puried. Puried products 1 and 2 were combined to generate
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50 SCR regulatory sequences: PCR of
pSCR-GG1-F (AACAGGTCTCAACCTAAGGGATAGAGGAAGAGGACTTTG) and
pSCR-GG1-R (AACAGGTCTCaTGTTggagattgaagggttgttggtcgtg) was ligated into pGGA000
to generate

pGGA000-SCR.

17-β -estradiol sensitive modules: PCR product 1, PCR template p1R4-ML:XVE,
pLexA-GG1-F (AACAGGTCTCAACCTAGCTTGGGCTGCAGGTCGAGG) and
pLexA-GG1-R (AACAGGTCTCATGTTGACTAGCTTCAGCGTGTCCTC). Product 1 was
combined with pGGA000 to form

pGGA000-pLexA.

In a rst step, one endogenous BsaI site had to be domesticated. PCR product 2, PCR template p1R4-ML:XVE,
XVE-GG3-F (AACAGGTCTCAGGCTATGAAAGCGTTAACGGCCAGG) and
XVE-R2 ().
PCR product 3, PCR template p1R4-ML:XVE,
XVE-F2 (AACAGGTCTCAgatgattggactcgtctggc) and
XVE-GG3-R (AACAGGTCTCAcatcaggatctctagccaggc). Product 2 and product 3 were combined with pGGC000 to form

pGGC000-XVE.

Intermediate-SCR-LAS-1 build: GreenGate reaction with pGGA000-SCR, pGGB003, pGGC000XVE, pGGD002, pGGE009, pGGG001 and pGGM001.

Intermediate-SCR-LAS-2

build: GreenGate reaction with pGGG002, pGGA000-pLexA,

pGGB002, pGGC000-LAS, pGGD000-linker-Tq2, pGGE001, pGGF000-RedSeed and pGGN001.

pSCR>>LAS-Tq2 build:

GreenGate reaction with Intermediate-SCR-LAS-1, Intermediate-

SCR-LAS-2 and pAGM4723-for-GG.

Cloning of pSCR>>SCR-Tq2
SCR

CDS: In a rst step, two endogenous BsaI sites had to be domesticated. PCR product 1,

SCR-GG3-F (AACAGGTCTCAGGCTCCATGGCGGAATCCGGCGATTTCAAC) and
SCR-R2-GG3 (AACAGGTCTCATCCCTGATAATGGCGTCAACCCATAC).
PCR product 2,
SCR-F2-GG3 (AACAGGTCTCAGGGACCTTATCCATTCCTCAACTTC) and
SCR-R3-GG3 (AACAGGTCTCAGACACCATTTTCAAGCTATGCGTTTG).
PCR product 3,
SCR-F3-GG3 (AACAGGTCTCATGTCTGCGTTTCAGGTCTTTAATG) and
SCR-GG3-R (AACAGGTCTCACTGAAGAACGAGGCGTCCAAGCTGAAG). Product 1, product 2 and product 3 were combined with pGGC000 to form

pGGC000-SCR.

Intermediate-SCR-LAS-1 build: GreenGate reaction with pGGA000-SCR, pGGB003, pGGC000XVE, pGGD002, pGGE009, pGGG001 and pGGM001.
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Intermediate-SCR-SCR-2

build: GreenGate reaction with pGGG002, pGGA000-pLexA,

pGGB002, pGGC000-SCR, pGGD000-linker-Tq2, pGGE001, pGGF000-RedSeed and pGGN001.

pSCR>>SCR-Tq2 build:

GreenGate reaction with Intermediate-SCR-LAS-1, Intermediate-

SCR-SCR-2 and pAGM4723-for-GG.

Cloning of pLAS:tdTom-LAS-NLS
linker-tandemTomato: PCR product 1, R2D2, because of the duplicated tandemTomato sequence several nested PCRs were necessary,
tdTomato-GG2-F (AACAGGTCTCAAACAatggtgagcaagggcgaggag) and
tdTomato-GG2-R (AACAGGTCTCACtGCcttgtacagctcgtccatgc). PCR product 2, PCR template pGGD001,
linker-GG2-F-v2 (AACAGGTCTCAGCaGCgGCcGCtTCaGGgAGtG) and
linker-GG2-R-v2 (AACAGGTCTCAAGCCAGCAATTGCTGCGGCAGC). Product 1 and product 2 were combined in pGGB000 to form

pGGB000-tdTom-linker.

Duplicated NLS: PCR product 1, no PCR, only primer were annealed with each other, 2NLS,
2XSV40NLS-GG4-F (AACAggtctcatcaggtcctaagaagaagaggaaggttcctaaga) and
2XSV40NLS-GG4-R (AACAggtctcagcagtcaaaccttcctcttcttcttaggaacctt). Product 1 was ligated
into pGGD000 to form

pGGD000-2NLS.

pLAS:tdTom-LAS-NLS build: GreenGate reaction with pGGA000-5pLAS, pGGB000-tdTomlinker, pGGC000-LAS, pGGD000-2NLS, pGGE000-3pLAS, pGGF000-RedSeed and pAGM4723for-GG.

Cloning of pLAS:Tq2-LAS-NLS
linker-mTurquoise2: PCR product 1,
Tq2CFP-GG2-F (AACAGGTCTCAAACAatggtgagcaagggcgaggag) and
Tq2CFP-GG2-R (AACAGGTCTCACtGCcttgtacagctcgtccatg). PCR product 2, PCR template pGGD001,
linker-GG2-F-v2 (AACAGGTCTCAGCaGCgGCcGCtTCaGGgAGtG) and
linker-GG2-R-v2 (AACAGGTCTCAAGCCAGCAATTGCTGCGGCAGC). Product 1 and product 2 were combined in pGGB000 to form

pLAS:Tq2-LAS-NLS

pGGB000-Tq2-linker.

build: GreenGate reaction with pGGA000-5pLAS, pGGB000-Tq2-

linker, pGGC000-LAS, pGGD000-2NLS, pGGE000-3pLAS, pGGF000-RedSeed and pAGM4723for-GG.
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Cloning of aspLAS:erSclt
30

asLAS

regulatory elements: PCR product 1, PCR template pGGA000-5pLAS,

3pasLAS-F-GG5 (AACAGGTCTCACTGCttgaaaagatagaaaaagatgcttttgg) and
3pasLAS-R-GG5 (AACAGGTCTCATAGTcgtgtgctacacagatttatgtgaaac). Product 1 was ligated into pGGE000 to generate
50

asLAS

pGGE000-3pasLAS.

regulatory elements: PCR product 1, PCR template pGGE000-3pLAS,

5pasLAS-F-GG1 (AACAGGTCTCAACCTattagtaacaagcataaagcaccaaaaccatg) and
5pasLAS-R-GG1 (AACAGGTCTCATGTTaaagagacaacctaatcttttgtgtttttaacc). Product 1 was
ligated into pGGA000 to generate

pGGA000-5pasLAS.

Scarlet: PCR product 1, PCR template pmScarlet-C1,
mScarlet-GG3-F (AACAGGTCTCaGGCTccATGGTGAGCAAGGGCGAGGCAG) and
mScarlet-GG3-R (AACAGGTCTCACTGACTTGTACAGCTCGTCCATGCC).Product 1 was
ligated into pGGC000 to generate

pGGC000-Sclt

Yellow seed coat marker: In a rst step, three endogenous BsaI sites had to be domesticated.
Further, to generate more diversity, the
with the

Arabidopsis HSP18-2

NOS

terminator in pGGF000-RedSeed was replaced

terminator (Nagaya et al., 2009). PCR product 1, PCR tem-

plate pUL68,
FAST-GG6-F (AACAGGTCTCAACTActtcaagtgtatgtaggtatag) and
FAST-R2 (AACAGGTCTCAtgtcctcaagcccaagctgac). PCR product 2, PCR template pUL68,
FAST-F2 (AACAGGTCTCAgacaagacccgaatccgagtctg) and
FAST-R3 (AACAGGTCTCAccatcatcgggtactggtccctgcc). PCR product 3, PCR template pUL68,
FAST-F3 (AACAGGTCTCAatgggccgagatcgggaccagtacc) and
FAST-v2-R1 (AACAGGTCTCAagtagtgtgctggccaccacgagtac). PCR product 4, PCR template
pGGB000-Venus-linker,
FAST-v2-F1 (AACAGGTCTCAtactatggtgagcaagggcgaggag) and
FAST-v2-R2 (AACAGGTCTCAtcacttgtacagctcgtccatgcc). PCR product 5, PCR template
Arabidopsis

genomic DNA,

FAST-v2-F2 (AACAGGTCTCAgtgaatatgaagatgaagatgaaa) and
FAST-v2-R3 (AACAGGTCTCaATACcttatctttaatcatattccatag). Product 1, product 2, product 3, product 4 and product 5 were combined in pGGF000 to form

aspLAS:erSclt

pGGF000-YellowSeed.

build: GreenGate reaction with pGGA000-5pasLAS, pGGB006, pGGC000-

Sclt, pGGD008, pGGE000-3pasLAS, pGGF000-YellowSeed and pAGM4723-for-GG.

Confocal Microscopy
Microscopic observations were carried out using an inverted Zeiss LSM 880 Airyscan confocal
laser-scanning microscope (Carl Zeiss, Oberkochen). For analysis, images were taken with
predened microscope settings for each experiment. Adjustment of microscope settings was
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done with a randomly selected transgenic line prior to the experiment, which was then used as
the experiment's reference line. For each active detector, the settings were chosen, in order that
the whole dynamic range was covered, yet keeping oversaturated pixels at a minimum. Further,
pixel dwell time, frame size and bit depth were additional parameters that were adjusted prior
to the start of the experiment. Sequential scanning was performed in all cases, in which two or
more uorophores had to be imaged in the same tissue simultaneously. For live-imaging, laser
intensity was kept as low as possible and usually never exceeded 5%. The pinhole was set at 1
airy unit (AU) at 1Öresolution.

Propidium iodide staining for live-imaging
Seedlings were stained prior to confocal imaging, for 5 to 20 min, in 10 mug/ml propidium
iodide (PI) solution. Care was taken that the root was fully submerged in the staining solution.
During the staining, direct light was avoided. After the PI staining, seedlings were washed in
water and mounted on microscope slides. Important to note, seedlings were never let dried
out, and seedlings were only handled by grabbing the cotyledons with featherweight forceps to
avoid squeezing of the root.

mPSPI staining
Modied pseudo-Schi propidium iodide (mPSPI) staining was done as described in Truernit
et al. (2008). Duration of initial xation step: 1-5 days.

Confocal imaging of biChromium
Imaging of

biChromium

was done on the inverted Zeiss LSM 880 Airyscan confocal laser-

scanning microscope. For imaging the `lambda scan' and `spectral unmixing' features of the
ZEN 2012 `black edition' software (Carl Zeiss, Oberkochen) were used.

Measurement of pixel grey values to determine uorescence intensity
To determine uorescence intensity, raw .ti les from the confocal imaging session were analyzed in Fiji (http://ji.sc/). The region of interest was traced with the polygon selection tool
and analyzed with the histogram function. The output of the histogram function was exported
into RStudio (https://www.rstudio.com/, R version 3.4) for further analysis.

Excitation and lter settings for uorophores
GFP, Excitation and Emission wavelength: 488 nm, 494-430 nm
Venus, Excitation and Emission wavelength: 514 nm, 525-555 nm
mTurquoise2, Excitation and Emission wavelength: 440 nm, 466-490 nm
Scarlet, Excitation and Emission wavelength: 561 nm, 580-617 nm
tandemTomato, Excitation and Emission wavelength: 561 nm, 570-610 nm
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Propidium iodide, Excitation and Emission wavelength: 488 nm, 500-550 nm

GUS staining
GUS staining was done as described in Truernit et al. (2008). Staining reaction was done
overnight (12 h) at 37 °C. After staining plants were immediately imaged on a light microscope.

Bacteria transformation
Transformation of Escherichia
petent cells (Hanahan, 1983).

coli

was carried out by heat-shock treatment of chemically com-

Escherichia coli

was incubated in LB medium at 37 °C overnight

(Sambrook and Russel, 2001). Concentration of applied antibiotics are listed above.
Transformation of

Agrobacterium tumefaciens

pulser system) of electro competent cells.

was carried out via electroporation (Bio-Rad

Agrobacteria

were incubated in YEP or LB medium

at 37 °C. Approximately 10-50 ng plasmid were used per transformation. Concentration of
applied antibiotics are listed above.
Arabidopsis
Arabidopsis

transformation

plants were transformed according to the oral dip method described by Clough and

Bent (1998). T1 transgenic seedlings were either selected by repetitive glufosinate application
(250 mg/ml) or were preselected based on seed coat uorescence (Shimada et al., 2010). Copy
number determination was conducted in the T1 generation with qRT-PCR. gDNA for qRTPCR was was isolated using the rapid-preparation-protocol described by Edwards et al. (1991).
qRT-PCR was performed using the LightCycler 480 Real-Time PCR system (Roche, Applied
Science), with the Power SYBR® Green PCR Master Mix (Applied Biosystems Deutschland
GmbH, Darmstadt), according to the manufactures instructions. Each sample for copy number determination was pipetted in two technical replicates. Data analysis was done with the
standard curve method (Applied Biosystems, User Bulletin #2, 2001). A singe copy refernce
gene

SICKLE

was chosen as internal control (Zhan et al., 2012).

RNA extraction, RNAseq and bioinformatic analysis
Root tips (1 cm) of 11-day-old tomato plants were used as starting material for RNA extraction.
RNA was collected in with two steel beads prepared 2 ml tubes. Harvested tissue was grounded
using a Retsch MM 300 mill (Retsch, Germany). RNA was extracted with the RNeasy® Plant
Mini kit (Qiagen, Hilden), following the plant-specic protocol according to the manufactures
instructions. The RNA was further puried by DNaseI treatment including an RNase Inhibitor.
RNA quantity was determined on a NanoDrop, and the quality was checked with a capillary
electrophoresis method using an Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer (done by the Max Planck Genome
Center, Cologne).
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The Max Planck Genome Center performed the library preparation including polyA enrichment of total RNA samples. The libraries were sequenced with single 150 bp reads, using the
Illumina HiSeq3000 platform. Raw sequencing data was quality checked and analyzed with the
`new Tuxedo' package (default settings; Pertea et al., 2016).
Hello World
HISAT2 version 2.1.0
StringTie v1.3.3b
ballgown 2.10.0

Axillary meristem scoring experiment
Prior to sowing, seeds were stratied for 2-3 days at 4 °C. Plants were grown in the greenhouse
for 5-6 weeks under short day conditions (8 h light, 16 h dark). Temperature was kept at
20-25 °C during the daytime, and 15 °C during the nighttime. After 5 weeks of growth in
short day conditions, plants were transferred to long day conditions (16 h light, 8 h dark) to
initiate/accelerate the oral transition. After additional 1-2 weeks AM phenotypes were scored.

RNA extraction, cDNA synthesis and 50 RACE
Root tips (1 cm) of 11-day-old tomato plants and whole roots of 8-day-old

Arabidopsis

plants

were used as starting material for RNA extraction. RNA was collected in with two steel beads
prepared 2 ml tubes. Harvested tissue was grounded using a Retsch MM 300 mill (Retsch,
Germany). RNA was extracted with the RNeasy® Plant Mini kit (Qiagen, Hilden), following
the plant-specic protocol according to the manufactures instructions. The RNA was further
puried by DNaseI treatment including an RNase Inhibitor. RNA quantity was determined on
a NanoDrop. The 50 RACE System for Rapid Amplication of cDNA Ends kit (Invitrogen,
Carlsbad, USA) was followed, according to the manufacturers instructions. The used genespecic primers (GSP) are listed below:
Hello World, again
asLS-GSP1-v1 TGATTCACTGGAAGCTACATT
asLS-GSP2-v1 TGGTTTGGGAGAGAGATTGTT
asLAS-GSP1-v1 TGATTCGTTGGAAGCGACGTT
asLAS-GSP2-v1 TTCGGTAAGGAGATTTTGGAT
MANDELBROT
Subsequently 50 RACE amplication products were cloned into the pCR® -Blunt-II-TOPO
(Invitrogen GmbH, Karlsruhe) or into theCloneJET PCR Cloning Kit (Thermo Scientic,
Waltham, Massachusetts, USA). 15-25 clones were sequenced for each puried fragment.
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Root system phenotyping in Arabidopsis and tomato
Arabidopsis

growth conditions

Arabidopsis thaliana

seeds were surface sterilized with 50 % bleach (v/v) (1:1000 Tween20) un-

der continuous shaking for 5 min. Next, seeds were washed 3 times with sterile water. After the
washing, seeds were in 0.15 % low-melting point agarose at 4 °C for 2-3 days. Then, seeds were
sown on square Petri dishes (12 cm Ö 12 cm, lled with 60 ml of growth medium).

Arabidopsis

growth medium: half-strength Murashige and Skoog (1/2MS) medium (0.5ÖMS salts including vitamins, 1 % sucrose, 0.1 g/l Myo-Inositol, 0.5 g/l 2-(N-morpholino) ethanesulfonic acid
(MES), pH 5.8 with KOH and 0.8 % phytoagar. Plates were dried with open lid for around 1 h
after pouring to allow evaporation). Seeds were germinated on vertically positioned Petri dishes
in a growth chamber at 21 °C in long day conditions (16h light and 8 h dark; MC785-VDB,Van
den Berg). Plants were imaged at indicated time points (Figure legends).
The concentration of the 17-β -estradiol working solution was 10 muM (prepared as 20 mM
stock solutions in DMSO and stored at -20 °C). 17-β -estradiol working solution was added
to cooled 1/2MS medium. Plants were transferred carefully with featherweight forceps, by
grabbing the cotyledons. After the transfer care was taken that the root aligned well the
surface of the medium. Plants were imaged at indicated time points (Figure legends).

Tomato growth conditions
Tomato seeds were surface sterilized with 50 % bleach (v/v) (1:1000 Tween20) under continuous
shaking for 5 min. Next, seeds were washed 3 times with sterile water. After the washing, seeds
were transferred on 1/2MS medium and stored for 4-7 days in the dark at room temperature
until they started to germinate. Seeds that displayed the same stage of development after
germination were placed on big square Petri dishes, and xed with a drop of cooled molten
1/2MS to avoid dropping of seeds Then, seeds were placed on square Petri dishes (24 cm
cm, lled with 250 ml of growth medium).

Tomato

Ö

24

growth medium: full-strength Murashige

and Skoog (1MS) medium (1ÖMS salts including vitamins, 3 % sucrose, 0.1 g/ll Myo-Inositol,
0.5 g/l 2-(N-morpholino) ethanesulfonic acid (MES), pH 5.8 with KOH and 1.3 % phytoagar.
Plates were dried with open lid for around 1 h after pouring to allow evaporation). Seeds
were germinated on vertically positioned Petri dishes in a growth chamber at 25 °C in long
day conditions (16h light and 8 h dark; MC785-VDB,Van den Berg). Plants were rotated and
imaged at indicated time points (Figure legends).

Image acquisition
An Epson V600 CCD atbed color image scanner (Seiko Epson) was used for image acquisition.
Image format: .ti, 800 dpi.
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Image and statistical analysis
Root systems on .ti images were traced with the Fiji (http://ji.sc/) plugin SmartRoot
(Lobet et al., 2011).

Root tracings were saved in .rsml les and imported into RStudio

(https://www.rstudio.com/, R version 3.4) for statistical analysis. Data were always tested
for normality based on diagnostic plots, like histograms and quantile-quantile-plots. Outlier
were not removed.
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Results

3.1 Exploring LATERAL SUPPRESSOR expression domains in the Arabidopsis root
Root specic expression of LAS depends on regulatory element B
Based on the analysis of expression patterns and complementation experiments, the

LAS

5'

promoter seemed sucient to promote expression during late vegetative and throughout reproductive development (Goldshmidt et al., 2008). Whereas region C in the 3' enhancer is the key
regulatory element to promote

LAS

expression during vegetative development (Raatz et al.,

2011). This raised the question of the biological relevance of region B.
Various studies and online data bases report expression of

and its orthologous genes

LAS

in tissues encompassing the shoot and the root. For example, in

Arabidopsis,

tomato and

snapdragon, prominent abundance of LAS /Ls /ERA RNA was detected with semi-quantitative
RT-PCR in bulk samples of complete roots (Greb et al., 2003; Schumacher et al., 1999; Mizzotti
et al., 2017). Further, mining publicly available online resources, expression in roots of two
monocot species was found for the
BdLAS

(BRADI1G36180) in

orthologues,

LAS

Brachypodium distachyon

MONOCULM 1

(MOC1 ) in rice and

(Fig. S1a and b).

Region B shows the highest conservation compared to the other regulatory elements, yet
in

Arabidopsis

it seems not to be involved in regulating expression in the SAM (Raatz et al.,

2011). Consistent detection of mRNA for

LAS

or orthologous genes in various plant species

indicated that region B might control gene expression in root tissues. To test this hypothesis,
two modied

LAS

promoters,

pBR47

expression of a GUS reporter gene.

and

pBR47

pBR48,

contained an

the regulatory regions A, B and D, whereas in
5a). Both constructs promoted

GUS

were tested for their ability to drive root

pBR48

LAS

promoter version consisting of

regulatory element B was removed (Fig.

expression in rosettes of 10 days old plants, transformed

with either pBR47 or pBR48 (Fig. 5b and c). However, only transgenic plants carrying pBR47
displayed additional GUS staining in the primary root tip and the tips of emerged lateral roots
(LRs; Fig. 5b and c). Interestingly, both constructs showed

GUS

expression in the pericycle

of transgenic plants, even though the signal was considerably weaker compared to the other
stained root domains (Fig. 5d and e).

pBR47

of GUS staining in the pericycle compared to

carrying plants displayed a lower frequency

pBR48
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carrying plants (Fig. 5d and e). This
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suggested that in

Arabidopsis

region B is capable of promoting

LAS

expression in tips of

primary roots and LRs.
LAS

Next,

root expression domains on cellular level
LAS

expression domains and protein localization was analyzed with confocal laser scan-

ning microscopy (CLSM). A transcriptional reporter
LAS

pLAS:erGFP

was generated, using the

promoter described by Raatz et al. (2011) to drive GFP (Fig. 6a). GFP based reporters

provide higher resolution and specicity on cellular level in living tissue compared to GUS
based reporters, which are restricted to xated tissue.
endogenous

LAS

pLAS:erGFP

is a reporter for cells with

expression. Based on the GUS staining described above, tips of primary and

lateral roots of transgenic plants carrying

pLAS:erGFP

were analyzed.

To avoid confusion concerning description of direction I will use throughout this thesis
the terminology proposed by Baskin et al. (2010). Orientation towards the shoot apex will
be denoted with shootwards, accordingly orientation towards the root apex will be denoted
with rootwards. For example: The vasculature is located shootwards, whereas the columella is
located rootwards in relation to the QC (Fig. 3c).
In the primary root tip, uorescence of

pLAS:erGFP

was detected in a domain comprising

the QC, CSCs and the columella (Fig. 6c and d). The columella sub-domain showed variation
in GFP uorescence, that correlated with the bilateral symmetry of the vascular tissues in the
Arabidopsis

root (Fig. 6b). Dependent on the orientation of the root tip, GFP uorescence

was detected in 3 to 4 columella cell columns (Fig. 6c). In dierent root tip orientations,
recognizable by the presence of provascular cell columns in the shootwards meristematic tissue,
GFP uorescence was restricted to the two central columella cell columns (Fig. 6d). This
might indicate, that

LAS

expression does not reproduce the radial symmetric organization of

the columella. Further, GFP uorescence was detected in individual shootward positioned stem
cells (Fig. 6c). Signal in these cells occurred randomly and might indicate complex regulation
of

pLAS:erGFP

expression. Alternatively, this signal could be residual GFP protein of a QC

cell, which remained in daughter cells after cell division.
In tips of young LRs, GFP was detected in a similar domain compared to the primary root
tip. Cellular organization of the rootward cell lineage in LR tips deviated from the organization
seen in primary root tips. In the primary root tip, the columella can be represented in cross
sections by a two dimensional matrix of 4 by 4 cells (Fig. 6d). In contrast, cross sections of
LR tips display a columella matrix with reduced cell numbers in both dimensions (Fig. 6e
and f). Expression domains in LR tips domains could follow one of two patterns. The rst
class displayed GFP uorescence in a domain similar to the primary root tip (Fig. 6e). In the
second class, the domain with GFP uorescence was extended into the cell lineages of the ground
tissue, LRC and epidermis (Fig. 6f). This was unique for LR tips and was never observed in
primary root tips. In some cases, this resulted in asymmetric expression domains along the
shootward-rootward axis (Fig. 6f). However, neither the occurrence of one of the expression
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Figure 5: Region B regulates LAS expression in root tissues.
plants expressing either
987 bp 5' of

LAS

pBR47

or

pBR48.

a,

start codon and 3550 bp 3' of

regions (UTRs) driving

staining in 10 DAG

las-4

pBR48

plants carrying

plants carrying

pBR48.

pBR47

and

pBR48

as described in Raatz et al. (2011).

stop codon including the endogenous 5' and 3' untranslated

expression.

pBR47

contains the 5' regulatory sequence A and

region B was deleted, but otherwise identical to pBR47.

pBR47.

Pericycle specic GUS staining in 10 DAG

las-4

LAS

β -glucuronidase (GUS )

3' regulatory sequences B and C. In

10 DAG

Cartoon of

GUS staining of 10 days old

las-4

c,

GUS staining in 10 DAG

plants carrying

pBR47.

e,

las-4

plants carrying

b,

GUS

pBR48.

d,

Pericycle specic GUS staining in

For (b) and (c), top to bottom, young rosette, LR, primary root tip.

Ratios in (b) to (e) represent the number of similar observations in independent plant samples. Scale bars in
(b) and (c) indicate 100

µm

and 25

µm

in (d) and (e). Plants in (b) to (e) were stained for 16 h. C = cortex,

En = endodermis, Ep = epidermis, Pc = pericycle.
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domain classes, nor the occurrence of asymmetric expression domains could be correlated with
a specic LR developmental stage or the reaction to an abiotic factor like gravity.
In order to monitor protein localization on cellular level, a set of two translational reporters
was generated. For the translational reporters, the same
transcriptional reporter

pLAS:erGFP

LAS

promoter sequences as in the

were utilized. Two translational fusion proteins, Vns-

LAS (Vns at N-terminus) and LAS-Vns (Vns at C-terminus) were cloned to analyze protein
localization (Fig. 7a and Fig. S4a). No dierence in the cellular localization of plants transformed with either one of the cloned LAS protein versions could be observed, indicating that
neither N-terminal nor C-terminal positioning of the uorophore interfered with the localization
of the fusion protein. Therefore, I will refer to both versions with Vns-LAS and details about
uorophore positions will be described in gure legends.
In the primary root tip, Vns-LAS uorescence was detected in an extended domain, compared to the domain displayed by

pLAS:erGFP.

Similarly to the transcriptional reporter, Vns-

LAS uorescence was detected in the QC, CSCs and the columella. Cells of these lineages,
displayed Vns-LAS uorescence in the cytosol and the nucleus (Fig. 7b). Additionally, VnsLAS uorescence was detected in nuclei of the lateral root cap cells closest to the root tip
(Fig. 7b). These observations indicated that LAS might be able to move from the columella to
LRC, because only Vns-LAS could be detected in the LRC, whereas

pLAS:erGFP

signal was

restricted to the columella.
In tips of young LRs, Vns-LAS signal was extended compared to

pLAS:erGFP,

dicating the ability of Vns-LAS to move into neighboring cells, that lack
pLAS:erGFP

LAS

again in-

expression.

and Vns-LAS displayed partially overlapping domains, intersecting at the QC

and the columella cell lineages (Fig. 7c). In this intersection, Vns-LAS uorescence displayed
sub cellular localization of the protein in cytosol and nucleus, whereas in the Vns-LAS unique
domain the protein was primarily restricted to the nucleus (Fig. 7c).

pLAS:erGFP

expres-

sion displayed more variation in LRs compared to primary roots. Vns-LAS behaved similarly,
however expression domains were extended compared to

pLAS:erGFP

along the shootward-

rootward axis and the radial axis (Fig. 7c). This was dierent compared to the primary
root tip, where the Vns-LAS domain was extended only along the radial axis compared to
pLAS:erGFP.

In LR tips, Vns-LAS uorescence signal was high in the QC and decreased grad-

ually with increasing distance to the QC along all axis. Intensity of the Vns-LAS signal was
indicative of its sub cellular localization. In the intersection domain, Vns-LAS signal intensity
was high and the protein was detected in the cytosol and the nucleus. Decreasing Vns-LAS
signal along the shootward-rootward axis and the radial axis correlated with a gradual loss of
the cytosolic protein localization and restriction of Vns-LAS to the nucleus, until the signal
vanished completely in 5 to 7 cells distance to the QC (Fig. 7c).
In individual LRs that reached 5 mm or more in length, an interesting change on sub
cellular localization of Vns-LAS was observed. Some columella cells only displayed Vns-LAS
uorescence in the cytosol and lost the signal in the nucleus (Fig. S2c and d). This phenomenon
was restricted to individual columella cells and no obvious pattern could be associated with
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Figure 6: LAS is expressed in a cone shaped domain covering the quiescent center,
columella stem cells and the columella. CLSM of pLAS:erGFP expression in root tips of transgenic
plants.

a,

Cartoon of the transcriptional reporter

and endogenous UTRs of the
5' to 3' orientation of the

LAS

GFP

pLAS:erGFP. LAS

promoter described by Raatz et al. (2011)

locus, drive expression of an ER-targeted GFP. Tips of open triangles show

ORF. Figure continues on the next page ...
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Figure 6: continued.

b,

Cartoon of the bilateral symmetric organization found in the

Arabidopsis

root.

Radial symmetric tissues are indicated in grey. Bilateral symmetry along the xylem-phloem radial axis. Dashed
lines represent the two symmetry axes. Cartoon was modied from Sparks (2017a).

c,

GFP uorescence in the

primary root tip. Arrows I - III indicate uorescence in three columella cell columns. Arrow IV: Fluorescence
in a shootward stem cell.

d,

The same as in (c), but primary root from a dierent plant. Arrows I - II indicate

uorescence in two columella cell columns.

e,

GFP uorescence in the tip of just emerged LR. f, The same as in

(e), but LR from a dierent root system. Arrow I indicates asymmetric expression domain in the ground tissue.
In (c) to (f ) images were taken from roots of Col-0 plants transformed with

pLAS:erGFP

(line 180026_143),

14 days after germination. (a) to (d), panels from left to right: GFP channel with grey value heat map, PI
channel, cell tracings (Tr) and image of merged GFP and PI channels.

In (f ) only cell lineages are traced

without denoting stem cells. Based on cellular organization, discrimination of the columella and LRC lineage
in LRs is not in all cases unambiguous. Scale bars at the bottom corners of panels represent 18

µm.

Col =

columella, CSCs = columella stem cells, Ep = epidermis, Gt = ground tissue, LRC = lateral root cap, Pc
= pericycle, Prp = protophloem, Prv = provascular cells, Prx = protoxylem, QC = quiescent center, Swc =
shootward stem cell.

it. This observation suggested that there might be mechanisms for controlling the localization
of LAS protein on sub cellular level resulting in one of three possible outcomes. These are
characterized by physical presence of the LAS protein in either cytosol and nucleus at the same
time or restriction to exclusively one of these compartments.
Further, a noticeable pattern associated with Vns-LAS uorescence, was the strong increase
in uorescence intensity in young LRs compared to the primary root tip. This dierential
uorescence intensities were quantied, by measuring the intensity grey values in reference cell
types. The QC was chosen as the reference cell type for comparison of uorescence intensity
between primary and lateral roots, because of its xed position at the convergence point of all
cell lineages in the root tip. Considering one individual root system, the QC of a young LR
displayed a strong Vns-LAS intensity increase, compared to the main QC in the primary root
tip (Fig. S5a and b).
Lastly, the expression domain of Vns-LAS in the pericycle was analyzed. The domain
delineated by Vns-LAS uorescence in the pericycle, extends from the early dierentiation zone
in the root tip, shootwards, until the root hypocotyl junction is reached. This is a physical
large domain, making it dicult to cover every aspect with CLSM in great detail. Therefore
the observations described below are preliminary results. Vns-LAS signal intensity in pericycle
cells close to the root tip was considerable weaker compared to the intensity seen in the primary
root or lateral root tip. Vns-LAS uorescence within pericycle cells was mainly restricted to
the nucleus (Figs. S2a and b, S3, S4b). Sometimes Vns-LAS signal was detected in neighboring
endodermal cells (Fig. S2a and b, S3). In older (fully dierentiated) shootward parts of the
root, Vns-LAS signal intensity increased compared to pericycle cells close to the root tip. In
lateral root primordia (LRPs) from stage I onwards, Vns-LAS signal was elevated compared to
neighboring pericycle cells. Vns-LAS was present throughout every stage of LR development.
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a,

Cartoon of the translational reporter
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Vns
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ORF.

b,

LAS

genomic

Vns-LAS uorescence in

Arrow I: Columella cell displaying sub cellular protein localization in the cytosol and

the nucleus. Arrow II: LRC cell with protein localization restricted to the nucleus.

c,

Vns-LAS uorescence in

the LR tip. Arrow I: Columella cell displaying sub cellular protein localization in the cytosol and the nucleus.
Arrow II: Epidermal cell with protein localization restricted to the nucleus. Arrow III: Ground tissue cell with
nuclear protein localization and decreased uorescence intensity. In (b) to (c) images were taken from roots of

las-4

mutant plants transformed with

pLAS:Vns-LAS

(line 170138_4), 7 days after germination. (b) and (c),

panels from left to right: Vns channel with grey value heat map, PI channel, cell tracings (Tr) and image of
merged Vns and PI channels. Based on cellular organization, discrimination of the columella and LRC lineage
in LRs is not in all cases unambiguous. Scale bars at the bottom corners of panels represent 18

µm.

Col =

columella, CSCs = columella stem cells, Ep = epidermis, Gt = ground tissue, LRC = lateral root cap, QC =
quiescent center, Swc = shootward stem cells.
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Sub cellular localization of Vns-LAS during LR development was restricted to the nuclei of LRP
cells (Figs. S2a and b, S4b-e). Interestingly, in LRP stages II to IV, cells from the overlaying
endodermis and cortex in physical contact with the developing LRP, displayed strong VnsLAS signal in their nuclei. The Vns-LAS signal intensity in these overlying tissues was usually
stronger compared to the signal seen in cells of the LRP (Figs. S2b, S4c-e). When the LRP
penetrated the epidermis, the Vns-LAS uorescence domain transformed into the domain seen
in LR tips. This was accompanied by a strong increase of the Vns-LAS signal (Fig. S3).

What is the basis of LATERAL

SUPPRESSOR

movement?

In the primary root tip, signal for both reporters, Vns-LAS and pLAS:erGFP, was detected in a
domain composed of the QC, CSCs and columella. Notably, exclusively Vns-LAS was detected
also in the LRC. This observation indicated the possible translocation of

LAS

gene products,

on mRNA or protein level, from

LAS

non-expressing

LAS

expressing cells into neighboring,

cells. To discriminate between the possibilities of inter-cellular mRNA translocation and intercellular protein movement, an articial bi-cistronic
called

biChromium,

LAS

gene driven by the

was engineered (Fig. 8a). The two proteins encoded by

LAS

promoter,

biChromium

are

a translational LAS fusion protein (Vns-LASbiChro ) and an ER-targeted Tq2 (erTq2biChro ).
With this set up, transcriptional and translational domains can be monitored simultaneously.
The critical step is the separation of both

biChromium

reporter units, in order to get two

independent functional proteins. Separation of the two encoded proteins is achieved via the 2A
peptide `ribosomal skip' mechanism. 2A peptides to force the ribosome to skip the formation
of a peptide bond at the C-terminus of the 2A peptide, without termination of translation.
This separates the 2A peptide and optional N-terminal fused proteins from the next peptide
downstream, making it a versatile system for co-expression of two proteins from the same mRNA
(Donnelly et al., 2001; Kim et al., 2011). The advantage of this bi-cistronic reporter system
for inter-cellular translocation studies, is the linkage of both
mRNA. Based on the cellular colocalization of both
and RNA translocation can be discriminated. If
LAS

biChromium

biChromium

mRNA) would be translocated from the columella, a

with no

LAS

biChromium

proteins on the same

proteins, protein movement

mRNA (containing endogenous

LAS

expressing tissue, into a tissue

expression like the LRC, one would expect to detect both

biChromium

proteins

in all cell types. If the translocation takes place on protein level, only Vns-LASbiChro would be
present in the LRC.
In the primary root tip, erTq2biChro is detected in the same cell lineages as the transcriptional
reporter

pLAS:erGFP.

This domain comprised of the QC, CSCs and columella (Fig. 8b). In

contrast, Vns-LASbiChro was detected additionally in the LRC lineage, recreating the same
domain, displayed by Vns-LAS (Fig. 8b). On sub cellular level, localization of Vns-LASbiChro
mimicked Vns-LAS behavior as well. In the QC, CSCs and columella, signal was detected in
the cytosol and the nucleus, whereas in the LRC the signal was more restricted to the nucleus
(Fig. 8b). In tips of young LRs, erTq2biChro was detected in the QC and rootward cell lineages
(Fig. 8c). Again, this was nearly identical to the domain displayed by
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b,

Detection of Vns-LASbiChro and erTq2biChro in the primary root tip. Arrows point to

identical coordinates in each panel denoting cells with presence of both
Vns-LASbiChro (Arrow I). Figure continues on the next page ...
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Figure 8: continued.

c,

Detection of Vns-LASbiChro and erTq2biChro in the tip of a young LR. Arrows

point to identical coordinates in each panel denoting cells with presence of both
IV) or only Vns-LASbiChro (Arrow III). Two independent

biChromium

biChromium

proteins (Arrow

lines (180111_1 and 180111_3) in the

Col-0 background were analyzed, 7-8 days after germination and representative images are displayed in (b) and
(c). For (b) and (c), rst row, panels from left to right: Vns channel with yellow pseudo color, Tq2 channel
with teal pseudo color, PI channel, image of merged Vns, Tq2 and PI channels. Second row, panels from left
to right: Vns channel with grey value heat map, Tq2 channel with grey value heat map and cell tracings (Tr).
In (c) only cell lineages are traced without explicitly denoting stem cells. Scale bars at the bottom corners of
panels represent 18

µm.

Col = columella, CSCs = columella stem cells, Ep = epidermis, Gt = ground tissue,

LES = lateral root cap/epidermis stem cell, LRC = lateral root cap, QC = quiescent center, Swc = shootward
stem cell.

young LRs. Simultaneously, Vns-LASbiChro accumulated in the cytosol and the nucleus of cell
lineages that were also covered by erTq2biChro . However, the Vns-LASbiChro domain was further
extended along the shootward-rootward axis and the radial axis compared to erTq2biChro . VnsLASbiChro localization in this extended domain was mainly restricted to the nucleus (Fig. 8c).
Thus, the Vns-LASbiChro domain and cellular localization mirrored the behavior of Vns-LAS in
tips of young LRs. This suggested that, both biChromium proteins act like their mono-cistronic
counterparts. Further, this demonstrated that translocation of

LAS

gene products, happened

on protein level.

3.2 Phenotypic analysis of las-4 root system development
Loss of
roots
To analyze

LATERAL SUPPRESSOR

LAS

function during

Arabidopsis

eects the orientation of lateral

root development a multi-trait phenotyping ap-

proach was used, to compare root system development between Col-0 and las-4 at quantitative
level. The las-4 allele was chosen, because it is presumably an LAS loss-of-function allele (Greb
et al., 2003). Based on the root expression domains of las-4 (Section 3.1), traits describing primary and lateral root development were monitored over a period of 14 days (Table S6 and
Fig. 9a). Interestingly only traits describing LR development displayed signicant dierences
between Col-0 and

las-4.

The rst trait that showed a signicant dierence between Col-0 and

las-4

was the LR

branching angle (LRBA). This angle describes the space enclosed by the primary root and a
LR at its emerging position (Fig. 9b). Calculation of the LRBA does not rely on a reference
point like gravity, but requires vectorized positional data of the primary root and LRs. In las-4
the LRBA was signicantly decreased from 74.2° to 62.7° (Fig. 9c). This implied that LRs in
las-4

had a higher probability to display increased vertical growth trajectories.
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Figure 9: las-4 causes a reduction in the lateral root branching angle and less
curvature during lateral root growth. Multitrait phenotyping of 14 days old Col-0 and las-4 root
systems, grown in vertical orientation on the surface of MS-medium.

a,

of a Col-0 plant. Scale bar: 5 mm. g = direction of the gravity vector.
Col-0 and

las-4, p(genotype) < 2e−16 .

Root system development time series

b,

Cartoon of the LRBA.

Figure continues on the next page ...
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Figure 9: continued.
in Col-0 and

las-4,

d,

p(genotype)

Cartoon illustrating calculation of the gravitropic index (GI).

< 2e−16 . f,

e,

GI of LRs

Cartoon illustrating the convex hull polygon of an arbitrary root

system. The width is calculated as the maximal distance between two vertices, represented through a straight
line that is parallel to the horizontal direction.
= 1 and smallest value = 0) in Col-0 and

g,

las-4

Normalized convex hull width (for each group: largest value
root systems.

Because this trait showed variation between

biological replicates the data was plotted separately, p(genotype)

≈

0.0004. Box plots in (c), (e) and (g) show

the rst and third quartiles separated by the median. Whiskers extend to the largest or smallest value within
1.5 * inter-quartile range (IQR, distance between the rst and third quartiles) from the edges of the box. Violin
plot in (c), (e) and (g) show the kernel density function of plotted data. Dots in (c), (e) and (g) represent
individual LRs. In (c), (e) and (g) statistical signicance was determined using unbalanced two-way ANOVA.
The letters above the boxes (ac) indicate the results of a post hoc Tukey test, groups with the same letter are
indistinguishable at

>

95% condence using a 0.05 signicance level. In (c), (e) and (g) data of both biological

replicates was pooled prior to analysis. Summary statistics are described in table S16.

The second trait that was signicantly reduced in

las-4

was the gravitropic index, which

is a measure of tortuosity (Fig. 9e). The gravitropic index describes a root's growth path in
relation to a straight line. With increasing deviation from a straight line, through directional
changes during root growth, the gravitropic index increases (Fig. 9d). Translated to lateral
root growth this meant that LRs in las-4 grew with less changes in direction compared to Col-0.
The growth direction of vertical grown primary roots is closely aligned with the gravity vector
(Fig. 9a), whereas LRs especially in the early phase of outgrowth follow a more horizontal
trajectory (Rosquete et al., 2013; Roychoudhry et al., 2013).
In combination, the LRBA and the gravitropic index can be used as predictors of LR growth
trajectory. LRs matching the pattern observed in

las-4,

displaying a decreased LRBA and a

decreased gravitropic index, should cover less horizontal space compared to wild type-like LRs,
where both parameters displayed higher values. Therefore it was tested, whether changes in
these traits would have an eect on root system architecture (RSA). Root system shape in
two dimensions was approximated by calculating the convex hull polygon (Fig. 9F). Convex
hull width appeared to be a trait with considerable variation, because the results of both
biological replicates did not match each other. Only in biological replicate one the width in las4

root systems was signicantly reduced, whereas in biological replicate there was no dierence

between root systems (Fig. 9g).

Increased vertical growth trajectories in las-4 lateral roots
The decreased LRBA and the decreased LR gravitropic index in

las-4,

indicated a closer align-

ment with the gravity vector compared to LRs in Col-0. To test this, growth angle proles of
LRs with respect to gravity were analyzed. For the calculation of growth angle proles, LRs
were divided into 2.5 mm segments, starting from their emergence point. For each individual
segment the growth angle was calculated, resulting in a quantitative growth angle prole, covering all captured LRs (Fig. 10a). In both genotypes, Col-0 and
47
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Figure 10: continued.

Growth angle of individual segments correspond to the averaged growth angles for

each segment (+ symbols in (b)). g = direction of the gravity vector.
and

las-4

< 2e

−16

.

root systems.

c,

b,

Growth angle proles of LRs in Col-0

Straight lines connect mean values of sample populations (plus signs), p(genotype)

Proportions of LRs grouped according to size in the LR sample population. For a description of

box plots see Fig. 9. In (b) statistical signicance was determined using unbalanced two-way ANOVA. The
letters above the boxes (ah) indicate the results of a post hoc Tukey test, groups with the same letter are
indistinguishable at

>

95% condence using a 0.05 signicance level. In (b) and (c) data of both biological

replicates was pooled prior to analysis. Summary statistics are described in table S16.

followed the stereotypic pattern described for LRs in Arabidopsis. During the early phase of LR
outgrowth, growth angles were less vertical and gradually became more vertical with increasing
length of the root (Fig. 10a; Rosquete et al., 2013; Roychoudhry et al., 2013). Notably, LRs in
las-4

displayed signicantly increased vertical growth (growth direction is closer to the gravity

vector) during the rst 1.25 cm of outgrowth (Fig. 10b). This trend continued in segments
covering LR parts greater than 1.25 cm, even though growth directions were not signicantly
dierent anymore (Fig. 10b). To asses the consequences of a more vertical growth angle prole
for a plant, LRs were grouped into categories according to their length. Because LRs grow more
vertical with increased length, LRs in

las-4

would have to be considerably longer compared to

Col-0, to cover the same horizontal (orthogonal to gravity) space. The fractions of LRs with
dierent lengths were very similar between Col-0 and

las-4

(Fig. 10c). This indicated that in

las-4

increased vertical growth is not compensated through increased LR length, and therefore,

las-4

root systems might be at a disadvantage under conditions that require or trigger increased

horizontal root spread, like nitrate deciency (Roychoudhry et al., 2017).

3.3 Analysis of cell dierentiation in the root apical meristem after ectopic LATERAL SUPPRESSOR expression
Rossmann et al. (2015) compared cell fate in distal leaet boundaries, a tissue that is aected
by loss of Ls, in wild-type and ls mutant backgrounds. The results presented in that study,
suggested that Ls might act as an inhibitor of cell dierentiation (Rossmann et al., 2015). To
test this hypothesis, the

Arabidopsis

the consequences of

misexpression in relation to cell dierentiation. Alterations in RAM

LAS

RAM was chosen as an experimental system to assess

activity correlate well with certain root traits like primary root length, primary root growth
rate and gravity aligned growth direction, making it simple to monitor LAS induced changes
on macroscopic level. Further, on cellular level, certain features making the

Arabidopsis

root

tip, encompassing the RAM and dierentiation zone, an attractive model system for studying
developmental processes (Sabatini et al., 2003; Dello Ioio et al., 2007). First, cellular organization is simple with concentric (radial symmetric) single layered tissues enclosing the central
bilateral symmetric vasculature. Second, cells are organized in les and each le is generated
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from a single stem cell that is located in the root tip. This division pattern leads to a linear developmental timeline, reducing multi-dimensionality of development (three dimensional tissue
organization that changes over time) to one dimension. Third, being a transparent organ, observations on cellular scale as well as monitoring whole organ development are easy to perform
(Benfey and Schiefelbein, 1994; Bennett and Scheres, 2010).
Tissue specic LAS expression was achieved by deploying the SCR promoter in combination
with an estradiol-inducible expression system (Fig. 11a). By using the

SCR

promoter,

LAS

expression could be induced specically in the root endodermis, covering the whole developmental timeline of the endodermal cell lineage from stem cells over transient amplifying cells
to dierentiated cells. Further, the SCR expression domain includes the QC and LR primordia
(LRPs) throughout LR morphogenesis (Di Laurenzio et al., 1996; Wysocka-Diller et al., 2000;
Goh et al., 2016). As a side note,
endogenous

LAS

SCR

expression domains in the QC and LRP overlap with

expression domains. Using this set-up, the following questions have been

addressed:
1. Does ectopic

LAS

expression results in phenotypic alterations during root development?

2. Which cells in the root tip are responsive to

LAS

expression, e.g. only certain sub

populations like meristematic cells, or respond cells independent of their dierentiation
status?
3. What is the consequence of

LAS

expression for individual cells?

The eect of LAS induction in the SCR expression domain was rst analyzed on phenotypic
level. Root system phenotyping followed the basic set up, described in section 3.2. Plants were
monitored over a period of 14 days. 5 days after germination, plants were transferred either
on medium supplemented with DMSO (control group) or 17-β -estradiol (treatment group), to
continue growth in inducing conditions (Fig. 11b). Captured traits are summarized in table
S6.
Exploring the root trait data set with principal component analysis (PCA) along the rst and
second principal components (explaining 54 and 15% of the variation, respectively), revealed a
sharp partition of plants based on treatment. The rst group included only root systems from
the control group, the second group contained exclusively root systems of the treatment group.
Non-transgenic plants of the treatment group assembled in a sub group, between both major
groups. This sub group overlapped partially with the control group, indicating a closer relation
of the sub group root systems with the control group root systems, in comparison to the root
systems of the treatment group (Fig. 11c). Transgenic plants in the treatment group uniformly
responded to the 17-β -estradiol treatment through deviation from gravity oriented root growth.
Notably, all plants responded similarly by redirecting growth in the same direction with respect
to gravity (Fig. 11d-e and Fig. S7a).
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Prolonged 17-β -estradiol treatment leads to a reduced primary root
growth rate in non-transgenic plants
Next, the eect of 17-β -estradiol treatment on non-transgenic plants was assessed. This is
an important control step to discriminate growth aberrations that were caused either by 17-

β -estradiol's

in vivo

eect on plant physiology, or by the induction of

LAS.

Based on PCA

analysis 17-β -estradiol application, caused dierences in root development between the control
group plants and the treatment group plants. Non-transgenic plants assembled in a sub-group,
that partially overlapped with plants of the control group (Fig. 11c). On single trait level, only
traits in the root system dynamics category were specically aected by 17-β -estradiol in nontransgenic plants of the treatment group. AT 14 DAG, non-transgenic plants of the treatment
group showed minor but statistically not signicant reductions in primary root length, in root
system length and in lateral root length (Fig. 12a-c). For the primary root, growth rates were
statistically signicantly reduced, throughout all measuring points (Fig. 12d-g). In contrast,
cumulative growth rate of LRs was slightly but not statistically signicantly reduced (Fig. 12i).
Therefore, the statistically signicant dierence in root system growth rate was mainly caused
by reduced primary root growth rate (Fig. 12h). To summarize, in the used growth conditions
17-β -estradiol had a dampening eect on primary root growth rates of non-transgenic plants.
Reduced root growth rates in turn, had only low impact on root length during the analyzed time
interval, because dierences in root length between treatments were not statistically signicant.
Probably, dierences in root length would become more apparent when 17-β -estradiol exposure
would be monitored over an extended period of time. In previous studies that used the estradiolinducible expression system, similar eects on wild type Arabidopsis root growth were observed
after prolonged 17-β -estradiol exposure (Siligato et al., 2016).

Ectopic LAS expression in the root endodermis is sucient to reduce
growth rates in primary and lateral roots
Induction of LAS in the

SCR

expression domain had a dampening eect on root growth.

In contrast to the eect caused by 17-β -estradiol alone, the LAS-caused eect was clearly
enhanced. Four independent transgenic lines carrying the

pSCR>>LAS-Tq2

transgene were

assayed during the experiment. At 14 DAG, primary root length was signicantly reduced
in transgenic lines treated with 17-β -estradiol, compared to plants of the control group and
non-transgenic plants of the treatment group (Fig. 12a). This dierence in primary root
length between non-transgenic and transgenic plants was caused by signicant reduced growth
rates between 5 to 10 days after germination (Fig. 12d-e). Interestingly, for the 5 to 7 DAG
time window, a signicant decrease in growth rates, were observed for transgenic plants of the
control group as well. This might indicate increased sensitivity of transgenic plants to the stress
imposed by the transfer from standard to modied growth medium (Fig. 12d). Over the course
of the experiment, group specic growth rates settled down on the same level, in the control
group from 7 DAG onwards, and in the treatment group from 10 DAG onwards (Fig. 12e-f).
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A reduction in LR growth rates caused by ectopic LAS expression could not unambiguously
evaluated, because only in line 170263 the LR growth rate was statistically signicantly reduced
(Fig. 12i). To achieve higher resolution compared to the cumulative LR growth rate, individual
growth rates of LRs were calculated in 14 day old root systems. Using this approach, an eect
of LAS on LR development was detected. This eect was masked, when only the cumulative
LR length was applied as a descriptor of LRs. In general, LR length and growth rate displayed
positive correlation.

LAS

induction led to a decreased maximal LR length of approximately 1

cm at 14 DAG. This was accompanied by a decreased maximal growth rate (Fig. S7b).
Based on the above described results, the dampening eect of LAS induction on root system
length and root system growth rate was largely caused by decreased primary growth rate and
to a smaller extent by decreased LR growth. At 14 DAG, the

Arabidopsis

root system just

starts to develop into a complex branched structure. As the contribution of LR growth to root
system growth will increase over time in relation to the contribution of primary root growth,
the eect of

LAS

induction on LR growth would be more notable under prolonged treatment

conditions, covering longer periods than 14 days of root system development.
SCR

is expressed in LRPs throughout LR morphogenesis (Goh et al., 2016). LRs that

emerge through the epidermis of the primary root, are considered as the nal stage of LR
morphogenesis. During LR morphogenesis, the LRP has to grow from the pericycle through
overlying tissues of the primary root, to nal make contact with the surrounding soil (Casimiro
et al., 2003). Because the number of LRs was unaected in transgenic plants of the treatment
group, it is plausible to assume that the number of LRPs was unaected as well (Fig. 13a).
Therefore, the emergence of LRPs was probably unaected by

LAS

induction. Transgenic

plants of the treatment group had an overall decreased primary root length, leading to an
increased LR density (Fig. 12a and Fig. 13b). Interestingly, the average distance between
out branching LRs (LRs that were emerged from the epidermis and exploring the surrounding
medium) along the primary root was only slightly reduced without being statistically significantly dierent. Only the transgenic line 170263 showed a statistically signicant reduction
of LR interbranch distance, after

LAS

expression was induced (Fig. 13c). Nevertheless, the

interbranch distance was not statistically signicantly dierent from other plants in the treatment group. Based on preserved interbranch distance across dierent treatments, priming of
LRP founder cells, a process that occurs in the oscillation zone (OZ) is probably unaected by
LAS

expression. The oscillation zone describes a specic region in the primary root tip that

displays oscillating gene expression. The OZ is comprised of the basal RAM (RAM close to the
transition zone) and the early dierentiation zone (Moreno-Risueno et al., 2010). To achieve
a similar interbranch distance for primary roots of dierent length, which have the same number of LRs, a compensation mechanism is required. One possible way to enlarge the zone of
emerged LRs along the primary root, is to utilize the root segment in between the most apical
emerged LR and the root tip. There is usually a considerable gap between the root tip and the
rst emerged LR in Col-0 (Fig. 9a, 10 and 14 DAG). This gap was statistically signicantly
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expression reduce root growth.

plants after

LAS

induction on single trait level. (a)

to (i) show root traits described in table S6. For a description of box plots see Fig. 9. Dots represent individual
root systems.

Sample size ranged between 20 to 26 plants for each line/treatment combination.

Statistical

signicance was determined using unbalanced two-way ANOVA. The letters below the boxes (ad) indicate the
results of a post hoc Tukey test, groups with the same letter are indistinguishable at

>

95% condence using a

0.05 signicance level. 170261 to 170264 represent four independent transgenic lines in the Col-0 background,
carrying

pSCR>>LAS-Tq2.

Summary statistics are described in table S16.

decreased in transgenic plants of the treatment group, indicating that LRs develop closer to
the RAM as a consequence of

LAS

induction (Fig. 13d).

Ectopic LAS expression promotes increased horizontal growth in lateral roots
Interestingly,

LAS

induction led to an increased LRBA (Fig. 14a). This was in contrast to the

reduction in LRBA seen in

las-4

(Fig. 9c). Transgenic plants of the treatment group showed a

shift in LRBA distribution towards larger angels. For two out of the four transgenic lines, this
shift led to a statistically signicant dierence between control and treatment groups (Fig. 14a).
Similar to

las-4,

a dierent LRBA might be an indicator for a change in the LR growth angle.

Therefore, the growth angle proles of LRs in control and treatment groups were calculated.
As indicated by the LRBA, transgenic plants in the treatment group displayed statistically
signicantly enlarged horizontal growth angles compared to the non-transgenic plants in the
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treatment group and the plants in the control group (Fig. 14b-d).
In shoot tissues the

SCR

promoter confers, expression in the starch containing endodermal

cells, which are important for gravity sensing of the shoot (Wysocka-Diller et al., 2000). All
transgenic lines displayed shoot-specic phenotypic alterations, like increased lobbing of rosette
leaves, defective inorescence phyllotaxy and an increased number of oral organs (data not
shown). Interestingly, these phenotypic alterations occurred without any induction treatment,
indicating a certain degree of leaky

LAS

expression arising from

pSCR>>LAS-Tq2

in shoot

tissues of transgenic plants. Further, it has been shown that mutants with an aberrant LR
growth angle also displayed changes in the growth angles of side shoots. Further, side shoot
growth angle control is dependent on auxin signaling in the shoot endodermis (Roychoudhry
et al., 2013). Because LAS had an impact on LR growth trajectory, more vertical in the mutant
and more horizontal when ectopically expressed, growth angles of side shoots were analyzed.
Notably, increased horizontal growth were observed for side shoots arising from cauline leaves
of the lines 170262 and 170264, even though this phenotype has still to be quantied in greater
detail (Fig. S8a and b). Similar to the before mentioned shoot-specic phenotypic alterations,
transgenic plants were not treated with 17-β -estradiol and the aberrant phenotype was caused
through leakiness of

pSCR>>LAS-Tq2.
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Figure 14: LRs display enlarged horizontal growth angles after induction of LAS
expression. LRBA and LR growth angle analysis in pSCR>>LAS-Tq2 plants after LAS induction. a,
LRBA of LRs. Dots represent individual LRs.

b,

Growth angle proles of LRs from plants growing on DMSO.

Straight lines connect mean values of sample populations (plus signs).
plants growing on 10

c,

Growth angle proles of LRs from

µM β E. Straight lines connect mean values of sample populations (plus signs).

Dots in (b)

and (c) represent individual LR segments. For a description of box plots and violin plots see Fig. 9. Sample size
ranged between 20 to 26 plants for each line/treatment combination. Statistical signicance was determined
using unbalanced two-way ANOVA. The letters below the boxes (ae) for (a) or in the table (d) for (b) and
(c) indicate the results of a post hoc Tukey test, groups with the same letter are indistinguishable at

>

95%

condence using a 0.05 signicance level. 170261 to 170264 represent four independent transgenic lines in the
Col-0 background, carrying

pSCR>>LAS-Tq2.

Summary statistics are described in table S16.
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LAS-Tq2 is ubiquitously detected in the root apical meristem and not
restricted to the endodermis
To validate endodermis specic expression of the cloned
driving the

pSCR>>SCR-Tq2

SCR

SCR

promoter, a control construct

gene, was introduced into the

scr-3

mutant background

(Fig. 15a). Analyzing protein localization of LAS-Tq2 in comparison to SCR-Tq2, based on
Tq2 uorescence, revealed that both proteins behaved very dierently under the spatial control
of the

SCR

promoter. SCR-Tq2 protein was detected mainly in the endodermis and within

endodermal cells, SCR-Tq2 protein was restricted to the nucleus. In addition, residual Tq2
uorescence was detected in nuclei of the youngest cells in the middle cortex lineage (Fig.
15b). This demonstrated that the

SCR

promoter driven, estradiol-inducible system, recreated

the endogenous SCR domain and should be suitable to confer endodermis specic expression
to

LAS.

In contrast, LAS-Tq2 detection was not restricted to the endodermis. Fluorescence

was detected in additional root tissues, and was fanning out from the endodermis, the tissue
with the strongest uorescence, to neighboring tissues. In neighboring tissues, uorescence
decreased gradually with increasing distance to the endodermis, leading to a radial gradient
of LAS-Tq2 towards more outer and more inner located tissues in relation to the endodermis
(Fig.15c). Further, LAS-Tq2 localization on cellular level was dierent between tissues with
high uorescence and low uorescence. In the endodermis and endodermis-bordering tissues the
LAS-Tq2 uorescence was detected in the cytosol and the nucleus. In tissues located in radial in
greater distance to the endodermis, uorescence was restricted mainly to the nucleus (Fig.15c).
LAS-Tq2 uorescence displayed a second gradient along the longitudinal direction with the
highest uorescence in the the QC and ground tissue stem cells. With increasing distance to
the QC, uorescence gradually decreased. Along the longitudinal root axis, the lateral range of
the radial gradient decreased with further distance from the QC (Fig.15c). Interestingly, LASTq2 uorescence was detected in cells located rootwards from the QC, covering the columella
cell lineages. The

SCR

promoter is not active in columella cell lineages. These observations

provide additional proof that LAS is a cell-to-cell mobile protein (Section 3.1). Dierences
in protein behavior were dependent on the gene product driven by the
the

LAS

SCR

promoter. Only

containing transgene displayed ubiquitously LAS-Tq2 uorescence, in contrast to the

endodermis specic SCR-Tq2. RAM ground tissue organization, displayed a unique behavior
in response to

LAS

expression. Plants expressing LAS-Tq2, generated frequently four ground

tissue layers. In contrast, plants with the corresponding SCR-Tq2 transgene, generated a
maximum of three ground tissue layers (Fig.15c and e). This indicated that LAS in contrast
to SCR promoted additional formative divisions in the ground tissue cell lineage.
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Figure 15: SCR promoter driven LAS does not reproduce the endogenous SCR
domain. CLSM of LAS-Tq2 and SCR-Tq2 accumulation in the RAM of transgenic plants. a, pSCR>>SCRTq2

composition. In comparison to

pSCR>>LAS-Tq2, LAS

ORF was replaced with

(b) to (c), Representative images of root tips from 9 days old plants, carrying
background, line 170136_8 (b) and

pSCR>>LAS-Tq2

plants were transferred on MS medium, containing 10

genomic sequence.

pSCR>>SCR-Tq2

in Col-0, line 170262 (c).

µM

SCR

in the

scr-3

60 h prior to live-imaging

17-β -estradiol. Left panel displays Tq2 uorescence

intensity, middle panel displays propidium iodide (PI) uorescence and right panel displays a merged image
of the left and middle panels.

White bar in the bottom left corner of the right panel represents 18

the middle panel, the ground tissue cell lineage is traced.
endodermis, purple denotes middle cortex.

d,

µm.

In

Orange tagged cell columns represent cortex and

Categorization of transgene expression domains endodermal,

extended in neighboring tissues or none, after induction with 17-β -estradiol.

e,

Quantication of the number

of ground tissue cell layers (ground tissue tracings (b) to (c)) in transgenic lines after 17-β -estradiol induction.
Line 170136_8, n = 7; line 170261, n = 13; line 170262, n = 8. Cell lineage/tissue abbreviations: C = cortex,
DC = distal cells, En = endodermis, Ep = epidermis, LRC = lateral root cap, MC = middle cortex, Pc =
pericycle, QC = quiescent center.
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LAS-Tq2 promotes stem cell dierentiation in the root stem cell niche
Cellular organization in the RAM was analyzed with the modied pseudo-Schi propidium
iodide (mPSPI) staining method. mPSPI staining is one of the most frequently used methods to
study cellular organisation and amyloplast accumulation within cells in the RAM. Amyloplast
accumulation is a useful marker for cell dierentiation and cell fate, because in wild type
Arabidopsis

roots only mature columella and LRC cells develop amyloplasts (Truernit et al.,

2008; Stahl et al., 2013). Sometimes staining artifacts arose within cells, which were distinct
from amyloplasts based on size and form (Fig. S9b and c). Almost in every study that utilized
the mPSPI staining method, staining artifacts appeared as a byproduct. In the stem cell
niche, ectopic presence of amyloplasts in the columella stem cells, indicates premature stem cell
dierentiation (Stahl et al., 2013). In all transgenic plants, induction of LAS led to amyloplast
accumulation in the rst cell row, that borders the QC in rootwards direction (Fig. 16b and
c). Presence of amyloplasts was also observed under non-inducing conditions in ca. 30% of
assayed plants in line 170261 (Fig. 16c). In the other transgenic lines, ectopic amyloplast
accumulation was not observed in the columella stem cells under non-inducing conditions (Fig.
16a and c). This indicated, that induction of LAS either promoted stem cell dierentiation, or
inhibited stem cell maintenance of the columella cell lineage. A second stem cell population, that
displayed ectopic amyloplast accumulation under inducing conditions, were the epidermis/LRC
stem cells. Induction of LAS, led to accumulation of amyloplasts in this stem cell population,
as well as in the youngest cells of the epidermal cell lineage (Fig. 16b and d). This was
never observed under non-inducing conditions, indicating that LAS induction had a similar
eect in the epidermis/LRC stem cells as in the CSCs. Further, the origin of epidermal cells
could not always unambiguously traced back to the epidermal/LRC stem cell. In these special
cases, it appeared that epidermal cells might be generated through an ectopic division in the
cortex cell lineage (Fig. 16b). Amyloplast accumulation in the QC was observed with low
frequency under inducing conditions (Fig. 16f and Fig. S9a). This indicated, that LAS might
promote ectopic cell fate acquisition in the QC, or inhibit maintenance of QC fate. The second
morphological attribute of interest, was the number of ground tissue cell layers. As shown
above, roots of CLSM-imaged transgenic plants, grown under inducing conditions displayed
supernumerary ground tissue layers (Fig.15c and e). This was also observed in mPSPI stained
root tips. Transgenic plants, grown under inducing conditions, displayed with higher frequency
four ground tissue layers, in contrast to the three ground tissue layers seen under non-inducing
conditions (Fig. 16b and e). This indicated that LAS might promote the initiation of the middle
cortex lineage. Usually, the middle cortex tissue is generated from meristematic endodermal
cells and indicates the transition from juvenile to mature roots, which happens in 7-day old
plants (Drapek et al., 2017).
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Figure 16: LAS promotes dierentiation of stem cells and promotes formative
divisions in the ground tissue. (a) and (b), representative images of mPSPI stained root tips from
line 170262.

In (a) and (b) cell lineages are traced in the right panel.

Bordering cells of one color group

represent a specic tissue. Left panels display the same root tip without tracings. Black bars in the lower left
corner represent 25

µm. (c)

to (f ), Quantication of morphological hallmarks after mPS-PI staining. In (c),

the presence of amyloplasts or aggregates in the rst row of columella cells (DC), in physical contact with the
QC was quantied. In (d), the presence of amyloplasts or aggregates in the epidermal cell lineage (LES and
Ep) was quantied. In (e), the number of ground tissue cell layers (C, En and MC) was quantied. In (f ), the
presence of amyloplasts or aggregates in the QC was quantied. Figure continues on the next page ...
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Figure 16: continued.

Dierences between amyloplasts and aggregates are illustrated in Fig. S9b and c.

Plants of all four transgenic lines were stained 8 days after germination. Prior to staining, plants were grown for
either 120 h (170261 and 170262) or 72 h (170263 and 170264) on medium supplemented with DMSO or 10

µM

17-β -estradiol. Summary statistics are described in table S16. Cell lineage/tissue abbreviations: C = cortex,
DC = distal cells, ED = ectopic division, En = endodermis, Ep = epidermis, LES = lateral root cap/epidermis
stem cell, LRC = lateral root cap, MC = middle cortex, QC = quiescent center.

3.4 Analyzing LATERAL SUPPRESSOR function in tomato
root development
In

Arabidopsis las-4

mutants, LRs displayed increased vertical growth trajectories compared

to wild type (Section 3.2). In contrast, other tissues with

LAS

expression, like the primary

root tip or the pericycle, displayed no obvious phenotypic alterations in the las-4 mutant. This
posed the question about the relationship between
tion. Assuming that

LAS

LAS

expression domains and protein func-

expression has an, yet, undiscovered biological relevance during root

development, two possible scenarios could be considered for explaining the lack of a phenotype
in the majority of root expression domains:
1. Presence of a redundant mechanism that compensates for the loss of

las.

2. Situation specic requirement of LAS, e.g. response to abiotic stimuli, that was not
triggered in standard growth conditions.
In tomato, the

ls-1

mutant displays pleiotropic phenotypic deviations during shoot develop-

ment, which are not occurring in Arabidopsis

las-4

mutants, like SAM termination and defective

ower development (Schumacher et al., 1999; Greb et al., 2003). Therefore, tomato root development in

ls-1

was analyzed to test whether loss of Ls had, similarly to the shoot, more global

eects on root development, compared to

las-4

in

Arabidopsis.

The ls-1 mutant displays altered growth trajectories in primary and
lateral roots
Growth trajectories in tomato were analyzed with the recently described average absolute angle
(avgAbsAng) method (Fig. 17c; Toal et al., 2018). Using this method growth trajectories can
be approximated with a single value, which accounts for all directional changes the root did
during its growth. It also reects the major directions of growth, because growth trajectories
are weighted according to the distance the root grew in that particular direction. Otherwise,
the avgAbsAng describes growth trajectories similar to the GSA notation described above.
An avgAbsAng of 0° describes a root that grows parallel to the gravity vector, whereas an
avgAbsAng of 90° would indicate a root growing in orthogonal direction (horizontally) with
respect to gravity (Fig. 17c).
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Figure 17: Continuation.

Arrow I: Example of an LR that changed its growth angle, after reection

from a second crossing LR. Arrowhead in the bottom left corner indicates the direction of gravity (g). Scale bar:
1 cm.

b,

Figure is recreated from Schumacher et al. (1999). Shaded constructs

segments of

CosG.

Tips of open triangles indicate 5' to 3' orientation of the

GSET4

Ls

CDS.

and

c,

GSET6

represent

Representative root

tracing, illustrating the division of the tracing into individual segments based on directional change. Formula
for avgAbsAng calculation adapted from Toal et al. (2018).

Calculation is normalized against the direction

of the gravity vector, so that an avgAbsAng of 0° indicates growth parallel to the direction of gravity. Clock
representation of growth angle direction assignment.

d,

avgAbsAng of primary roots at 10 DAG.

e,

avgAbsAng

of LRs at 10 DAG and 16 DAG. f, Average LRBA of root systems at 10 DAG and 16 DAG. For a description of
box plots see Fig. 9. Dots represent individual primary roots (d and
values of sample populations (plus signs).

f)

or LRs (e). Straight lines connect mean

Statistical signicance was determined using unbalanced two-way

ANOVA. The letters below the boxes (af ) indicate the results of a post hoc Tukey test, groups with the same
letter are indistinguishable at

>

95% condence using a 0.05 signicance level. For each time point data from

three independent biological replicates was pooled prior to analysis. Sample size ranged between 5 to 8 root
systems per genotype for each biological replicate. Summary statistics are described in table S16.

In primary roots of vertical grown 10 days old plants, the avgAbsAng in ls-1 was statistically
signicantly increased to 12.2° compared to the 2.5° in wt (Fig. 17d). Interestingly, this
phenotype was quite variable between dierent biological replicates, and even within sample
populations. Phenotypes covered the whole range from wt-like vertical avgAbsAngs to nearly
horizontally oriented avgAbsAngs, representing a severe mutant phenotype (Fig. 17d). It has
been shown that the AM initiation defect in

ls-1

could be complemented with transgenes that

harbor ample 5' and 3' regulatory sequences driving

Ls

expression (Schumacher et al., 1999).

Three dierent transgenic lines, each harboring a dierent construct, were tested for their ability
to complement the primary root avgAbsAng defect in

ls-1

(Fig. 17b). All three constructs

have been reported to fully complement the AM initiation defect in

ls-1

(Schumacher et al.,

1999). Notably, none of the transgenic lines was able to fully complement the primary root
phenotype of the

ls-1

mutant. The phenotypic variation seen in the pure

ls-1

background was

still present in plant populations of all tested transgenic lines. Based on statistical analysis,
the line

ls-1 Cosmid G

GSET4

and

(CosG ), was classied as not/weak complementing, and the lines

ls-1 GSET6

ls-1

as partially complementing, with respect to the avgAbsAng defect of

the primary root (Fig. 17d).
The most notable phenotypic deviation displayed the LRs in

ls-1.

Similar to

Arabidopsis,

LRs in tomato change their growth trajectory in a gradual fashion with increasing age. Young
LRs (just emerged or short in length) display horizontal growth trajectories that change with
age (increased length) towards more vertical growth trajectories (Fig. 17a). This pattern was
severely disrupted in

ls-1.

At 10 DAG, LRs in

ls-1

had an avgAbsAng of 65.1° and visually

resembled straight lines (Fig. 17a and e). In contrast, the avgAbsAng of 44.6° in wt LRs, was
statistically signicantly lower and their appearance was similar to a down bending curve (Fig.
17a and e). Again, the three transgenic lines

ls-1 CosG, ls-1 GSET4
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able to fully complement the avgAbsAng defect of LRs in
primary root,

CosG

ls-1

(Fig. 17e). In contrast to the

showed the strongest complementation, whereas GSET4 and GSET6 only

conferred weak to no complementation (Fig. 17e). As previously shown (Sections 3.2 and

??),

the LRBA is a useful diagnostic tool to predict growth trajectories of LRs. An increased LRBA
would indicate a trend towards more horizontal growth trajectories, vice versa, a decreased
LRBA would indicate a trend towards more vertical growth trajectories. At 10 DAG, the
LRBA in ls-1 was statistically signicantly increased compared to wt (Fig. 17f), corroborating
the positive correlation between LRBA and growth trajectory/avgAbsAng measurements. Once
more, the three transgenic lines displayed either only partial complementation of the mutant
phenotype (ls-1

CosG, ls-1 GSET4 )

To test whether LRs in

ls-1

or showed no complementation (ls-1

GSET6,

Fig. 17f).

displayed a delayed adjustment of growth trajectory towards

gravity, the primary root tip was removed (Fig. 17a). This served two purposes: First, ablation
of the main auxin sink induces formation of additional LRs close to the cutting site to replace
the lacking primary root tip. This mechanism is also referred to as root apical dominance
(Aloni et al., 2006; Rosquete et al., 2013). Second, it stimulates growth of LRs already present
in the decapitated root system. For all tested plants, root tip decapitation led to increased
vertical growth trajectories of LRs. This was seen in the avgAbsAng, as well as the LRBA
(Fig. 17e and f). The LRBA does not change once a root is grown out, therefore the drop
in LRBA size seen at 16 DAG was solely caused through newly initiated LRs. Further, this
partially explained the increased vertical avgAbsAng of LRs at 16 DAG, based on the positive
correlation between LRBA and avgAbsAng. LRs that were grown out prior to the decapitation,
responded by becoming displaying more vertical growth trajectories, as well. Nevertheless, the
mean decrease in LR avgAbsAng of 8.3° in

ls-1

is statistically signicantly less, compared to

the 17.4° in wt (Fig. 17e). This indicated, that LRs in
tip decapitation. Interestingly, the transgenic lines

ls-1

were less sensitive to primary root

ls-1 CosG

and

ls-1 GSET4

both displayed

a wt-like response with a mean avgAbsAng decrease of 18.8° and 17.6°, respectively. In contrast
the transgenic line

ls-1 GSET6,

displayed only weak complementation of LR growth trajectory

adjustment, with a mean avgAbsAng decrease of 10.3° (Fig. 17e).

Reduced primary root growth rate, but no reduction of LR number in
ls-1

At 10 DAG, primary root length was signicantly decreased in ls-1 mutants. Reduced primary
root length was caused through a statistically signicantly decreased growth rate during both
analyzed time intervals (Fig. 18a). Growth rates in ls-1 stayed constant for both time intervals,
whereas in the wt, growth rates started to decelerate in the 7-to-10-DAG time interval (Fig.
18a). Regarding the complementation of the mutant phenotype, the transgenic lines were split
into two groups. Line
the lines

ls-1 CosG

ls-1 GSET4

and

fully complemented the growth rate defect in

ls-1 GSET6

ls-1,

whereas

failed in that regard (Fig. 18a). Prior to the start of the

phenotyping experiment, germination of seeds was timed to be simultaneous, through selection
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statistics are described in table S16.
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of seeds that reached a comparable developmental stage. This excluded the eect of dierential
germination times as a causal factor for dierential growth rates.
At 10 DAG, LR number was statistically signicantly decreased in

ls-1

(Fig. 18b). De-

creased LR number was probably a secondary eect of the decreased primary root length in
ls-1,

because LR density displayed no statistically signicant dierences (Fig. 18c). This in-

dicated that LR number was not aected in

ls-1.

After release of root apical dominance, the

number of newly initiated LRs was similar between wt and

ls-1

(Fig. 18b). This was also

reected in the LR density that increased equally in wt and

ls-1

(Fig. 18c). The increase in

LR density was caused by the increased number of LRs, and the shortening of the primary root
by decapitation.
Surprisingly, the transgenic lines appeared to have a slightly inhibitory eect on LR number.
At 10 DAG, all transgenic lines had the same number of LRs as
ls-1 CosG

and

ls-1 GSET6

However, for line

ls-1

(Fig. 18b). For the lines

this was expected, because of their reduced primary root length.

ls-1 GSET4

with a wt-like primary root length this was unexpected, and an

indication of an inhibitory eect. LR density failed to show an inhibitory defect, because all
analyzed plants displayed nearly identical LR density at 10 DAG, close to the absolute minimum
(Fig. 18c). This is problematic for detecting inhibitory eects, because they would only cause
a very subtle drop in density. To reliable calculate dierences on these small scales, one would
need to drastically increase sample size. Nevertheless, after releasing root apical dominance
the number of newly initiated LRs in the transgenic lines was slightly lower compared to

ls-1

(Fig. 18b). The inhibitory eect of transgenic lines became obvious in the LR density, which
was statistically signicantly reduced compared to wt/ls-1 at 16 DAG (Fig. 18c).

Minor reduction of gravitropism in primary roots of ls-1 mutants
The increased avgAbsAng in primary roots of ls-1 mutants indicated a defect in gravity sensing.
Reorientation was used to analyze the response of roots to changes in the direction of the gravity
vector. Roots were rotated for 90° and the growth angle of the root tip was measured before and
48 h after the rotation. This was followed by a second 90° rotation in reverse direction, back
to the original orientation of the root (Fig. 19a). This set up is sucient to test the response
to gravity, but lacks the resolution to detect dierences in the dynamics of the gravitropic
response.
Root tip orientation was described with two angles for each time point in the rotation series.
The gravity angle (gravAng) measures the deviation from the gravity vector. A gravAng of 0°
would indicate perfect alignment of the root tip with the gravity vector, and a gravAng of 90°
would indicate horizontal orientation of the root tip. The response angle (respAng) measures
the deviation from a reference point. This reference point is aligned with the gravity vector for
the rst time point, and changes its position for subsequent time points based on the rotational
direction and the amount of rotation (Fig. 19a). If the respAng change between two time
points, the root tip responded to gravity. In contrast, a constant respAng between two time
points indicates a gravity insensitive root tip.
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Figure 19: Minor reduction of gravitropic response and less LR development in
primary roots of the ls-1 mutant after root bending. Analysis of gravitropic response of wt
and

ls-1

primary roots in response to two subsequent 90° rotations.

and

ls-1

mutant (grey) root systems. The 4 DAG time point is not shown. For simplicity, LRs were removed

a,

Reorientation time series of AmB (black)

from the root systems, to visualize the bare primary root. Figure continues on the next page ...
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Figure 19: Continuation.

The same root systems with accompanying LRs are displayed in Fig. 20a.

At 7 DAG plants were imaged and immediately after that rotated 90° in counter clockwise (ccw) direction. 48
h later (9 DAG) plants were imaged again and immediately after that rotated 90° in clockwise (cw) direction.
Plants were imaged once more after additional 48 h (11 DAG). Representative primary roots are shown from the
two analyzed sample populations. Arrowheads indicate the direction of the gravity (g) vector and the position
of the reference point (oat) for each time point. Scale bar: 1 cm.
root tips at indicated time points.

c,

respAng of wt and

ls-1

b,

gravAng of wt and

ls-1

mutant primary

mutant primary root tips at indicated time points.

(d) to (g), quantication of root traits (plot titles) described in Table S6. For a description of box plots see
Fig. 9. Dots represent individual primary roots. Straight lines connect mean values of sample populations (plus
signs). Statistical signicance was determined using unbalanced two-way ANOVA. The letters below the boxes
(ad) indicate the results of a post hoc Tukey test, groups with the same letter are indistinguishable at

>

95%

condence using a 0.05 signicance level. For each time point data from three independent biological replicates
was pooled prior to analysis. Sample size ranged between 5 to 8 root systems per genotype for each biological
replicate. Summary statistics are described in table S16.

The reorientation experiment was initiated at 7 DAG, because from this time point onwards growth rates of wt and

ls-1

primary roots should be comparable (Fig. 18a and Fig.

19d). Wt primary root tips maintained a gravAng of 6.1° for all analyzed reorientation time
points, indicating continuous orientation towards gravity (Fig. 19b). Similarly, the respAng
amplitude of 79.5° indicated, that wt root tips reoriented their growth trajectory two times in
a row for nearly 90°. This reected the two 90° rotations, that the plants experienced in course
of the reorientation experiment.

ls-1

primary root tips displayed a minor, but not statistically

signicant increased gravAng at 7 and 11 DAG. However, at 9 DAG, the gravAng was statistically signicantly increased (Fig. 19b). This indicated that

ls-1

primary root tips displayed

a reduced orientation towards gravity. The respAng amplitude of 62.7° was statistically significantly decreased compared to the wt amplitude, conrming a reduction in gravitropism (Fig.
19c).
Notably, at 11 DAG, wt root systems had developed signicantly more LRs compared to
ls-1.

and

This was unexpected, because at the start of the reorientation experiment (7 DAG), wt
ls-1

had a similar number of LRs (Fig. 19f). Primary roots in

ls-1

were shorter than wt

roots, due to the decreased root growth rate during the rst week after germination. Thus,
LR density was slightly increased in

ls-1

mutants compared to wt, at 7 and 9 DAG. At 11

DAG, both genotypes displayed increased LR densities compared to the previous time points,
but LR density in the wt was signicantly elevated compared to

ls-1

(Fig. 19g). This reversed

the situation seen in the proceeding time points, indicating a strong boost in LR numbers that
happened only in the wt. LRs in the

ls-1

mutant displayed a signicantly increased LRBA

throughout all time points (Fig. 19e). This was in line with the above described increased
horizontal growth trajectories of LRs in

ls-1.
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Lateral roots in ls-1 display a severe reduction in gravitropism
LRs in

ls-1

mutants displayed a notably dierent growth behavior compared to LRs in the wt.

For terminology, depending on the side of emergence and their subsequent growth trajectory,
LRs were classied as east or west (the naming is arbitrary; Fig. 20a). Sorting of LRs according
to their growth trajectory was necessary for the calculation of gravAng and respAng. As an
example, after the rst counter clockwise 90° rotation, east facing LRs grew in the opposite
direction of gravity, whereas west facing LRs grew in parallel with the gravity vector. This
dierence in growth trajectory would be reected in the response of a specic LR to the gravity
vector.
During the 7-to-9-DAG interval, growth rate was equal between east- and west-facing LRs
within each genotype. LRs in the

ls-1

mutant had a statistically signicantly reduced growth

rate in comparison to the wt during this interval (Fig. S10a and b). In the 9-to-11-DAG
interval, growth rates developed dierently between east- and west-facing LR populations. In
east-facing LRs, wt LRs displayed statistically signicantly accelerated growth rates, compared
to their growth rates during the 7-to-9-DAG interval. In contrast, east-facing LRs in

ls-1

kept

their growth rate constant (Fig. S10a). In west-facing LRs, wt LRs kept a constant growth
rate, but

ls-1

mutant LRs statistically signicantly accelerated their growth rate to the level

of the wt (Fig. S10b).
After the rst reorientation, east-facing LRs in the wt maintained their original growth
trajectory with respect to gravity. At 7 and 9 DAG, gravAng in wt LRs displayed 49.5°,
indicating a graviresponse of 90° (Fig. 20b). This was also reected in the respAng, which
displayed nearly 45° for both time points, and the bend in the growth path of east-facing LRs
in the 7-9-DAG interval (Fig. 20a and c). Roots that display growth trajectories with 45° osets
from gravity, and a 90° graviresponse after reorientation, are expected to behave exactly like the
east-facing wt LRs in the 7-9-DAG interval. In contrast, east-facing LRs in the ls-1 mutant did
statistically signicantly change their gravAng from 74.8° at 7 DAG to 128.6° at 9 DAG after
the rst reorientation (Fig. 20b). The accompanying respAng did not change in the 7-9-DAG
interval, indicating that the rotation caused the dierences in gravAng and not gravitropism
(Fig. 20c). This was also conrmed visually, because east-facing LRs in

ls-1

remained straight

after the reorientation (Fig. 20a). After the second reorientation in reverse direction, east-facing
LRs in the wt statistically signicantly decreased their gravAng from 54.9° at 9 DAG to 16.2° at
11 DAG. This indicated that the second graviresponse resulted in a smaller change in the growth
trajectory (Fig. 20b). Contribution of the rotation to the altered growth trajectory could be
excluded, because the respAng also statistically signicantly decreased between 9 and 11 DAG
(Fig. 20c). Visually, the graviresponse is recognizable by a small bend in eastwards direction
(Fig. 20a). This was also a nice example of GSA control through AGO, because this eastward
bend was only possible through altering the growth trajectory against the direction of gravity.
After the second reorientation in reverse direction, east facing LRs in the ls-1 mutant displayed
a statistically signicantly decreased gravAng at 11 DAG compared to 9 DAG (Fig. 20b). In
conjunction with the constant respAng for all time points of the reorientation experiment, this
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Root systems and experimental set-up

were described in Fig. 19a. Here, the LRs missing in Fig. 19a are displayed and color coded according to their
growth trajectory. Graviresponse was only analyzed in LRs already present at 7 DAG. Arrowhead and cross
indicate the direction of the gravity (g) vector and the position of the reference point (oat) for each time point,
respectively. Scale bar: 1 cm.
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Fig. 9. Dots represent individual LRs. Straight lines connect mean values of sample populations (plus signs).
Statistical signicance was determined using unbalanced two-way ANOVA. Figure continues on the next
page ...
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Figure 20: Continuation.

The letters below the boxes (ad) indicate the results of a post hoc Tukey

test, groups with the same letter are indistinguishable at

>

95% condence using a 0.05 signicance level. For

each time point data from three independent biological replicates was pooled prior to analysis.

Sample size

ranged between 5 to 8 root systems per genotype for each biological replicate. Summary statistics are described
in table S16.

indicated that the alterations in growth trajectory after the second reverse rotation was caused,
again, through the rotation, and not by gravitropism (Fig. 20c). Also visually, east-facing LRs
still resembled straight lines at 11 DAG (Fig. 20a).
West facing LRs in wt displayed a gravAng of 42.5° at 7 DAG. This was similar to the
gravAng of east facing LRs at this time point (Fig. 20d). After the rst reorientation, the
gravAng dropped statistically signicantly to 31.5° indicative of a graviresponse. The accompanying respAng, statistically signicantly increased from 7 DAG to 9 DAG, conrming an
active graviresponse (Fig. 20e). Also visually, alterations in growth trajectories are recognizable as a bend in the growth path, indicative of a graviresponse (Fig. 20a). West facing LRs in
ls-1

mutants statistically signicantly decreased their gravAng from 73.5° at 7 DAG to 36.4° at

9 DAG (Fig. 20e). Again, the corresponding respAng did not change in the 7-9-DAG interval,
indicating that the rotation caused the change in gravAng. After the second reorientation in
reverse direction, the gravAng of west-facing LRs in the wt dropped further to 23.0° (Fig. 20d).
The corresponding respAng, statistically signicantly decreased in the 9-11-DAG interval, indicating a graviresponse (Fig. 20e). Again, visually the graviresponse is clearly recognizable as
a bend in the growth path (Fig. 20a). The gravAng of west-facing LRs in ls-1, statistically signicantly increased in the 9-11-DAG interval (Fig. 20d). However, the corresponding respAng
displayed only a very moderate change, indicating that the main cause for changes in gravAng
was the rotation and not a graviresponse (Fig. 20e).
Calculation of the avgAbsAng as an alternative approach for growth trajectory measurement, corroborated the dierence between wt and

ls-1

LR behavior, in response to gravity,

described above. First, LRs in ls-1 displayed an statistically signicantly increased avgAbsAng
compared to wt LRs at 7 and 11 DAG, indicating elevated horizontal growth trajectories for
these time points (Fig. S10c and d). The development of the avgAbsAng over the course of
the reorientation experiment further supported these results. The avgAbsAng of wt LRs statistically signicantly decreased during the 7-to-11 DAG interval from 49.4° to 15.9°, indicating
directional change through gravitropism. In contrast, the avgAbsAng of

ls-1

LRs in the re-

mained constant at 72.2° during this interval, indicating that LRs did not change their growth
trajectories at all (Fig. S10c and d).
To sum it up, wt LRs were able to respond to changes in the direction of the gravity vector
by gravitropism. In contrast,

ls-1

LRs were either strongly insensitive to gravity or impaired

in graviresponse.
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Detection of an
and Arabidopsis

/

Ls LAS

antisense transcript in root tips of tomato

From the root systems described in the previous subsection, 1 cm of primary root tissue starting
at the root apex was sampled at the end of the reorientation experiment for RNA seq analysis.
Filtering for dierentially expressed genes (DEGs) between wt and

ls-1

yielded only a very

low number of candidate genes for further analysis (Table S11). Functional analysis of these
DEGs is still ongoing, but so far none of them has been reported to be associated with gravity
sensing in roots. Dierential expression of all DEGs followed the same pattern, being up
regulated in the

ls-1

mutant and not expressed in the wt. This suggested that

Ls

as a transcriptional repressor. One unexpected nding was the expression of an
transcript. Analyzing read alignment at the
Ls

Ls

might act

Ls

antisense

locus, showed the prevalent expression of an

antisense transcript (asLs ; Fig. S12a-c). The transcription of

asLs

was further supported

through 5' rapid amplication of cDNA ends (RACE; S13c). Repeating the 5' RACE for the
Arabidopsis LAS

locus revealed the expression of an

antisense transcription from the
Ls /LAS

Ls /LAS

asLAS

transcript. This suggested that

loci is a conserved feature. Sequence analysis of the

reverse strands, detected only very short putative CDSs, indicating that

asLs /asLAS

encode long noncoding RNAs (lncRNAs).
Next, the ability of LAS regulatory elements to promote expression of an antisense transcript
was tested, by cloning an
on the endogenous

LAS

asLAS

reporter (aspLAS:erSclt ) for CLSM.

aspLAS:erSclt

is based

regulatory regions, driving the expression of an ER-targeted Scarlet,

which is inserted in reverse orientation in relation to the endogenous

LAS

CDS (Fig. 21a).

The rst 190 bp of the LAS 3' UTR were removed, because the majority of TSSs were mapped
further downstream and most of the putative TATA-box motives accumulated in a region 220
bp - 315 bp downstream of the

LAS

stop (Fig. S13a). In the primary root tip,

signal was detected in the same domain as

pLAS:erGFP

(6a). This domain contained the QC,

CSCs and columella (Fig. 21d and e). In independent T1 plants,
columella showed a certain degree of variation.

aspLAS:erSclt

aspLAS:erSclt

aspLAS:erSclt

signal in the

uorescence was either detected

only in the two central columella cell les (Fig. 21b), or in all columella cell les (Fig. 21c).
In tips of just emerged LRs,

aspLAS:erSclt

signal was detected in a domain very similar to the

domain indicated by pLAS:erGFP. Cells within this domain were the QC, CSCs and columella,
reecting the asLAS expression domain seen in the primary root tip (Fig. S14a and b). Further,
aspLAS:erSclt

signal was detected with variable frequency in additional cell lineages like the

ground tissue (Fig. S14a) or the LRC (Fig. S14b), which led to asymmetric expression domains.
This was again reminiscent of

pLAS:erGFP.

A third expression domain of

aspLAS:erSclt

was

detected in the primary root, in tissues that surround the central vasculature, namely pericycle,
endodermis and cortex (Fig. S14c and d). Expression in these tissues was limited to parts of
the root where cells were dierentiated. This domain also displayed variation concerning tissue
specic aspLAS:erSclt signal, between independent T1 plants. This includes plants with strong
signal in all three tissues (Fig. S14c) and plants with signal mainly located in the pericycle
(Fig. S14d).
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3.5 Biological relevance of LAS movement in the context
of axillary meristem initiation
Inhibition of LAS movement
To evaluate biological relevance of LAS movement, the protein was tethered C-terminally to
a duplicated SIMIAN VIRUS 40 (SV40) NUCLEAR LOCALIZATION SIGNAL (NLS) and
N-terminally to either a Tq2 (Tq2-LAS-NLS) or a tandem Tomato (tdTom-LAS-NLS) under the control of the described

LAS

promoter (Fig. 22a). The NLS signal is expected to

strongly promote protein accumulation in the nucleus. Using this approach movement is inhibited through control of protein localization, by trapping it in the nucleus, hence preventing
tracking through plasmodesmata (Gallagher et al., 2004; Balkunde et al., 2017). Alternatively, movement might be blocked through modication of protein size, like the attachment
of a triple GFP to the protein of interest, making it physically to large to t through plasmodesmata (Mähönen et al., 2014). The dierence between both LAS-NLS versions was the
size of the uorescent tag. Tq2 (239 amino acids) has only half the size as tdTom (476 amino
acids), making the tdTom-LAS-NLS version the probably more immobile version compared to
Tq2-LAS-NLS.

LAS-NLS versions rescue axillary meristem initiation in a dose dependent manner
Next, both LAS-NLS versions were inserted into the

las-4

mutant to analyze their ability to

complement the decient axillary meristem initiation in this mutant. As controls, the non-NLS
modied LAS versions Vns-LAS and LAS-Vns (Section 3.1) were used. AM scoring was done in
plants of segregating T2 populations, excluding the non-transgenic null segregants. Col-0 plants
developed AMs nearly in all rosette leaf axils, whereas rosettes of

las-4

mutant plants lacked

AMs in nearly every leaf axil (Fig. 22b). In Col-0 the fraction of empty rosette leaf axils never
exceeded 20% (lling index = 0.8), which was used as a threshold value for full complementation
(Fig. 22c). Following that scheme, transgenic plants were grouped according to their lling
index into four categories. Each category reected the degree of complementation of a specic
transgene in an individual plant (Fig. 22c). The lling index is a quantitative trait indicating
the amount of lled leaf axils in an individual plant. However, it does not provide insight into
the spatial distribution (sequence) of lled versus empty leaf axils within the rosette.
las-4

plants with a lling index above 0.8 were observed for all of the four introduced LAS

versions. However, transgenes encoding dierent LAS versions led to varying frequencies of fully
complemented las-4 mutants. Mutant plants carrying pLAS:LAS-Vns (described in Section 3.1)
were very similar to Col-0 plants, and never displayed a lling index below 0.8. This was true
for plants of all four analyzed independent transgenic lines (Fig. 22b, c and Fig. S15a, b). Only
two out of four analyzed independent lines carrying
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Figure 22: continued.

Tips of open triangles show 5' to 3' orientation of the

LAS-NLS

ORF.

b,

Scoring

plots representing the presence or absence of axillary buds in rosette leaf axils, from the oldest (rosette leaf index
= 1) to the youngest rosette leaf. Each column represents an individual plant and each square within a column
represents a phytomer with a lled (green) or empty (yellow) leaf axil.

c,

Filling index of plants displayed in

(b). Circles represent individual plants. The lling index is calculated as the ratio of lled leaf axils over the
total number of rosette leaf axils. All plants with a lling index greater than 0.8 (dashed line) were considered
as fully complemented. Plants with a lling index between 0.8 and 0.5 (dotted line) were considered as partially
complemented. Plants with a lling index between 0.5 and 0.2 (dashed-dotted line) were considered as weakly
complemented. Plants with a lling index below 0.2 were considered as not complemented. All scored plants
were grown at the same time and each number indicates an independent transgenic line. Plants were grown
for six weeks under short day conditions. After that period, plants were transferred to long day conditions and
scored when the the shoot started to bolt.

displayed a lling index above 0.8 in all analyzed plants (Fig. 22b, c and Fig. S15a, b). Out
of the 13 analyzed independent lines expressing one of the two LAS-NLS versions, just a single
line (180056, pLAS:tdTom-LAS-NLS) displayed a lling index above 0.8 in all analyzed plants
(Fig. 22b and c). This demonstrated that the addition of the duplicated NLS led to a decrease
of LAS function during AM initiation, even though this eect appeared to be variable.
AM initiation in transgenic lines consisting of plant populations with a minimal lling index
of 0.5 (lines 180045, 180053, 180054, 180057 and 180058) followed an interesting pattern. The
fraction of partial complementing plants (lling index: 0.5 to 0.8) in these lines had barren leaf
axils, especially in the older half of the rosette (Fig. 22b and Fig. S15a). This showed that the
older leaf axils were more susceptible to the modication of LAS, caused through the addition
of the NLS.
Notably, among the lines expressing either Vns-LAS (N-terminal tagged LAS version) or
one of the two LAS-NLS versions, a third pattern with respect to the complementation of the
AM initiation defect was observed. Plant populations in this third category showed variable
phenotypes among individuals, covering the whole phenotypic range from no complementation
to full complementation (Fig. 23b and c). These

las-4

looking plants were not T2 null seg-

regants, because transgenic seeds were preselected based on the expression of the seed coat
marker (Shimada et al., 2010). Additionally, all plants were genotyped for the presence of the
transgene. The variation in these lines was reminiscent of segregation, and the penetrance of
the complementation phenotype might be explained by dierences in transgene zygosity in individual plants. To test that, copy number qPCR was conducted in all lines that were grouped
into the third category. It is worth mentioning that copy number estimation based on qPCR is
reliable for detecting dierences in zygosity and might be imprecise when analyzing the number
of inserted transgenes (Bubner and Baldwin, 2004; Gªowacka et al., 2016). Positive correlation between high transgene copy number and a

las-4 -like

phenotype was found for the lines

180044, 180051 and 180052, whereas the line 180060 displayed positive correlation between low
transgene copy number and the

las-4 -like

phenotype (Fig. 23a and b). For the lines 180050,
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Figure 23: Correlation between transgene zygosity and AM initiation rescue.
continues on the next page ...
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Figure 23: continued.

Scoring of axillary bud formation in rosette leaf axils of

nation of transgene copy number.

SICKLE (SIC ;

a,

las-4

plants and determi-

Transgene copy-number determination with qPCR. The single-copy gene

Zhan et al., 2012) was used as reference. Each bar represent an individual plant.

b,

Scoring

plots representing the presence or absence of axillary buds in rosette leaf axils, from the oldest (rosette leaf index
= 1) to the youngest rosette leaf. Each column represents an individual plant and each square within a column
represents a phytomer with a lled (green) or empty (yellow) leaf axil.

c,

Filling index of plants displayed in

(b). The lling index is calculated as the ratio of lled leaf axils over the total number of rosette leaf axils. All
plants with a lling index greater than 0.8 (dashed line) were considered as fully complemented. Plants with a
lling index between 0.8 and 0.5 (dotted line) were considered as partially complemented. Plants with a lling
index between 0.5 and 0.2 (dashed-dotted line) were considered as weakly complemented. Plants with a lling
index below 0.2 were considered as not complemented. Plants in (a) and (b) are plotted in the same order. All
scored plants were grown at the same time and each number indicates an independent transgenic line. Plants
were grown for six weeks under short day conditions. After that period, plants were transferred to long day
conditions and scored when the the shoot started to bolt. Plants displayed in this gure belong to the same
experiment as plants displayed in Fig. 22. n/a = not analyzed.

180059, 180061 and 180062 no correlation between copy number and phenotype was observed.
The lines 180050 and 180055, both expressing tdTom-LAS-NLS, completely failed to rescue the
AM initiation defect in the

las-4

mutant (Fig. 23b and c). Plants of line 180050 also displayed

dierent zygosity levels, yet indicating no correlation between zygosity and phenotype.
Next the same segregating T2 lines, that were used for AM phenotyping, were analyzed
with CLSM to monitor cellular localization of the modied LAS versions. Additionally, this
served as a control to exclude the possibility of gene silencing in lines with variable phenotypes
(Fig. 23). In all lines, transgene expression was detected in 100% of the monitored plants (Fig.
S15c). Even though imaging was restricted to primary roots and LRs, it strongly promoted the
view that the

las-4

like phenotype in transgenic plants was not due to gene silencing. Unique

for line 180055 was an extended expression domain of tdTom-LAS-NLS, compared to the

LAS

expression domain described in Section 3.1. Ectopic expression was observed in the LRC, the
epidermis and the ground tissue cell lineages in primary roots as well as LRs (Fig. S15d and
e). This observation indicated that in line 180055 the transgene inserted at a genomic locus,
which promoted ectopic expression of tdTom-LAS-NLS. Interestingly, in none of the transgenic
lines expressing one of the LAS-NLS versions, the NLS seemed to have an eect on protein
localization. In the columella, LAS-NLS was detected in the cytosol as well as the nucleus (Fig.
S15d-g). Further, the transgenic protein was still detected in nuclei of LRC cells, indicating that
protein tracking was not inhibited (Fig. S15d-g). Thus either the NLS might be inactive due
to its C-terminal position in the fusion protein, or alternatively, a part of the LAS C-terminus
might be modied through proteolysis, leading to a removal of the NLS.
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4.1 Cellular dierences in LATERAL SUPPRESSOR expression domains in leaf axils and root tips
The

LAS

expression domain in the tips of primary and lateral roots showed two major dif-

ferences with respect to the leaf axil/boundary. First, the relation between

LAS

and auxin

levels/auxin signaling does not correlate. For instance in the shoot, the vegetative rosette leaf
axil is described in general as a low auxin environment, having both, low auxin levels and low
auxin regulated gene expression (Wang et al., 2014b,c). Therefore, during the leaf boundary
establishment,

LAS

is expressed in an auxin depleted domain within the shoot apex. How-

ever, a recent report showed contradictory data, where the P1 leaf axil displayed an auxin
response maximum Burian et al. (2016). To solve this issue it would be useful to analyze the in
vivo

coexpression of

LAS

and auxin reporters. In contrast, the spatial relation between

LAS

expression and auxin distribution shows a positive correlation in the root. The LAS transcriptional reporter, pLAS:erGFP, displays promoter activity in the QC, the CSCs and all columella
cells (Fig. 6). Thus, the

LAS

expression domain overlaps with the root auxin maxima, found

at the tips of primary and lateral roots. The focal point of the auxin maximum is the QC,
which has high auxin levels and a maximum of auxin regulated gene expression. In addition,
the CSCs and the columella cells are part of the tip-specic auxin maximum, giving rise to a
cone-shaped domain (Sabatini et al., 1999; Brunoud et al., 2012). Support for a contribution
of auxin signaling to the regulation of

LAS

expression comes from the analysis of the recently

developed synthetic auxin-TRANSPORT INHIBITOR RESISTANT 1 (TIR1) pair. In this system, auxin signaling is triggered through an specically-designed auxin analog, called convex
auxin indole-3-acetic acid (cvxIAA). cvxIAA is not recognized by endogenous TIR1/AUXIN
SIGNALING F-BOX (TIR1/AFB) F-box proteins. Only a modied version of the TIR1 auxin
coreceptor, called concave TIR1 (ccvTIR1), recognizes cvxIAA and initiates the auxin signaling
cascade. By a comparative RNAseq experiment including
with cvxIAA,

LAS

35S:ccvTIR1

Col-0 plants treated

was found within the dierentially upregulated genes (Uchida et al., 2018).

In the root, the prime candidates as upstream regulators of

LAS

expression, would be tran-

scription factors that bind to motifs located in the regulatory region B of the

LAS

locus.

LAS

expression in the tips of primary and lateral roots requires region B, but in the shoot, its contribution is still obscure. Thus, region B might directly and/or indirectly be targeted by tissue
specic AUXIN RESPONSE FACTORS (ARFs). Two
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upstream candidates
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would be ARF10 and ARF16, which both display root cap specic expression domains. In the
root tip ARF10/ARF16 are involved in gravity sensing, cell division repression and columella
cell dierentiation (Wang et al., 2005). Although, the RNAseq experiment suggests that

LAS

expression is promoted through a specic TIR1-based auxin response module, the treatment
of Col-0 plants with IAA has no eect on
second

LAS

LAS

expression level, suggesting the presence of a

repressing or balancing auxin response module. The interaction between dierent

auxin response modules might explain the dierences in

LAS

expression levels, observed when

comparing primary and lateral roots. However, contribution of auxin signaling modules for the
LAS

expression in low auxin environments, like in the vegetative leaf axil, would probably be

insignicant. For future studies,

LAS

might represent an interesting candidate gene to analyze

the regulation of tissue-specic expression in an organism-wide context.
Second, cell populations displaying

LAS

expression showed dierent statuses of dieren-

tiation, when comparing root and shoot domains. Even though the dierentiation status of
cells residing in shoot boundary tissues is not well dened, it is assumed that these cells are
undierentiated and probably pluripotent (Wang et al., 2016). In contrast, the cone shaped
LAS

expression domain typical for root tips, covers the whole range of cell dierentiation,

from undierentiated, pluripotent stem cells to fully dierentiated cells. In addition,

LAS

is

expressed in the QC, the root stem cell niche organizer a dierent kind of undierentiated
cells compared to stem cells, based on cell division frequency analysis, cell ablation studies and
transcriptome proling (van den Berg et al., 1995, 1997; Nawy et al., 2005; Cruz-Ramírez et al.,
2013; Denyer et al., 2019). If LAS performs the same function throughout the plant in a tissueand cell-independent context, this function is probably not linked to the dierentiation stage
of cells. Alternatively, LAS function could be variable with dierent functions dependent on
the dierentiation stage of cells.

4.2 LATERAL SUPPRESSOR - a putative suppressor of
auxin signaling or modier of auxin uxes?
The signicantly increased vertical growth trajectory of LRs in

las-4

described in this study,

resembles the phenotype of young LRs, in mutants or treatment conditions, which display or
cause an elevation in the auxin signaling input, respectively. In

Arabidopsis,

LR growth is

tightly linked with dierential auxin signaling input, that in turn, correlates with dierences in
growth trajectory. LRs can be grouped into various categories, based on their length, growth
trajectory and other developmental hallmarks, like the appearance of root hairs (Rosquete et al.,
2013). For simplication, I will only discriminate between young LRs and old LRs. Young LRs
comprise LRs that have just emerged from the primary root and display growth trajectories
that are usually closer to a horizontal orientation. On the other hand, the term older LRs
describes longer LRs with a distinctive shift in their growth trajectory towards a more vertical
orientation (this study; Mullen and Hangarter, 2003; Rosquete et al., 2013; Roychoudhry et al.,
2013). By following dierent reporters for auxin signaling during LR development, it has been
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reported that AUX/IAA degradation and transcriptional auxin response were at a lower level
in tips of young LRs compared to tips of older LRs (Roychoudhry et al., 2017; Ruiz Rosquete
and Kleine-Vehn, 2018). The correlation between the level of auxin signaling and LR growth
trajectory was further corroborated through analysis of mutants that have been shown to be
aected in either auxin synthesis/conjugation, reception or response. Mutants that accumulate
higher endogenous levels of auxin, like

yucca-1D

(yuc-1D ), display increased vertical growth

trajectories in young LRs (Zhao et al., 2001; Mashiguchi et al., 2011; Roychoudhry et al., 2013).
Similarly, mutants with an expected higher level of auxin response, like

auxin-resistant3-10

(axr3-10 ), a null allele of the AUX/IAA transcriptional coregulator IAA17, display increased
vertical growth trajectories in young LRs (Leyser et al., 1996; Knox et al., 2003; Roychoudhry
et al., 2013). Alternatively, one can enforce increased vertical growth trajectories in young LRs
through articial elevation of auxin signaling by pharmacological treatments of wt

Arabidopsis

roots with IAA or the synthetic auxin analog 2,4-dichlorophenoxyacetic acid (2,4-D; Rosquete
et al., 2013; Roychoudhry et al., 2013). This indicates that loss of LAS function might cause
an increased sensitivity of the young LR tip to the endogenous auxin input. This putative
increase in auxin sensitivity might ultimately lead to an increased vertical growth trajectory
during the early stage of LR growth. According to this view, LAS would function as a negative
regulator of auxin signaling during growth trajectory determination in young LRs. It has been
shown, that auxin reception in columella cells is key for LR growth trajectory control. For
example, expression of the auxin insensitive axr3-1 protein (dominant negative AUX/IAA) in
the columella of LRs induced increased vertical LR growth trajectories, nicely demonstrating
the relationship between columella-specic auxin signaling and LR growth trajectory control
(Roychoudhry et al., 2013). Transcriptional auxin response in the columella changes throughout
LR development, with low auxin response in young LRs and increased auxin response in older
LRs (Roychoudhry et al., 2017; Ruiz Rosquete and Kleine-Vehn, 2018). If LAS would act as a
negative regulator of auxin signaling, one would expect an increased auxin response during early
LR development in
a reduced level of

las-4.

LAS

Also, increased auxin response in older LRs should correlate with

expression in the columella cells. However, both of these assumptions

have to be tested experimentally. Expression analysis of the translational reporter Vns-LAS
indeed supports the idea, that the level of LAS expression or protein accumulation has an eect
on LR growth trajectory determination. In the primary root, the GSA is close to 0° (or perfect
vertical growth trajectory), and in the columella Vns-LAS was hardly detectable. In contrast,
in young LRs, which display increased horizontal GSAs (or horizontal growth trajectories),
Vns-LAS accumulation in columella cells was signicantly increased.
Induction of

LAS

expression in the 17-β -estradiol responsive

pSCR>>LAS-Tq2

line, had

unexpected eects on growth trajectories of primary and lateral roots. After induction, primary
roots started to display oblique growth trajectories, in contrast to their pre-treatment vertical
growth trajectories. Intriguingly, growth trajectories were not randomly distributed, as one
would expect in agravitropic mutants, like higher order

PIN

mutant combinations (Santelia

et al., 2008). Instead, primary roots displayed growth trajectories that were very similar with
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respect to direction and deviation from gravity-steered growth. This excludes that induction
of

LAS

expression in

pSCR>>LAS-Tq2

tropic response mechanism triggered by

resulted in agravitropic roots. More likely, a specic
SCR -driven LAS

expression might override primary

root gravitropism as the main determinant for root growth trajectory. Both, halotropism and
phototropism interfere with PIN recycling to the plasma membrane through integration of
environmental cues, resulting in modication of gravity steered root growth. PIN internalization reduces polar auxin transport in the stimulus-facing side of the RAM, causing tissue
wide asymmetric auxin distribution and root bending (Sassi et al., 2012; Galvan-Ampudia
et al., 2013). To test, whether induction of

LAS

expression in

pSCR>>LAS-Tq2

would have

a similar eect on intracellular PIN localization, behavior of tagged-PIN proteins should be
analyzed in

pSCR>>LAS-Tq2.

Modication of PIN membrane localization in LR columella

cells would be an alternative mechanism, explaining the increased vertical LR growth trajectory in

las

mutants. When LRs grow at a specic GSA (stable or linear growth trajectory),

columella cells display a balanced polarized localization of PIN3 and PIN7, resulting in a symmetric auxin distribution in the LR RAM. Displacement of the LR through rotation, results in
phosphorylation-dependent relocalization of PIN3 in the columella cells, without aecting PIN7
polarization, towards the gravity-facing side of the root. The amount of PIN3 phosphorylation
is dependent on the dierence of the growth trajectory to the gravity vector The bigger the
dierence between growth trajectory and the gravity vector, the more PIN3 is phosphorylated,
resulting in increased auxin ow towards the gravity-facing side of the LR and disturbs the
auxin symmetry (Roychoudhry et al., 2019). Interpreting the

las

mutant phenotype with re-

spect to PIN polarization, LAS could be seen as a control factor, determining the polarization
of PIN protein distribution at the plasma membrane with respect to gravity, within the LR
columella cells. Control of auxin uxes through LAS-dependent control of PIN polarization
would be an attractive model to explain establishment and maintenance of the low auxin environment in the vegetative leaf axil, to facilitate AM initiation. Polar localization of PIN1, the
prevalent PIN in the

Arabidopsis

and tomato SAM, is required to channel auxin outow away

from the leaf axil, to generate the required low auxin environment (Wang et al., 2014b). For
both proposed functions of LAS during GSA/growth trajectory control of LRs, the molecular
mechanisms by which LAS would interfere with auxin signaling or would control polar PIN
localization are not clear and should be addressed in further studies.

4.3 Comparison of Arabidopsis las-4 mutants and tomato
ls-1 mutants
With respect to phenotypic aberration, comparison of Arabidopsis

las

mutants, reveals a general pattern in shoot and root development. In

mutants and tomato ls-1
Arabidopsis

shoot devel-

opment, loss of LAS function is associated with a single aected trait, defective AM initiation
during vegetative development, whereas in tomato, the ls-1 mutant shows additional defects in
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reproductive development (Schumacher et al., 1999; Greb et al., 2003). In root system development, this pattern holds true, when comparing

las-4

and

ls-1.

In

Arabidopsis,

signicantly

increased vertical LR growth trajectories are the only root-specic phenotypic aberration in
las

mutants, whereas in tomato

ls-1

mutants, root system development is compromised in LRs

and in the primary root.
Tomato primary root development displayed two phenotypic alterations in

ls-1.

First, a

slight reduction of growth rate during the rst days after germination, which is usually an
indicator of a reduced RAM size (Dello Ioio et al., 2007). Second, oblique growth trajectories
of primary roots, a trait that displayed variable penetrance in the assayed plant populations.
Classic reorientation assays demonstrated that oblique growth trajectories were not caused by
loss of gravitropism, because

ls-1

mutant primary roots responded to changes in the direction

of the gravity vector. The dynamics of the gravitropic response may dier between wild type
and ls-1, because growth paths of roots during the gravitropic response were quite dierent. In
comparison to

ls-1,

wild type primary roots showed a faster readjustment of growth direction.

However, a dierent experimental set up would be needed to analyze the dynamics of the gravitropic response. Growth rate is an important factor when comparing dynamics of gravitropic
responses, because directional change (gravitropism) includes a distance variable. Short time
intervals between measurements, which should not exceed 30 min to reach high temporal resolution, would be required to properly normalize gravitropic response over distance against the
growth rate (Schöller et al., 2018). Even though gaps between measurements during the reorientation experiment spanned 48 h, growth rate was calculated as a control variable to ensure
that analyzed roots were actively growing and able to respond to changes in the direction of
the gravity vector. Interestingly,

Solanum pennellii

(S.

penn.),

the wild relative of cultivated

tomato, develops shallow root systems through long-term oblique primary root growth. Longterm oblique growth was found to be dierentially regulated compared to short-term gravitropic
response. Introgression lines derived from a cross between cv. M82 and

S. penn.

were used to

identify the genetic loci that control long-term oblique primary root growth (Eshed and Zamir,
1995; Toal et al., 2018).

PURPLE ACID PHOSPHATASE27-4a

(SlPAP27 ) was identied as

a candidate gene, causing long-term oblique primary root growth. Overexpression of the
bidopsis

orthologue AtPAP27 resulted in increased oblique root growth in

to the changes in root growth trajectories seen in

pSCR>>LAS-Tq2

Arabidopsis,

Ara-

similar

after 17-β -estradiol in-

duction. Acid phosphatases, including purple acid phosphatases, belong to the set of genes,
which are upregulated during phosphate stress response (Toal et al., 2018). Toal et al. (2018)
hypothesized, that long-term oblique growth might be an adaptation to the sandy coastal regions and dry rocky regions of Peru and Chile, the natural habitats of

S. penn.

(Peralta and

Spooner, 2005). To successfully thrive in such environments, root systems have to maximize
their abilities to capture phosphorus, a low abundance nutrient, and water. The top most soil
layers are rich in phosphate compared to deeper layers, and plants that forage for phosphorous
will often develop root systems that cover the horizontal space close to the soil surface (Lynch
and Brown, 2001). In dry soils, available water, for example after a precipitation event, usually
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does not penetrate deep into the soil, but stays at the surface and rapidly ows away in surface
cracks and ditches. In such environments, shallow and surface-near root systems might have
a higher water capturing ability (Toal et al., 2018). Therefore, the long-term oblique growth
phenotype in

ls-1,

suggests that Ls might be involved in sensing or integrating nutrient avail-

ability in the surrounding soil. Ls might translate soil status information into corresponding
adaptations of root growth.
The LR growth aberration seen in the tomato
the LR growth defects in

Arabidopsis las

ls-1

mutants is quite dierent compared to

mutants. In tomato

ls-1

mutants, LR display signi-

cantly increased horizontal growth trajectories. This is in sharp contrast to the growth defect
in

Arabidopsis las

mutants, which display signicantly increased vertical growth trajectories.

Interestingly, the growth angle defect in tomato appeared to be caused through a reduction in
gravitropism. LRs in tomato

ls-1,

appeared to be agravitropic, because they did not respond

to changes in the direction of the gravity vector. This is unexpected, because

Arabidopsis las

mutants do not display defective gravitropism in primary or lateral roots, and primary roots
in

ls-1

are still graviresponsive. However, using the model system

Arabidopsis

as a reference

might not in all instances be informative with respect to conserved growth responses. One example illustrating dierential root growth responses is growth in a low phosphate environment.
In

Arabidopsis,

low phosphorous conditions trigger increased vertical growth of LRs, similar to

the LR phenotype of

las

mutants. In contrast, basal roots of bean display increased horizontal

growth under low phosphorus conditions, more similar to the LR phenotype in ls-1 (Lynch and
Brown, 2001; Roychoudhry et al., 2017). Taken together, both, LAS and Ls seem to aect LR
growth trajectories, but the mechanistic basis might be dierent or cause opposite responses.
Alternatively, either
mutant.

las-4

las-4

in

Arabidopsis

or

ls-1

in tomato might not be a loss-of-function

harbors a frame shift in the rst third of the

LAS

encode a functional protein (Greb et al., 2003). In contrast,

CDS, making it unlikely to

ls-1

harbors a 1.5 kb deletion,

spanning 995 bp of the presumptive promoter sequence and the rst 555 bp of the
(Schumacher et al., 1999). Analysis of

Ls

CDS in

ls-1

CDS

Ls

reveals that the partial CDS would still

be able to encode for a truncated Ls protein. Synthesis of a truncated protein would require
an alternative transcription start site upstream of the 1.5 kb deletion. In both
LAS /Ls

transcript can be detected. Interestingly,

Ls

and

transcript abundance is increased in

(Raatz et al., 2011; Rossmann, 2013). Hence, the deletion in

ls-1

ls-1,
ls-1

might cause the elevated

expression of a truncated Ls protein with residual/partial function. In
LAS

las-4

Arabidopsis,

increased

expression correlates with an increased horizontal LR growth trajectory. This would be

in line with the increased LR growth trajectories in
development in mutants harboring dierent

Ls

ls-1.

To clarify this situation, root system

alleles, for instance the

ls-3

and

ls-8

in the cv. M82, should be analyzed (Rossmann, 2013). Another indication that

mutants

ls-1

might

not be a standard loss-of-function allele comes from the analysis of complementation lines.
Schumacher et al. (1999) generated dierent transgenes, consisting of Ls and dierent promoter
and enhancer sequences, that were able to rescue the AM initiation defect. Interestingly, these
complementing lines were not able to rescue the growth defects in the primary root tip and
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only weakly rescued the LR growth angle defect. Surprisingly, complementing lines had an
inhibitory eect on LR number of

ls-1

mutants, a trait that normally was not aected in

ls-1.

4.4 Potential LATERAL SUPPRESSOR functions - deduced from ectopic expression analysis
The molecular function of LAS is still obscure. Studies on cell morphology and marker gene
expression in the distal leaet boundary, suggest that LAS acts as a suppressor of cell dierentiation. Distal leaet boundaries are capable to develop ectopic shoots, and in the case of
leaf detachment, this provides a means of clonal propagation. In

ls-1,

ectopic shoot formation

is suppressed, indicating that axillary shoot and ectopic shoot formation are mechanistically
closely related processes, further, cells located in the distal leaet boundary, dierentiate into
trichomes or stomata. In contrast, cells located in the distal leaet boundary in wild type, do
not develop trichomes or stomata. Further, expression of
was down-regulated in

ls-1

Histone H4,

a cell division marker,

distal leaet boundaries. From these experiments it was concluded

that cells in distal leaet boundaries and similarly in the leaf axil have to be kept in an undierentiated state. Only cells with high developmental potential are able to initiate axillary
meristems (Rossmann et al., 2015).
Here, the proposed function of LAS, to act as an inhibitor of cell dierentiation, was tested in
the RAM. The RAM is a powerful system to study cell lineage-specic dierentiation processes,
because of its simple structure. Each individual cell le originates from a single stem cell,
located in the stem cell niche at the root tip. Dierentiation state can be easily deduced from
cell position within a cell le, cell length, presence of trichomes in epidermal cells, presence of
amyloplasts, staining for cell wall modications and dierential gene expression. This division
pattern leads to a linear developmental timeline, reducing multi-dimensionality of development
(three dimensional tissue organization that changes over time) to one dimension (Dolan et al.,
1993; Benfey and Schiefelbein, 1994; Brady et al., 2007; Bennett and Scheres, 2010; Stahl et al.,
2013; Kamiya et al., 2015; Liberman et al., 2015; Denyer et al., 2019). The tissue of choice for
ectopic expression of

LAS

was the root endodermis, because it is a well characterized model

for cell dierentiation (Drapek et al., 2017).
Interestingly, induction of ectopic

LAS

expression in

pSCR>>LAS-Tq2

led to a reduced

root growth rate, indicating that RAM size might be decreased (Dello Ioio et al., 2007). Decreased RAM indicates a shift in the position of the transition zone from meristematic to
dierentiating cells closer to the QC, suggesting that ectopic

LAS

expression would accelerate

cell dierentiation, showing a contrary molecular function compared to Rossmann et al. (2015).
Further, it was quite intriguing that endodermis-specic expression of

LAS

was sucient to

aect cell dierentiation in the whole RAM. Monitoring LAS-Tq2 protein localization after
induction of ectopic expression in

pSCR>>LAS-Tq2

detected in all tissues of the RAM.
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The QC represented an exception in the ectopic expression assay, because within the QC,
the

SCR

expression domain intersects with the endogenous

induction of

LAS

expression in

pSCR>>LAS-Tq2

LAS

expression domain. Thus,

leads to an articial elevation of

pression in the QC. The QC appeared to be unaected in the majority of
plants, after the induction of

LAS

LAS

ex-

pSCR>>LAS-Tq2

expression. However, a small fraction of plants displayed

amyloplast accumulation in single QC cells, indicating a partial loss of QC identity. Loss of
QC identity was probably only a temporary event, because root growth was not aected as
severely as one would expect for loss of QC specication and maintenance seen in strong
and

shr

single mutants or

plt1 plt2

scr

double mutants (Helariutta et al., 2000; Sabatini et al.,

2003; Aida et al., 2004). Still, this might indicate that elevation of

LAS

expression in the QC

interferes temporarily with the QC specication and maintenance pathways. Auxin signaling
in the QC is necessary to promote the expression of PLT1/PLT2 through ARF7/NPH4 (Aida
et al., 2004). This would further promote the hypothesis that LAS might act as a modier
of auxin-regulated developmental processes, either through modication of auxin signaling or
polar auxin transport.
The most striking eect of induced

LAS

expression in

pSCR>>LAS-Tq2

was seen in the

CSCs and the lateral root cap/epidermis stem cells (LESs). Both stem cell populations are not
included by the endogenous SCR expression domain, suggesting that LAS is able to act non-cell
autonomously through protein movement. In pSCR>>LAS-Tq2 plants, LAS-Tq2 is detected in
CSCs and the LESs, a property that was not observed in the control pSCR>>SCR-Tq2 plants,
again demonstrating cell-to-cell movement of LAS. Similar to the situation in the QC, LAS
protein accumulation in CSCs did not represent an ectopic protein accumulation domain, but an
articial addition of LAS to the endogenous LAS pool already present in CSCs. In contrast, LAS
protein accumulation in the LESs represents an ectopic protein accumulation. In both stem cell
populations, ectopic accumulation of amyloplasts indicates premature dierentiation. Further,
stem cells of the columella and epidermis/LRC lineages were not just temporarily lost, but were
not detectable at all. Premature stem cell dierentiation might be either caused through loss
of the QC mediated stem cell cues to neighboring stem cell. Alternatively, elevation of LAS
levels might promote dierentiation into columella-like cells, indicated by the accumulation of
amyloplasts. With respect to the columella cell lineage, it is intriguing that elevating LAS
levels, in a domain that displays endogenous LAS expression already, has such dramatic eects.
This kind of observations suggest that LAS function is dosage-dependent. Similar dosagedependent protein function was described for the related GRAS gene SHR. In the root, SHR was
found to act in three distinct developmental pathways. SHR is required for QC maintenance,
specication of the endodermal lineage and the formative (periclinal) cell divisions that form the
middle cortex in more mature roots (Helariutta et al., 2000; Sabatini et al., 2003; Paquette and
Benfey, 2005). Interestingly, in heterozygous
embryonic lethal siel

SHR /shr-2

plants and in

short-root interacting

mutants, in which SHR movement is reduced, premature middle cortex

formation is observed. Further, live-imaging revealed that a reduction in SHR protein levels
precede the formative middle cortex division in the endodermis. Based on these observations
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it was concluded that high levels of SHR protein in the endodermis inhibit middle cortex
formation, whereas later in root development, reduction of SHR protein level promotes middle
cortex formation (Koizumi et al., 2011, 2012).
Notably, middle cortex formation was the third process aected through ectopic LAS expression in

pSCR>>LAS-Tq2.

Eight day old plants, that grew for 72-120 h on inducing medium,

displayed increased middle cortex formation. The majority of control plants, which were grown
on non-inducing medium, displayed one middle cortex layer. Often this single middle cortex
layer was still patchy and noncontinuous, indicating an early stage of middle cortex formation (Paquette and Benfey, 2005). In contrast, plants grown on inducing medium, displayed
consistently two middle cortex layers. Notably, middle cortex formation was restricted to the
endodermal lineage, indicating that only the endodermis was responsive to ectopic LAS expression, with respect to periclinal divisions resulting in extra middle cortex layers. Thus, to
promote formative divisions, LAS is dependent on other pathways, and it is not sucient to
promote formative divisions on its own. This is quite dierent from ectopic RAM-wide
expression, which results in the formation of supernumerary

SCR

SHR

expressing ground tissue cell

layers (Helariutta et al., 2000). Several dierent pathways converge during root development
to regulate the timing of middle cortex formation, thus there is quite a spectrum of putative
scenarios to integrate LAS function.
The core middle cortex regulatory module involves three GRAS genes. The dosage-dependent
role of SHR was already mentioned before.

scr

and

scarecrow-like 3

(scl3 ) single mutants dis-

play premature middle cortex formation, indicating that SCR and SCL3 repress middle cortex
formation, similar to high endodermal SHR protein levels (Wysocka-Diller et al., 2000; Paquette and Benfey, 2005). The transcriptional coregulator SEUSS (SEU) maintains sucient
levels of

SHR, SCR

formation.
SEU

seu

and

SCL3

by binding directly their promoters to suppress middle cortex

mutants display also a high frequency of premature middle cortex formation.

expression in turn is inhibited by gibberellic acid signaling, which promotes middle cortex

formation (Paquette and Benfey, 2005; Gong et al., 2016). A second mechanism contributing
to the regulation of middle cortex formation is epigenetic regulation. A set of directly regulated
SCR targets was also regulated by LIKE HETEROCHROMATIN PROTEIN 1 (LHP1), a transcriptional repressor. Accordingly,

lhp1

mutants display premature middle cortex formation.

Interestingly, the binding proles of both proteins, obtained through chromatin immunopercipitation, overlap considerably at common target genes, suggesting a direct interaction. Further,
the

spindly

(spy ) mutant also displays premature middle cortex formation. The animal SPY

orthologue is part of a multimeric complex that contains histone deacetylases (HDACs). Histone deacetylation represses gene expression. Notably, treatment of

Arabidopsis

roots with

the histone deacetylase inhibitor Trichostatin A, induces premature middle cortex formation
(Cui and Benfey, 2009b,a). LAS might either block middle cortex inhibiting factors or promote
middle cortex promoting factors in the regulatory network outlined above. Recently, epigenetic
regulation was shown to be involved in the regulation of AM initiation, suggesting that their
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might be common features between LAS mediated middle cortex formation and AM initiation
(Lopez Marin, 2017).

4.5 The role of the LAS /Ls antisense transcript
A novel nding was the detection of a long noncoding RNA (lncRNA), transcribed in reverse
orientation from the
showed that the

LAS /Ls

asLAS

loci. Construction and evaluation of a transcriptional reporter

expression domain is indistinguishable from the

LAS

expression do-

main. This excluded the possibility, that asLAS spatially restricts LAS expression to a specic
group of cells. An example of a restrictive mechanism is the direct SHR target miR165/6. SHR
activates miR165/6 expression in the endodermis, and miR165/6 acts non-cell autonomously
in the provasculature and the pericycle to degrade, in a dosage dependent manner, its target
mRNAs. miR165/6 targets are the transcripts of HD-ZIP transcription factors. The resulting gradual distribution of HD-ZIP transcripts, is important for proper xylem dierentiation
(Carlsbecker et al., 2010). Some lncRNAs are indeed described to act as microRNA precursors, like the lncRNA H19 in mice. In general, lncRNAs are capable to act in cis or in trans.
However, for the majority of lncRNAs, there is nothing known about the molecular mechanism (Lee, 2012). lncRNAs have the ability to target a unique locus or allele, because of their
sequence length. In contrast, transcription factors are able to bind eciently to DNA, based
on the recognition of short motifs. By chance, these short motifs occur thousands of times in
the genome, resulting in possible regulation of many genes at once. Binding sites of lncRNAs,
occur usually only once, enabling gene regulation at a unique `address'. The model example for
such a process is X-chromosome inactivation in female mammals, to balance expression of Xchromosome encoded genes. X-inactive-specic transcript (Xist) encodes for an lncRNA that
coats the inactive X-chromosome. Xist mediates the inactivation through direct interaction
with Polycomb repressive complex 2 (PRC2), which is responsible for trimethylation of histone
H3 (H3K27me3; Lee, 2012).
Regulation of gene expression by antisense transcripts is also frequently found during plant
development. One example, demonstrating the conservation of an antisense-directed developmental decisions is the female-to-male sex conversion in
GAMETOPHYTE MYB

of

MpFGMYB

Marchantia polymorpha.

FEMALE

(MpFGMYB ) promotes female gametophyte development and loss

function converts female gametophytes into male gametophytes. To induce

male gametophyte development, expression of MpFGMYB has to be suppressed by a cis-acting
lncRNA antisense transcript, called
the mechanistic basis of

SUF

SUPPRESSOR OF FEMINIZATION

mediated

MpFGMYB

detail, yet (Hisanaga et al., 2019). In the case of the

(SUF ). However,

expression is not characterized in great
MpFGMYB /SUF

sense-antisense pair,

dierent promoter elements were identied, that control either MpFGMYB or SUF expression.
This suggests, that sense and antisense transcripts compete during transcription via RNA polymerase II directed expression for obstacle-free transcription (Hisanaga et al., 2019). In contrast,
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LAS /asLAS

expression might be regulated by a dierent mechanism. Here, dierent transcrip-

tion factors, promoting expression of either the sense or the antisense transcript, might compete
for docking sites at a common regulatory element, for example regulatory element B. This would
imply transcription factor dependent DNA looping, that would either promote initiation of LAS
transcription or promote the initiation of

asLAS

transcription.

A dierent mode of transcriptional interplay, constituting a possible regulatory mechanism
between

LAS

and

asLAS,

(FLC )/COOLAIR.

is described for the sense/antisense pair

COOLAIR

encodes an lncRNA that regulates the expression of

longed growth under cold conditions induces
FLC

FLOWERING LOCUS C

COOLAIR

FLC.

Pro-

expression, which in turn represses

transcription. FLC acts as a repressor of the oral transition. Expression of

COOLAIR

is regulated via R loop formation (Sun et al., 2013). R loops can be formed during RNA
polymerase II directed transcription from nascent transcripts behind the elongating RNA polymerase II. Nascent transcripts can invade the DNA double strand and hybridize with the
respective template strand, leading to the formation of a RNA-DNA hybrid. The RNA-DNA
hybrid blocks out the DNA nontemplate strand, resulting in the formation of a protrusion of
the single stranded DNA. Such three-stranded DNA-RNA hybrids are termed R loops (SkourtiStathaki and Proudfoot, 2014). In the case of

COOLAIR

repression, R loops are detected in

the COOLAIR promoter region. Additionally, the single-strand-binding protein ATNDX stabilizes R loops at the

COOLAIR

DNA. This R loop inhibits

promoter through binding of the RNA-replaced single stranded

COOLAIR

expression (Sun et al., 2013).

Indeed, sense-antisense pairs a quite common in

Arabidopsis.

A recent study identied

37,238 of such pairs, of which 70 % belong to annotated mRNAs. Querying the published
dataset for LAS revealed the presence of an asLAS transcript (Wang et al., 2014a), conrming
the observations described above. In comparison, querying the dataset for SCR or SHR yielded
no result. Expression of a subsection of those pairs was light responsive, and changes in expression level were correlated with histone acetylation at these loci (Wang et al., 2014a). Similarly,
the ratio of

LAS

and

asLAS

expression might be under environmental control integrating, for

example, nutrient availability in the surrounding soil. Depending on soil properties, LR growth
trajectories may be adjusted based on the level of LAS protein accumulation as a consequence
of dierential

LAS /asLAS

expression. To further dissect the function of

LAS

and

asLAS

ex-

pression in root development an interesting approach might be the generation of alleles that
abolish either

LAS

or

asLAS

expression without aecting expression of the counterpart. This

might be achieved through CRISPR/CAS9 mediated gene editing.

4.6 Does LATERAL SUPPRESSOR movement plays a role
during axillary meristem formation?
One of the novel ndings in this study was the ability of the LAS protein to move from the columella cells into the LRC. Lucas et al. (1995) initially described the rst moving transcription
factor, KNOTTED1 (KN1), in maize. Since then, movement, or cell-to-cell tracking, has been
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shown for additional transcription factors. Other proteins displaying short-range movement,
describing protein movement over a range of one to several cells, are STM, LEAFY (LFY),
SHR and WUS (Sessions et al., 2000; Kim et al., 2003; Nakajima et al., 2001; Daum et al.,
2014). In plants, most evidence points to plasmodesmata as mediators of cell-to-cell movement.
Plasmodesmata are tunnel-like connections between neighboring cells that are lined by plasma
membrane, thereby establishing a symplastic continuum. Two models provide dierent modes
that might operate to allow protein movement through plasmodesmata. Plasmodesmata might
restrict the size of molecules traveling through them by the size-exclusion limit, which selects
by molecule size. Alternatively, transcription factors might increase the size-exclusion limit
through direct modication of the plasmodesmata structure. However, the molecular mechanisms underlying protein movement through plasmodesmata are still obscure (Zambryski and
Crawford, 2000; Zambryski, 2004; Daum et al., 2014). A dierent type of transcription factor
movement includes long range transport through a combination of plasmodesmata and vasculature, like in the case of ELONGATED HYPOCOTYL5 (HY5), a bZIP transcription factor.
HY5 is a shoot-to-root mobile signal, which tracs through the phloem to modulate root development (root growth and LR outgrowth) and nitrate uptake, in response to light signaling
in the shoot (Chen et al., 2016; van Gelderen et al., 2018).
LAS

most likely belongs to the rst category, meaning it acts as a short range signal. It was

shown that the family-dening GRAS domain, is a necessity for SHR movement and promotes
protein movement in a general fashion. Swapping the unrelated variable N-termini of SCR
and SHR was sucient to enable SCR movement. Similarly, deleting the variable N-terminus
in SCR, resulted in movement of the truncated SCR GRAS domain protein. Interestingly,
interference with SHR nuclear accumulation, through mutations altering the GRAS domain,
also prevented protein movement. These observations suggested, that domains which promote
movement and nuclear localization overlap, or that nuclear localization promotes protein movement based on a shared mechanism for protein translocation (Gallagher and Benfey, 2009). In
comparison to these examples, LAS is more similar to SHR, because the variable N-terminus
in LAS does not inhibit movement, like in the case of SCR. In columella cells, LAS protein
accumulates in the nucleus as well as the cytoplasm. In contrast, in the LRC it becomes restricted to the nucleus. This pattern of protein localization is similar to SHR, which displays
cytoplasmic and nuclear localization in provasculature and pericycle and gets restricted to the
nucleus in the endodermis. This might indicate a similar mechanistic basis, regulating SHR
and LAS movement in their specic tissue contexts.
Observation of protein movement always implies the question of its biological relevance. In
many cases, protein movement and protein function appear to be unrelated with respect to
plant development, like the non-targeted diusion of LFY (Wu et al., 2003). Because LAS
movement and intracellular localization were not known previously, it was tested whether these
characteristics have implications for LAS function during AM initiation. Interestingly, the addition of NLS domains to LAS did result in unexpected phenotypes. Standard LAS translational
fusion proteins fully complemented the branching defect in
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las-4.

In contrast the addition of
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an NLS domain to the LAS fusion protein resulted in a loss of complementation ability. In
extreme cases, all plants in a specic transgenic line displayed the mutant las-4 phenotype and
none of the independent transgenic lines expressing LAS-NLS versions displayed complementation in the whole population. In all analyzed plants, LAS-NLS fusion proteins were detectable
in root tips via live-imaging, demonstrating that failure of rescue was not due to transgene
silencing. However, addition of an NLS domain to LAS did not inhibit LAS movement, because LAS-NLS was still present in the LRC. Further, two transgenic lines displayed ectopic
LAS-NLS expression throughout the RAM. All plants of these two lines displayed the

las-4

phenotype. Intriguingly, a second category of transgenic LAS-NLS lines displayed segregation
of complementation. These observations suggested that the level of LAS protein might be critical for AM initiation. In the lines without complementation, the transgene might have inserted
at a genomic locus, which promotes excessive transgene expression, also in ectopic domains.
Alternatively, there might me multiple transgene insertions, which additively raise LAS levels.
To test this hypothesis, LAS-NLS lines that displayed segregation of complementation were
analyzed with respect to transgene copy number. Indeed, transgene copy number correlated
with phenotype. High copy number, usually resulted in loss of

las-4

complementation. This

suggested that copy number and consequently LAS dosage has profound consequences for AM
initiation. The expression level might be variable and to initiate an AM,

LAS

levels have to

be kept in a dynamic range with an upper and a lower threshold. High transgene expression
levels above the upper threshold might be caused either through insertion at a genomic locus
that enhances transgene expression, through alterations in T-DNA copy number or through
dierences in zygosity.
This experiment corroborates that LAS protein abundance might be directly related to the
exerted function. A simple model may assume that increased LAS accumulation results in a
spillover eect, which counteracts standard LAS function. The spillover-model would rely on
one (simple case) hypothetical LAS-interacting protein (IPX). IPX possesses two properties:
First, the IPX expression domain overlaps with the endogenous

LAS

expression domain. Sec-

ond, IPX abundance stays constant within the cell, and the IPX level is equal to or higher than
the LAS level. LAS has high anity for IPX, and both proteins form a complex, which is necessary for proper LAS function. IPX has to be in excess compared to LAS, to buer potential
lower-anity interactions with other proteins. If LAS levels exceed IPX levels, IPX loses its
buer function and LAS might interact with other proteins. Potential IPX candidates might be
SCR or LAS itself, based on Y2H studies (Greb, 2003). For instance, SCR is expressed in the L1
layer in the shoot apex and may interact with LAS in the leaf axil (Wysocka-Diller et al., 2000).
Formation of these secondary low-anity protein complexes inhibits or counteracts LAS-IPX
function.
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4.7 Conclusions
This study demonstrates that LAS functions as a regulator of LR growth direction by regulating
LR growth angles. Furthermore, an emergent property related to LAS function seems to be the
level of

LAS

expression or protein abundance. Various experimental data point to a dosage-

dependent function of LAS. In LRs,

LAS

expression is signicantly increased, compared to

primary roots, correlating with the dierential integration of gravity. Articial elevation of
LAS

expression in its endogenous expression domains, resulted in cell dierentiation, further

corroborating the relationship between LAS protein level and LAS function. Following this
trend, rescue of AM initiation in

las-4

was sensitive to high LAS levels. Further, evidence

was provided that LAS protein is able to move from cell to cell and that an

LAS

antisense

transcript is expressed in the same domain. Protein movement and antisense transcription are
two previously unknown characteristics providing new avenues to further analyze LAS function
in the future.
Threshold
Function A Function B

LAS-IPX

Figure 24: Spillover model.
of the LAS protein.

LAS-IPSP

Cartoon of the Spillover model illustrating the dosage-dependent function

Important is the threshold (black line), which determines when IPX loses its buering

capacity and LAS is able to form secondary low anity complexes with other interacting partners, exemplied
here by the spillover interacting protein (IPSP). The LAS-IPSP complex executes a dierent function than the
LAS-IPX complex.
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a

BRADI1G36180

V:_Spikelet_pedicel_42_DAG_1
V:_Roots_35_DAG_1
P:_Young_spikelet_3_DAH_1
P:_Roots_10_DAG_1
P:_Leaf_60_DAG_1
P:_Leaf_27_DAG_1
P:_Leaf_17_DAG_1
P:_Leaf_10_DAG_1
P:_First_node_+_adventitious_roots_35_DAG_1
P:_Coleoptile_17+27_DAG_1
P:_Coleoptile_10_DAG_1
I:_Etiolated_shoots_3_DAG_1
I:_De-etiolated_shoots_3_DAG_1
0

b

50
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Expression level ± s.d.

LOC_Os06g40780 (MOC1)
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Young Inﬂorescence
Seed S5
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0

Figure S1: Expression of LATERAL
line expression data for rice and
in various

Brachypodium

1

SUPPRESSOR

Brachypodium LAS

tissues.

3
2
4
Expression level ± s.d.

orthologues.

a,

orthologues in monocots.

Expression of

Expression data was downloaded from the

browser (Winter et al., 2007; Sibout et al., 2017).

b,

Expression of

5

MOC1

BdLAS

(BRADI1G36180)

Brachypodium distachyon

eFP

in various rice tissues. Expression

data was downloaded from the rice eFP browser, using the 'rice rma' data source (Winter et al., 2007).
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Figure S2: Vns-LAS localization during lateral root morphogenesis.
expression in LRP and LR tips of transgenic

las-4

plants.

a,

Stage II LRP. Vns-LAS uorescence in nuclei of

cells comprising the LRP and in cells unrelated to the LRP (arrows).
Arrow II: Nucleus of pericycle cell.

b,

CLSM of Vns-LAS

Arrow I: Nucleus of endodermal cell.

Stage IV LRP. Vns-LAS uorescence in nuclei of cells comprising the

LRP and in cells unrelated to the LRP (arrows). Arrow I: Nucleus of cortex cell, that is in physical contact
with LRP. Arrow II: Nucleus of endodermal cell. Arrow III: Nucleus of pericycle cell.

c,

Vns-LAS uorescence

in the tip of a LR longer than 5 mm. Arrows I indicate columella/LRC cells that display uorescence in the
cytosol, but not in the nucleus.
were taken from roots of

las-4

d,

The same as in (c), but LR from a dierent root system. In (a) to (d) images

mutant plants transformed with

germination. Figure continues on the next page ...
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Figure S2: continued.

(a) to (d), panels from left to right: Vns channel with grey value heat map, PI

channel, cell tracings (Tr) and image of merged Vns and PI channels. Stages of LR morphogenesis in (a) and
(b) according to Malamy and Benfey (1997).

In (c) and (d) only cell lineages are traced, without denoting

stem cells. Based on cellular organization, discrimination of the columella and LRC lineage is not in all cases
unambiguous. Scale bars at the bottom corners of panels represent 18

µm.

C = cortex, Col = columella, En

= endodermis, Ep = epidermis, Gt = ground tissue, LRC = lateral root cap, LRP = lateral root primordium,
MC = middle cortex, Pc = pericycle, QC = quiescent center, Swc = shootward stem cell.

space
II
I

LRP
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C

III

En
Pc

Vns

PI

MERGE

Tr

Figure S3: LAS-Vns signal during lateral root primordium emergence.

Representative

image displaying LAS-Vns signal during the emergence of a LRP from the epidermis. This event marks also the
transition of a LRP to a LR. Arrow I: Restricted domain, with increased LAS-Vns uorescence intensity. Arrow
II: LAS-Vns signal in a pericycle cell in the LRP periphery. Arrow III: LAS-Vns signal in an endodermal cell.
The image was taken from a root of a

las-4

mutant plant transformed with

pLAS:LAS-Vns

(line 170200_1),

10 days after germination. Panels from left to right: Vns channel with grey value heat map, PI channel, cell
tracings (Tr) and image of merged Vns and PI channels. Scale bars at the bottom corners of panels represent
18

µm.

C = cortex, En = endodermis, Ep = epidermis, LRP = lateral root primordium, Pc = pericycle.

Arbeitsgruppe von Prof. Dr. Klaus Theres
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Figure S4: LAS-Vns protein localization during lateral root morphogenesis.

CLSM

of LAS-Vns expression in LRP of transgenic

las-4

Vns.

described in Fig. 7a is the composition of the translational fusion

The only dierence to

pLAS:Vns-LAS

plants.

protein. The fusion protein consists of three parts. The

linker

a,

LAS

Cartoon of the translational reporter

pLAS:LAS-

genomic sequence is connected via a exible 99 bp

sequence described by Daum et al. (2014), with a C-terminal Vns. Tips of open triangles show 5' to 3'

orientation of the

LAS-Vns

ORF.

b,

Stage I LRP. LAS-Vns uorescence in nuclei of cells comprising the LRP

and in cells unrelated to the LRP (arrows). Arrow I and II: Nuclei of pericycle cells without physical contact
to the LRP.

c,

Stage II LRP. Figure continues on the next page ...
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Figure S4: continued.

LAS-Vns uorescence in nuclei of cells comprising the LRP and in overlaying

cortex cell with physical contact to the LRP. Arrow III: Nucleus of cortex cell.

d,

Stage III LRP. LAS-Vns

uorescence in nuclei of cells comprising the LRP and in overlaying cortex and endodermis cells with physical
contact to the LRP. Arrow IV: Nucleus of cortex cell. Arrow V: Nucleus of endodermal cell.

e,

Stage IV LRP.

LAS-Vns uorescence in nuclei of cells comprising the LRP and in overlaying middle cortex and endodermis cells
with physical contact to the LRP. Arrow VI: Nucleus of middle cortex cell. Arrow VII: Nucleus of endodermal
cell. In (b) to (e) images were taken from roots of

las-4

mutant plants transformed with

pLAS:LAS-Vns

(line

170200_1), 10 days after germination. (b) to (e), panels from left to right: Vns channel with grey value heat
map, PI channel, cell tracings (Tr) and image of merged Vns and PI channels. Stages of LR morphogenesis in
(a) and (b) according to Malamy and Benfey (1997). Scale bars at the bottom corners of panels represent 18

µm.

C = cortex, En = endodermis, Ep = epidermis, LRP = lateral root primordium, MC = middle cortex, Pc

= pericycle.
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Figure S5: Dierences in Vns-LAS protein levels between primary and lateral root
QCs. (a) and (b), Pairwise grey value quantication of Vns-LAS signal intensity in selected QCs from
individual root systems. Grey value distributions in the QC of the primary root and the most rootwards LR,
that has a similar developmental stage as the LR depicted in Fig.
transgenic lines (plot titles,

pLAS:Vns-LAS

in

las-4 )

7c were determined.

Two independent

were assayed. Colors represent individual root systems.

For a description of box plots see Fig. 9. Circles represent outlier grey values. Dashed line depicts the mean
grey value across all pixels assayed during the experiment. Plants were imaged 7 days after germination.
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Trait
Root system morphology
pri_length
pri_gravi_indx
lat_gravi_indx
Root system geometry
convex hull
width
depth
width_depth_ratio
Root system topology
root_sys_length
lat_length
LRBA

LR_N
lat_density
interbranch_dist_mean
Root system dynamics
gr_rs
gr_pr
gr_lr

Description

Unit

Reference

Length of the primary root
Gravitropic index, ratio of primary root length over vector length
Mean gravitropic index of all lateral roots in a root system

cm
-

Barbez et al. (2017)
-

Smallest convex polygon of a root system
Maximal horizontal expansion of a root system
Maximal vertical expansion of a root system
Ratio of width over depth

cm2
cm
cm
-

Galkovskyi et al. (2012)
Lobet et al. (2017)
Lobet et al. (2017)
Lobet et al. (2017)

Overall length of the root system (pri_length and lat_length)
Cumulative length of all lateral roots in a root system
The LR branching angle (LRBA) describes the angle enclosed by the primary
root and the LR at its emergence position. Direction of the gravity vector
does not matter for LRBA calculation, because reference points are the
orientations of the primary root and the LR.
Number of lateral roots in a root system
Ratio of lateral root number over primary root length
Describes the primary root segment with emerged LRs. Measure of the average distance between lateral root emergence positions within this segment

cm
cm
°

Delory et al. (2016)
Delory et al. (2016)
Lobet et al. (2011)

cm−1
cm

Delory et al. (2016)

Growth rate of the root system during scanning intervals
Growth rate of the primary root during scanning intervals
Growth rate of the lateral roots during scanning intervals

mm h−1
mm h−1
mm h−1

Delory et al. (2016)
Delory et al. (2016)

Figure S6: Root traits.

Description of root traits used for root system phenotyping. Categories are based

on Lobet (2015). The following traits were usually only extracted from the last time point in the time series:
pri_gravi_indx, lat_gravi_indx, convex hull, width, depth, width_depth_ratio, LRBA, LR_N, lat_density
and interbranch_dist_mean.
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a

170261

Col-0

170263

170262

170264

DMSO

y

15

y

y

y

y

x

x

10
5
Count

0
17-β-Estradiol

y

15

x

x

10
5
0
1 2 3 4 5 61 2 3 4 5 61 2 3 4 5 61 2 3 4 5 61 2 3 4 5 6
Direction root tip [rad]
Growth rate [mm/h]

b

17-β-Estradiol

DMSO

y,y

0.2

170261

Col-0

y,x

170262

170263

y,x

170264

y,x

y,x

0.1
0

0

1

2

0

1

2

1
0
2
0
LR length at 14 DAG

1

2

0

1

2

Figure S7: Specic deviation from gravity oriented growth and eect on LR growth
rate in pSCR>>LAS-Tq2 plants after LAS induction. Analysis of primary root tip growth
direction and LR growth rates in

pSCR>>LAS-Tq2

plants after

LAS

orientations after 14 DAG. Plants were either treated with DMSO or 10

induction.

a,

Histograms of root tip

µM 17-β -estradiol from 5 DAG onwards.

Dashed line indicates root tip orientation parallel to the gravity vector (4.71 rad).

b,

Scatter plots of LR length

at 14 DAG in relation to growth rate. Points represent individual LRs. Plants are the same as in (a). In (a) and
(b) statistical signicance was determined using unbalanced two-way ANOVA. The letters in the upper left plot
corners (x or y, in (b) color-coded based on treatment) indicate the results of a post hoc Tukey test, groups with
the same letter are indistinguishable at

>

95% condence using a 0.05 signicance level. Sample size ranged

between 20 to 26 plants for each line/treatment combination.
transgenic lines in the Col-0 background, carrying

170261 to 170264 represent four independent

pSCR>>LAS-Tq2.

table S16.
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Summary statistics are described in
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a

b
III

V

II

I

IV

VI

g

g

pSCR>>LAS-Tq2

DR5:GFP

Figure S8: Increased horizontal growth in side shoots of plants expressing
pSCR>>LAS-Tq2. Display of cauline leaf side shoots in pSCR>>LAS-Tq2 and DR5:erGFP. a, Col0 plant expressing

pSCR>>LAS-Tq2,

without any induction treatment.

Arrows I - III indicate the three

youngest side shoots, before owers are initiated from the inorescence. Image was taken from a representative
plant from line 170262.

b,

Col-0 plant expressing

DR5:erGFP,

without any induction treatment. Arrows IV -

VI indicate the three youngest side shoots, before owers are initiated from the inorescence. Plants in

(a)

and

(b) were grown simultaneously under the same conditions in the green house. Arrowheads denote the direction
of gravity. n = 23 plants/line.
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a
ag
QC DC

ap

βE

b

βE
QC DC

ag

DMSO

c

DMSO

QC DC

ap

βE

βE

Figure S9: Loss of QC fate in LAS inducing conditions.
QC cells.

b,

a,

mPSPI stained amyloplasts in

Representative image of aggregates in distal cells, after mPSPI staining.

c,

Representative image

of amyloplasts in distal cells, after mPSPI staining. In (a) to (c), cell lineages are traced in the right panel. Left
panels display the same root tip without tracings. Black bars in the lower left corner represent 18
images in (a) to (c) came from line 170261, that is described in Fig. 16.

βE

µm.

Root tip

and DMSO indicate inducing and

non-inducing conditions, respectively. ag = aggregates, ap = amyloplasts, DC = distal cells, QC = quiescent
center.
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0.3
0.2
0.1
0.0

180
160
140
120
100
80
60
40
20
0

b

a

7-9

c
DAG

9-11

a

b

c

7

a
DAG

Figure S10: LRs in the
facing LRs, in wt and

ls-1

11

AmB
ls-1

d,

0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0.0

b

c

ls-1

180
160
140
120
100
80
60
40
20
0

a

7-9

b

c,

b

c

7

a
DAG

1

2

b,

ls-1

c

11

3
a,

growth rate of east

growth rate of west facing LRs, in wt and

avgAbsAng of east facing LRs, in wt and

avgAbsAng of east facing LRs, in wt and

b

ΔavgAbsAng LRs west

Biological replicate:

mutants at indicated time intervals.

9-11

DAG

mutant did not respond to gravity.

mutants at indicated time intervals.

time points.

0.5 Growth rate LRs west

d

ΔavgAbsAng LRs east

Genotype:

ls-1

Growth rate [mm/h]

0.4

c

avgAbsAng [deg, 0 = g]

b

Growth rate LRs east

avgAbsAng [deg, 0 = g]

Growth rate [mm/h]

a

ls-1

mutants at indicated

mutants at indicated time points. Analyzed root

systems are described in Fig. 20. For a description of box plots see Fig. 9. Dots represent individual LRs.
Straight lines connect mean values of sample populations (plus signs). Statistical signicance was determined
using unbalanced two-way ANOVA. The letters below the boxes (ad) indicate the results of a post hoc Tukey
test, groups with the same letter are indistinguishable at

>

95% condence using a 0.05 signicance level. For

each time point data from three independent biological replicates was pooled prior to analysis.

Sample size

ranged between 5 to 8 root systems per genotype for each biological replicate.

Gene

log2 FC

AmB_br1 AmB_br2 AmB_br3

ls-1

Solyc06g035940.3
Solyc05g006370.1
Solyc08g075560.1
Solyc05g009200.2
Solyc10g012210.2

6.345337
4.132439
3.444878
3.250500
2.958679

0
0
0
0
0

59.444160
13.971774
9.624366
8.244841
7.048996

Figure S11: DEGs in

0
0
0
0
0

ls-1

0
0
0
0
0

_br1

ls-1

_br2

69.509865
15.012501
9.960014
8.231915
6.138143

mutant primary root tips.

ls-1

_br3 p value

89.440125
17.675827
9.905534
8.680717
7.000710

8.104461e − 06
4.736512e − 06
1.884500e − 07
2.173007e − 07
3.223697e − 05

<

0.05. Columns 3 to 8 display FPKM values of individual samples.
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0.015823959
0.015823959
0.001272839
0.001272839
0.040000970

DEGs identied after ltering results

of the dierential expression analysis according to the following criteria: log2 fold change (FC)
(q value)

q value

≥ 2.5

and FDR
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a

mRNA X SENSE
Read Sense 1
Read Sense 2

Read Sense 3

mRNA X ANTISENSE
Read AntiSense 1

Read AntiSense 2

Read AntiSense 3

b AmB_br1
[0 - 10]
AmB_br2
[0 - 10]

AmB_br3
[0 - 12]

ls-1_br1
[0 - 11]

ls-1_br2
[0 - 10]

ls-1_br3
[0 - 10]

mRNA: Solyc07g066250 (Ls)

c [0AmB_br1
- 79]

mRNA: Solyc10g074680 (SlySCR)

Figure S12:

Ls

antisense transcript in tomato roots.

a,

Cartoon illustrates directional relation

between mRNA and strand specic reads. Depicted are sense and antisense transcripts of a hypothetical gene

X.

b,

Read

SlySCR

locus

Reads will always face in the opposite direction, in relation to the mRNA that was sequenced.

mapping at the

Ls

locus in the wt (AmB) and

ls-1

mutant background.

c,

Read mapping at the

in br1 of the wt. For (b) and (c) raw read mappings without adjustment of library size are displayed. Text
panels in upper left corners indicate genetic background, biological replicate and the range of the coverage plot.
Color encoding of transcript and read orientation in (a) is maintained throughout (b) and (c).
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a3'

TATATACTCTGTCTTACCCTAATATATACAGTTTTGCTATGTGGATTCTAACTCAAACTGTTTTTTTTATATC
309

300

280

1/22

260

1/223/22
1/22 1/22

1/2210/22

2/22

TATAATCATTTATAATCATCCAATTTTTGTGTTTTCTAATCCAACAGAGAAACAAACTCGAAGGGTTCTTT
240

220

200
1/22

1/22

180

GTTTTTCTGTGTGTAGGGTTCTTAGGCGGCCGCAGCTGTTAGAAGCGGCCTCGGTAGCAGGAGAAGG
160

140

120

TAGTAGACGAATTAGTAAAAAACGGGATTGTGGTTTTTAATAGCTAGAAAAAAAAACAGATGATATATG
100

80

60

40

GATCTATATATCCAAAAAAACAGGAAGAGAAACCTAGTAAAGGTGCTGCTTTGCCT
1

ATTA

A: 103
C: 47
G: 61
T: 104

c

CGCA

TAGT

AACC
AGCA ACTC
ATGA ATAA

GAAG

AATC

CTCT

CGAA

ACAA

TGTC

GATC
ATGG
GTAA

CTCG
CCCT
ATCT
TAGG ACGG
ATAC CCTA
AGTA
GATT CTCA

TTTG

GTCT

AGGC
TTAC
CTGT ATCC ACCT
AAGG
AACA TTAG CATC

ACAG AACT
TCTA TCTT

GCCG

CAGC

TGTG

ATAT

TATA

ATCA
ATTT
GTAG
GCTA CAGA
CTAT
CAGG

CGGG

TATG
GCGG
TAGC

TAAT

AGAA
TCCA
CGGC
CGGT
AGCT GTTT
CAAT
CCTC AGGA TTCT
TCAA
CTTA
AGGG

TTGT AATA

AAAC

TGTA
TACA
TAAA
CCGC

AGAG

TAGA

AAGA

TGGA

GTGT

AATT

TTGC

TATC

ATAG

TTTC

TTTT

TGTT

AAAA

CAAC

GGTT

GTTA

TTAA
GCCT

CTTT
ACTG

GAGA CCAA GGCC
GGAT CTAA CAAA TCAT
GAAA

AGCG

GTTC
GCAG

GGAA

GGGT

TTTA

ATTG

ATGT
AACG

TGGT
GGCG
AGTT
AGAC

AGAT

TTAT

CTAG

GGGA
TCGA

AAGC

b

TACC

20

3'

5'

ACGA

TCTG

GTGG CATT
ATTC GGTA
AGGT
TAAC
CAGT
GAAT
GACG
GGAG
GATG

GATA
ACCC
GCTG
TGAT

TGCT
TCGG

TACT

TATGTAGTAAAAGGGTGAGGTTTCACGGTGAATGGATTGTTAAACCATTATTGTACTCTTAGAAAGTAGTAGTTGT
400

380

360

340

TGTTGTTGTTGTTTATTAATTTTTATTTTTATTCAACTAGTTCTAGAACGCAATATGTTTCTGATCAATTGAATTTATGA
320

300

280

1/15

1/15
1/15

260

1/15
5/15

1/15

1/15

TATATAGTAGTTGGATCAGGAGATACAATTTTTAAAATTTTGTAAGTATAGTTATTCATTTTGTTTTTTTTGTACTTTA
240

220

200

180

2/15

AAGTTATGGAGAAGTTATAACAAGAAGTGGTACGTTTAAAGATGATGATGTTGAAGTAATCTTTTAGACCAATAAA
160

140

120

100

1/15

1/15

TCCCAAAAGTGAGGTGCGCAAAAGAAGTCTAGGGAGGATTTGATAGTCATCAGAATTAATGGGAGACTTCAACC
80

60

20

40

GATAAACTATCAAAAAGAGTTGCGGTTCTGCTCTACCT

5'

1

Figure S13: 50 RACE of asLAS and asLs transcripts.
0

mRNA sequence of

0

transcripts, showing the 5 UTRs detected with 5 RACE based on sequenced clones.

0

to 5 orientation. Displayed are the nal codons of the
The

LAS

0

3

LAS

a,

LAS

LAS /Ls

antisense

sense strand in 3

0

CDS in light grey font, the stop codon is underlined.

UTR has a length of 309 bp indicated by positional marks. Orange arrows depict the detected

TSSs, with associated frequencies. Black font highlights putative TATA-boxes.

b,

Word cloud representation

0
0
of a sliding window frequency analysis of 4-mer oligonucleotides in 3 to 5 direction of the sequence shown
in (a) without

LAS

CDS. Table sums up count data for individual bases.

orientation. Displayed are the nal codons of the
bp downstream of

Ls

Ls

c,

Ls

0

sense strand in 3

to 5

0

CDS in light grey font, the stop codon is underlined. 402

stop are indicated by positional marks. Orange arrows depict the detected TSSs, with

associated frequencies. Black font highlights TATA-boxes.
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a

I

QC
Sclt

Bf

b

QC
II

c

Sclt

Bf

Gt
Ep
LRC
Col

Ep
LRC
Col

Tr

MERGE

Tr

MERGE

Ep
C
En

III
IV
V

Pc

Sclt

Bf

d

Tr

MERGE

Ep
C
En
Pc

VI

Sclt

Bf

Tr

MERGE

Figure S14: aspLAS:erSclt expression in LRs and pericycle/ground tissue cell lineages. (a) and (b), aspLAS:erSclt expression in just emerged LRs from two independent transgenic plants.
Expression in QC, CSCs and the columella. Variable asymmetric expression in the ground tissue (arrow I) or
the LRC (arrow II). (a) and (b),

aspLAS:erSclt

expression in the primary root, in areas with dierentiated

cells. This expression domain displayed variation between dierent transgenic plants. In (c) a transgenic plant
with expression in the pericycle (arrow III), the endodermis (arrow IV) and the cortex is shown (arrow V).
In (d) a transgenic plant with strong
independent T1

aspLAS:erSclt

aspLAS:erSclt

signal mainly in the pericycle is displayed (arrow VI). 19

plants in the Col-0 background were analyzed, 9-10 days after germination and

representative images are displayed in (a) to (d). Figure continues on the next page ...
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Figure S14: continued.

For (a) to (d), panels from left to right: Sclt channel with grey value heat map,

brighteld (Bf ) channel, Bf channel with cell tracings (Tr) , image of merged Sclt and Bf channels. Scale bars
at the bottom corners of panels represent 25

µm.

Stem cells of dierent cell lineages were not traced in LRs. C

= cortex, Col = columella, En = endodermis, Ep = epidermis, LRC = lateral root cap, Pc = pericycle, QC =
quiescent center.
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c

Line

Plants w/
signal

180044

16/16

180050

25/25

180052

10/10

180055

11/11

180060

7/7

d
I

b 1.0
Filling index

0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5

180042 180045
pLAS:Vns-LAS

e

180046 180048 180049
pLAS:LAS-Vns
las-4

II

tdTom

III

IV

tdTom

Bf

MERGE

tdTom

Bf

MERGE

tdTom

Bf

MERGE

f

VI
V

g

VII
VIII

Figure S15: LAS-NLS versions are expressed in endogenous root expression domains. Figure continues on the next page ...
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Figure S15: continued.
(b) and live-imaging of

las-4

Scoring of axillary bud formation in rosette leaf axils of

plants expressing LAS-NLS versions (c) - (g).

a,

las-4

plants in (a) and

Scoring plots representing the

presence or absence of axillary buds in rosette leaf axils, from the oldest (rosette leaf index = 1) to the youngest
rosette leaf. Each column represents an individual plant and each square within a column represents a phytomer
with a lled (green) or empty (yellow) leaf axil.

b,

Filling index of plants displayed in (a). Circles represent

individual plants. The lling index is calculated as the ratio of lled leaf axils over the total number of rosette
leaf axils. All plants with a lling index greater than 0.8 (dashed line) were considered as fully complemented.
Plants with a lling index between 0.8 and 0.5 (dotted line) were considered as partially complemented. All
scored plants were grown at the same time and each number indicates an independent transgenic line. Plants
were grown for six weeks under short day conditions. After that period, plants were transferred to long day
conditions and scored when the the shoot started to bolt. Plants displayed in (a) and (b) belong to the same
experiment as plants displayed in Fig. 22.

c,

The table summarizes frequency counts of transgene expressing

plants for each of the indicated independent lines, based on the detection of uorescence during live-imaging.
Only primary roots and LRs were analyzed.

d,

Primary root tip of a plant from line 180055 (pLAS:tdTom-

LAS-NLS). Line I: Ectopic tdTom-LAS-NLS domain in the LRC, epidermis and ground tissue cell lineages.
Arrow II: Representative columella cell with tdTom-LAS-NLS signal in the cytosol and the nucleus.

e,

LR

tip of a plant from line 180055 (pLAS:tdTom-LAS-NLS). Line III: Ectopic tdTom-LAS-NLS domain in the
LRC, epidermis and ground tissue cell lineages. Arrow IV: Representative columella cell with tdTom-LAS-NLS
signal in the cytosol and the nucleus.

f,

Primary root tip of a plant from line 180050 (pLAS:tdTom-LAS-NLS).

Arrow V: Representative columella cell with tdTom-LAS-NLS signal in the cytosol and the nucleus. Arrow VI:
Representative LRC cell with tdTom-LAS-NLS signal restricted to the nucleus.

g,

LR tip of a plant from line

180050 (pLAS:tdTom-LAS-NLS). Arrow VII: Representative LRC cell with tdTom-LAS-NLS signal restricted
to the nucleus. Arrow VIII: Representative columella cell with tdTom-LAS-NLS signal in the cytosol and the
nucleus. For (c) to (g), plants were imaged 7-10 days after germination and representative images were chose
for display. For (d) to (g), panels from left to right: tdTom channel with grey value heat map, brighteld (Bf )
channel, and image of merged tdTom and Bf channels. Scale bars at the bottom corners of panels represent 19

µm.
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PtyLRBA = Gty + br + Gty × br

two-way ANOVA

two-way ANOVA

two-way ANOVA

two-way ANOVA

two-way ANOVA

9c

9e

9g

10b

12a
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−16

1

see Fig. 9c

see Fig. 9c

see Fig. 9c

2

1

see Fig. 9c

25 on DMSO
26 on DMSO
22 on DMSO
24 on DMSO
22 on DMSO
22 on β E
20 on β E
21 on β E
23 on β E
20 on β E

Col-0, 140260
Col-0, 170261
Col-0, 170262
Col-0, 170263
Col-0, 170264
Col-0, 140260
Col-0, 170261
Col-0, 170262
Col-0, 170263
Col-0, 170264

see Fig. 9c

see Fig. 9c

see Fig. 9c

194 on β E

268 on β E

217 on β E

236 on β E

207 on β E

206 on DMSO

244 on DMSO

187 on DMSO

271 on DMSO

245 on DMSO

see Fig. 9c

see Fig. 9c

see Fig. 9c

549

19

las-4

see Fig. 9c

439

17

Col-0

see Fig. 9c

523

18

las-4

LR (n)
909

PR (n)
30

Col-0

Biological Genotype/
replicate Line

Figure continues on the next page ...

p(line) = 2.005e−09
p(trmt)< 2e−16
p(line × trmt) = 8.044e−06

p(Gty) < 2e−16
p(br) < 2e−16
p(Gty × catg) = 0.05138

p(Gty) = 0.0004051
p(br) = 0.0391648
p(Gty × br) = 0.7215274

p(Gty) < 2e−16
p(br) = 0.010375
p(Gty × br) = 0.003007

p(Gty) < 2e
p(br) = 0.09692
p(Gty × br) = 0.66903

p values

Figure S16: Summary statistics.

Ptypri_length = line + trmt + line × trmt

Ptygrowth angle prole = Gty + catg + Gty × catg

Ptywidth = Gty + br + Gty × br

Ptygravitropic index = Gty + br + Gty × br

Model

Figure Test

225

see Fig. 9c

see Fig. 9c

see Fig. 9c

84

2275

see Fig. 9c

see Fig. 9c

see Fig. 9c

2420

Sum PR (n) Sum LR (n)
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two-way ANOVA

two-way ANOVA

two-way ANOVA

12h

12i

two-way ANOVA

12e

12g

two-way ANOVA

12d

two-way ANOVA

two-way ANOVA

12c

12f

Ptyroot_sys_length = line + trmt + line × trmt

two-way ANOVA

12b

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

see Fig. 12a

see Fig. 12a

see Fig. 12a

see Fig. 12a

see Fig. 12a

see Fig. 12a

see Fig. 12a

see Fig. 12a

see Fig. 12a

see Fig. 12a

see Fig. 12a

see Fig. 12a

see Fig. 12a

see Fig. 12a

see Fig. 12a

see Fig. 12a

Biological Genotype/ PR (n)
replicate Line

Figure continues on the next page ...

p(line) = 0.2583
p(trmt) = 3.976−08
p(line × trmt) = 0.7538

p(line) = 0.4735
p(trmt) = 7.965e−14
p(line × trmt) = 0.6766

p(line) = 0.0001974
p(trmt)< 2e−16
p(line × trmt) = 0.0004744

p(line) = 0.0074656
p(trmt)< 2e−16
p(line × trmt) = 0.0009691

p(line) = 9.22e−07
p(trmt)< 2e−16
p(line × trmt) = 0.001255

p(line) < 2e−16
p(trmt)< 2e−16
p(line × trmt) = 0.9605

p(line) = 0.001986
p(trmt) = 2.327e−06
p(line × trmt) = 0.706855

p(line) = 0.0002355
p(trmt) = 1.33e−13
p(line × trmt) = 0.1560775

p values

Figure S16: continued.

Ptygr_lr_12_14 = line + trmt + line × trmt

Ptygr_rs_12_14 = line + trmt + line × trmt

Ptygr_pr_12_14 = line + trmt + line × trmt

Ptygr_pr_10_12 = line + trmt + line × trmt

Ptygr_pr_7_10 = line + trmt + line × trmt

Ptygr_pr_5_7 = line + trmt + line × trmt

Ptylat_length = line + trmt + line × trmt

Model

Figure Test

see Fig. 12a

see Fig. 12a

see Fig. 12a

see Fig. 12a

see Fig. 12a

see Fig. 12a

see Fig. 12a

see Fig. 12a

LR (n)

see Fig. 12a

see Fig. 12a

see Fig. 12a

see Fig. 12a

see Fig. 12a

see Fig. 12a

see Fig. 12a

see Fig. 12a

see Fig. 12a

see Fig. 12a

see Fig. 12a

see Fig. 12a

see Fig. 12a

see Fig. 12a

see Fig. 12a

see Fig. 12a

Sum PR (n) Sum LR (n)
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two-way ANOVA

two-way ANOVA

14a

14b-d

two-way ANOVA

13c

two-way ANOVA

two-way ANOVA

13b

13d

PtyLR_N = line + trmt + line × trmt

two-way ANOVA

13a

1

1

1

1

1

1

see Fig. 12a

see Fig. 12a

see Fig. 12a

see Fig. 12a

see Fig. 12a

see Fig. 12a

see Fig. 12a

see Fig. 12a

see Fig. 12a

see Fig. 12a

see Fig. 12a

see Fig. 12a

Biological Genotype/ PR (n)
replicate Line

Figure continues on the next page ...

p(line) < 2e−16
p(trmt)< 2e−16
p(line × trmt) = 1.365e−13

p(line) = 0.4794683
p(trmt) = 2.206e−10
p(line × trmt) = 0.0001697

p(line) = 5.363e−05
p(trmt)< 2e−16
p(line × trmt) = 2.272e−07

p(line) = 0.1609
p(trmt) = 6.31e−06
p(line × trmt) = 0.1239

p(line) = 3.220e−05
p(trmt) < 2e−16
p(line × trmt) = 7.035e−05

p(line) = 0.2579
p(trmt) = 0.1426
p(line × trmt) = 0.7796

p values

Figure S16: continued.

Ptygrowth angle prole = line + trmt + line × trmt

PtyLRBA = line + trmt + line × trmt

PtyDistance_apical_LR = line + trmt + line × trmt

Ptyinterbranch_dist_mean = line + trmt + line × trmt

Ptylat_density = line + trmt + line × trmt

Model

Figure Test

see Fig. 12a

see Fig. 12a

see Fig. 12a

see Fig. 12a

see Fig. 12a

see Fig. 12a

LR (n)

see Fig. 12a

see Fig. 12a

see Fig. 12a

see Fig. 12a

see Fig. 12a

see Fig. 12a

see Fig. 12a

see Fig. 12a

see Fig. 12a

see Fig. 12a

see Fig. 12a

see Fig. 12a

Sum PR (n) Sum LR (n)
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n/a

n/a

one-way ANOVA

two-way ANOVA

two-way ANOVA

16c-f

17d

17e

113

17f

ls-1
ls-1 CosG
ls-1 GSET4
ls-1 GSET6

1, 2, 3
3
3
2

see Fig. 17d

see Fig. 17d

see Fig. 17d

AmB

1, 2, 3

see Fig. 17d

ls-1 GSET6

2

19 on β E

Col-0, 170264

ls-1 GSET4

24 on β E

Col-0, 170263

3

21 on β E

Col-0, 170262

ls-1 CosG

18 on β E

Col-0, 170261

3

18 on DMSO

Col-0, 170264

ls-1

21 on DMSO

Col-0, 170263

1, 2, 3

18 on DMSO

Col-0, 170262

see Fig. 17d

see Fig. 17d

6 at 16 DAG

7 at 16 DAG

6 at 16 DAG

22 at 16 DAG

18 at 16 DAG

6 at 10 DAG

7 at 10 DAG

6 at 10 DAG

22 at 10 DAG

18 at 10 DAG

12 on DMSO

Col-0, 170261

AmB

PR (n)

Genotype/
Line

1, 2, 3

1

Biological
replicate

Figure continues on the next page ...

p(Gty) = 6.385e−07
p(ti_po) = 0.0006133
p(Gty × ti_po) = 0.9437882

p(Gty) < 2e−16
p(ti_po)< 2e−16
p(Gty × ti_po) = 0.01474

p(Gty) = 0.004367

n/a

p values

Figure S16: continued.

PtyLRBA = Gty + ti_po + Gty × ti_po

Pty∆avgAbsAng = Gty + ti_po + Gty × ti_po

Pty∆avgAbsAng = Gty

Model

Figure Test

see Fig. 17d

see Fig. 17d

81 at 16 DAG

119 at 16 DAG

63 at 16 DAG

401 at 16 DAG

485 at 16 DAG

47 at 10 DAG

53 at 10 DAG

44 at 10 DAG

190 at 10 DAG

300 at 10 DAG

n/a

LR (n)

see Fig. 17d

see Fig. 17d

59

151

see Fig. 17d

see Fig. 17d

634 at 10 DAG
1149 at 16 DAG

n/a

Sum PR (n) Sum LR (n)
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two-way ANOVA

two-way ANOVA

19e

two-way ANOVA

19b

19d

two-way ANOVA

18c

two-way ANOVA

two-way ANOVA

18b

19c

PtyGrowth rate = Gty + ti_po + Gty × ti_po

two-way ANOVA

18a

see Fig. 19b

see Fig. 19b

see Fig.19b

see Fig.19b

see Fig.19b

see Fig. 19b

see Fig. 19b

see Fig. 19b

20

20

AmB

ls-1

see Fig. 17d

see Fig. 17d

see Fig. 17d

see Fig. 17d

see Fig. 17d

see Fig. 17d

Genotype/ PR (n)
Line

Figure continues on the next page ...

p(Gty) = 7.328e−11
p(ti_po) = 0.4261
p(Gty × ti_po) = 0.3897

p(Gty) = 0.001161
p(ti_po) = 0.514510
p(Gty × ti_po) = 0.107850

p(Gty) = 0.7644
p(ti_po) < 2.2e−16
p(Gty × ti_po) = 7.038e−05

see Fig. 19b

1, 2, 3

p(Gty) = 9.063e
p(ti_po) = 0.07433
p(Gty × ti_po) = 0.35224
−05

see Fig. 17d

see Fig. 17d

see Fig. 17d

Biological
replicate

p(Gty) = 1.645ee−05
p(ti_po) < 2e−16
p(Gty × ti_po) = 0.04863

p(Gty) = 8.764ee−16
p(ti_po) < 2e−16
p(Gty × ti_po) = 0.1639

p(Gty) = 2.374e−14
p(ti_po) = 0.0004197
p(Gty × ti_po) = 0.2455955

p values

Figure S16: continued.

PtyLRBA = Gty + ti_po + Gty × ti_po

PtyGrowth rate = Gty + ti_po + Gty × ti_po

Ptygaf loat = Gty + ti_po + Gty × ti_po

Ptygag = Gty + ti_po + Gty × ti_po

PtyLR density = Gty + ti_po + Gty × ti_po

PtyLR number = Gty + ti_po + Gty × ti_po

Model

Figure Test

see Fig.19b

see Fig.19b

see Fig.19b

175 at 11 DAG

170 at 9 DAG

167 at 7 DAG

284 at 11 DAG

226 at 9 DAG

199 at 7 DAG

see Fig. 17d

see Fig. 17d

see Fig. 17d

LR (n)

see Fig. 19b

see Fig. 19b

see Fig. 19b

40

see Fig. 17d

see Fig. 17d

see Fig. 17d

see Fig. 19b

see Fig. 19b

see Fig. 19b

366 at 7 DAG
396 at 9 DAG
459 at 11 DAG

see Fig. 17d

see Fig. 17d

see Fig. 17d

Sum PR (n) Sum LR (n)
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two-way ANOVA

two-way ANOVA

two-way ANOVA

S7a

S7b

two-way ANOVA

20c

20e

two-way ANOVA

20b

two-way ANOVA

two-way ANOVA

19g

20d

PtyLR number = Gty + ti_po + Gty × ti_po

two-way ANOVA

19f

1

1

see Fig. 20d

1, 2, 3

see Fig. 20b

1, 2, 3

see Fig. 19b

see Fig. 19b

Biological
replicate

see Fig. 12a

see Fig. 12a

see Fig. 20d

ls-1

AmB

see Fig. 20b

ls-1

AmB

see Fig.19b

see Fig.19b

see Fig. 12a

see Fig. 12a

see Fig. 20d

20
20

see Fig. 20b

20
20

see Fig. 19b

see Fig. 19b

Genotype/ PR (n)
Line

Figure continues on the next page ...

p(line) = 3.548e−05
p(trmt) < 2.2e−16
p(line × trmt) = 6.175e−05

p(line) = 3.282e−05
p(trmt) = 1.452e−12
p(line × trmt) = 6.518e−05

p(Gty) < 2.2e−16
p(ti_po) < 2.2e−16
p(Gty × ti_po) = 5.224e−07

p(Gty) < 2.2e−16
p(ti_po) = 1.475e−15
p(Gty × ti_po) = 3.451e−12

p(Gty) < 2.2e−16
p(ti_po) = 2.649e−06
p(Gty × ti_po) = 5.045e−05

p(Gty) < 2.2e−16
p(ti_po) < 2.2e−16
p(Gty × ti_po) = 6.857e−10

p(Gty) = 0.0002645
p(ti_po) < 2.2e−16
p(Gty × ti_po) = 1.462e−05

p(Gty) = 0.6259
p(ti_po) = 0.0318372
p(Gty × ti_po) = 0.0993096

p values

Figure S16: continued.

PtyLR growth rate = line + trmt + line × trmt

PtyDirection root tip = line + trmt + line × trmt

Ptygaf loat LRs west = Gty + ti_po + Gty × ti_po

Ptygag LRs west = Gty + ti_po + Gty × ti_po

Ptygaf loat LRs east = Gty + ti_po + Gty × ti_po

Ptygag LRs east = Gty + ti_po + Gty × ti_po

PtyLR density = Gty + ti_po + Gty × ti_po

Model

Figure Test

see Fig. 12a

see Fig. 12a

see Fig. 20d

107 at 7 DAG
75 at 7 DAG

see Fig. 20b

74 at 7 DAG
71 at 7 DAG

see Fig.19b

see Fig.19b

LR (n)

see Fig. 12a

see Fig. 12a

see Fig. 20d

40

see Fig. 20b

40

see Fig. 19b

see Fig. 19b

see Fig. 12a

see Fig. 12a

see Fig. 20d

182

see Fig. 20b

145

see Fig. 19b

see Fig. 19b

Sum PR (n) Sum LR (n)
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PtyGrowth rate LRs east = Gty + ti_po + Gty × ti_po

two-way ANOVA

two-way ANOVA

two-way ANOVA

two-way ANOVA

S10a

S10b

S10c

S10d

116
see Fig. 20d

see Fig. 20b

see Fig. 20d

see Fig. 19b

Biological
replicate

see Fig. 20d

see Fig. 20b

see Fig. 20d

see Fig. 20b

see Fig. 20d

see Fig. 20b

see Fig. 20d

see Fig. 20b

LR (n)

see Fig. 20d

see Fig. 20b

see Fig. 20d

see Fig. 20b

see Fig. 20d

see Fig. 20b

see Fig. 20d

see Fig. 20b

Sum PR (n) Sum LR (n)

variable into account. PR(n) = number of primary roots analyzed; LR(n) = number of LRs analyzed. catg = category, ti_po = time point, trmt = treatment.

of the genotype (Gty), an additional factor variable (biological replicate, treatment, category or time point) and a possible interaction between Gty and the factor

The linear statistical model to explain dierences in phenotype (Pty), takes the contribution

For a human readable form of this table use the

see Fig.20d

see Fig.20b

see Fig.20d

see Fig.20b

Genotype/ PR (n)
Line

Supplementing information for all statistical analysis employed in this thesis.

p(Gty) < 2.2e−16
p(ti_po) = 0.001812
p(Gty × ti_po) = 0.041607

p(Gty) < 2.2e−16
p(ti_po) = 6.996e−08
p(Gty × ti_po) = 1.760e−06

p(Gty) = 1.701e−06
p(ti_po) = 0.0001353
p(Gty × ti_po) = 0.2466284

p(Gty) = 3.123e−14
p(ti_po) = 0.0001028
p(Gty × ti_po) = 0.0037348

p values

online version available @ Universitäts- und Stadtbibliothek Köln.

Figure S16: continued.

Pty∆avgAbsAng LRs west = Gty + ti_po + Gty × ti_po

Pty∆avgAbsAng LRs east = Gty + ti_po + Gty × ti_po

PtyGrowth rate LRs west = Gty + ti_po + Gty × ti_po

Model

Figure Test
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